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ABSTRACT 

 

 This study sought to determine the principles of interface rhetoric through a 

review of the relevant history and theory involved in imagetext media. Defining interface 

as the surface that limits the view of an artifact’s content, it focuses on the media of the 

illustrated book, comics, and the video game, particularly artifacts of those media 

inspired by the content of Lewis Carroll’s Alice books. 

 Methodologically, it used the history of aesthetics and technology related to 

imagetext and the theories of these media in order to discern the rhetorical principles of 

interface distinctive to each medium. It takes the perspective of W. J. T. Mitchell’s 

concept of “imagetext,” Umberto Eco’s sense of semiotics, Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s 

phenomenology of perception, and Don Ihde’s phenomenology of technology in its 

analysis of the media’s artifacts. The results of the analyses are a group of rhetorical 

principles for each medium that explain the operation of logos, pathos, and ethos in each 

medium’s interface. The explanations refer to Wayne Booth’s “implied author” and 

Kenneth Burke’s “terminological screens.” 

 In the final analysis, this study argues for understanding the relative ubiquity of 

imagetext in media stemming from the 1830s to present. It takes the stance that changes 

in aesthetics and technology enabled the rise of imagetext interfaces and the media that 

had them. More importantly, it formulates the architectonic principles of interface 

rhetoric regardless of the specific media. 
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CHAPTER 1 

CONCEIVING OF A THEORY FOR INTERFACE RHETORIC 

Scholars Observe That Contemporary Culture Has Changed and Imply a New Kind of 

Rhetorical Practice 

 Cultural critics have observed a cultural shift over the past, three decades toward 

image-based communication and the presence of interfaces. Prior to examining the 

critics’ arguments, the terms “image” and “interface” need some clarification. “Image” 

should be understood as referring to pictures, not figurative language. “Interface” has two 

current definitions: in the discourse of computers, it designates a configuration of images 

and words that allow the user to control a computer graphically; in its generic sense, 

which is closer to its original denotation, it means something that stands between two 

entities, or the process of two entities interacting with each other. The entities can be 

people or objects. In the arguments of the cultural critics, the second meaning of interface 

is usually ignored. Their arguments are that images are overtaking the culture, and that 

interfaces are proliferating. These critics may not evaluate interface-oriented trends the 

same way, but they seem to agree that the trends are happening.  

 Stephen Johnson in Interface Culture definitely sees interfaces as defining 

contemporary culture, and Cynthia Selfe and Richard Selfe in “The Politics of Interface” 

assert that interfaces have ideological content that affects a person’s use of a computer, 

even in the composition classroom. Johnson characterizes the cultural moment as “the 

new medium of interface design winding its way through a broad swath of modern life, 
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sometimes far removed from the computer screen” (25). Other scholars have focused on 

the proliferation of images. Mitchell Stephens in The Rise of the Image, the Fall of the 

Word claims that the culture is embarking on a third communication revolution, akin to 

the invention and ramifications of print, in the rise of video, which is not synonymous 

with television but includes it (11). Describing the cultural moment, he comments, 

“Another way of summarizing what has been happening to reading, and to our lives, is 

that the image is replacing the word as the predominant means of mental transport” (11). 

For him, the increase in images means that they are overtaking words. In a similar vein 

but without emphasizing a specific form, Gunther Kress asserts that “[t]he visual is 

becoming more prominent in many domains in public communication” (“'English' at the 

Crossroads” 68). He elaborates: “The landscape of communication of the 1990s is an 

irrefutably multi-semiotic one; and the visual mode in particular has already taken a 

central position in many regions of this landscape” (69). Kress does not detect a program 

of replacement but the addition of another major “mode,” as he terms it, to the existing 

one of language. Nevertheless, both perceive a change in communication centered on 

images. 

The Cultural Moment Demands Increased Complexity in Rhetorical Theory 

 Given the cultural moment, any rhetorical theory that does not consider the image 

as a viable type of communication seems shortsighted. Moreover, actual rhetorical 

practice is more complicated than purely textual communication and necessitates some 

nuances in rhetorical theory that account for all of the significant actors in rhetorical 
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practice, especially the effect of technology. No artifact is ever created in a vacuum. The 

context of an artifact's creation entails technology, aesthetics, semiotics, narrative, and 

rhetoric. At the very least, methods inform the creation of artifacts. For example, in 

painting, the technique for placing paint on the canvas makes a material difference in the 

final result: action, or drip, painting does not produce the same result as pointillism 

because a drip's appearance differs from a dot. A method may consist of one or more 

techniques yielding a collective effect on the senses. However, a method does not stand 

on its own. It is supported by—not determined by—the available instruments of 

production. In the case of painting, paint and a surface on which to paint, usually a 

canvas, are prerequisites, regardless of the method, but pointillism benefits from the easel 

whereas action painting often was supported by laying the canvas on the floor. To put it 

succinctly, “representation and style have always been technological, supplementary, 

simulacral” (Rutsky 4). As Johnson points out, technology and culture, by which he 

means the arts, have always been partners: “You'd think the life of Leonardo da Vinci or 

Thomas Edison would be enough to convince us  that the creative mind and the technical 

mind have long cohabited” (2). Even if the two types of minds did not reside in the same 

person, the creative person has long used the inventions of the technical person. This 

special relationship persists as a factor in creative and rhetorical practices due to the 

phenomenology of technology, as Don Ihde describes it in Technology and the Lifeworld.  

 Simultaneous with the effect of technology, aesthetics play a role in the creation 

of artifacts as a peer and partner. Aesthetics is not merely the study of beauty. Cynthia 
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Freeland explains, “People in the field of aesthetics do more than try to define what art is. 

We also want to explain why it is valued, considering how much people pay for it and 

where art is collected and displayed—for example, museums” (xx). Anne Sheppard 

shares in the idea that aesthetics concerns explaining the value of art:  “One [way of 

answering questions about art] is to claim that all works of art have something in 

common, some defining characteristic which makes them especially valuable” (2). 

Ignoring the definition of art, she views the other issue of aesthetics as explaining “the 

interest we take in [art] objects” (ibid.). Together, Freeland and Sheppard offer an 

overview of aesthetics as interested in defining art, explaining its value, and explaining 

humanity's interest in it. Their approach is from the point of view of the scholar and 

critic, but creative people also have aesthetics, meaning that they decide for themselves a 

definition of art, assign values to it, and answer why people should care about it, 

especially in the form of their own works. It is not germane whether creators are 

conscious of these decisions. A creator's aesthetics is akin to his or her technē, or simply 

put, a philosophy about his or her craft.1

                                                 
1 The term “creator” is sufficiently generic to encompass artists, writers, dancers, other 

types of performers, and anybody else who makes something such as architects and 
engineers. The traditional term “artist” seems too narrow for the perspective of this 
argument. 

 As W. J. T. Mitchell demonstrates in Iconology, 

an aesthetic can carry within it and be informed by an ideology. From analysis of E. H. 

Gombrich's, Nelson Goodman's, Edmund Burke's, and G. E. Lessing's aesthetics, he 

reveals that how a person relates image and text to each other indicates an ideological 
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position because the person values image and text differently, thus, disclosing the values 

and the politics behind his or her definition of art and beauty. 

 The third and fourth actors in the creation of an artifact are semiotics and 

narrative. Semiotics affects the creative process because it encapsulates what a culture 

includes and excludes as recognizable and acceptable signs and the culturally determined 

semantics of those signs. Creators can assign a personal meaning to a sign, but they do so 

with an awareness of the cultural semantics of the sign. A further cultural influence, 

narrative is not necessarily the grand narratives of which ideological critics speak but the 

non-argumentative structures for imparting knowledge—the kinds of structures that 

Roland Barthes describes in “Introduction to the Structure of Narrative,” and Mieke Bal 

presents in Narratology—and the stock characters and stories, or “fabula” (Bal passim.), 

that a culture accrues over the generations. 

The State of the Discipline Is Two Centuries in the Past 

 The small amount of attention paid to visual rhetoric and other non-verbal based 

rhetorics demonstrates that the discipline is mired in neoclassical rhetorical theory. Some 

of the best known rhetorical theorists of the twentieth century rejected a purely textual 

basis for rhetoric. Although he did not emphasize it, Kenneth Burke occasionally 

mentioned non-verbal artifacts in his discussions, and his “Definition of Man” certainly 

left open the possibility of considering the non-verbal in rhetoric. His arguably most 

famous disciple, Wayne C. Booth, was even more forceful in mentioning and 

incorporating the non-verbal into his rhetorical theory. Then, there are a cluster of 
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rhetoricians, under the shadow of Burke and Booth’s influence, who have become 

proponents of various rhetorical theories that at least, involve the non-verbal, if not 

entirely based on it. To name a few, John Harrington and David Blakesley established the 

field of the rhetoric of film; Cynthia Selfe, Gail Hawisher, and Christina Haas carved out 

a niche for the study of computers and composition, which has explored the visual along 

with the verbal; John Trimbur and Charles Kostelnick explored the rhetorics of 

typography and visual design; and Sonja Foss, Charles Hill, and Nancy Allen proposed 

and expounded on the possibility and existence of visual rhetoric. Despite these 

modifications to rhetorical theory in fields within the discipline, mainstream rhetorical 

theory propounds notions that are consonant with, for example, Hugh Blair. Blair’s first 

lecture in Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres announced his favoritism toward 

language: “It is obvious, then, that writing and discourse are objects intitled to the highest 

attention.” (sic 3). By the word “discourse,” Blair means “speech” (3); thus, he ranks 

spoken and written language use as the best form of communication. About a century 

later, the same kind of thoughts are being said in Chaim Perelman’s The Realm of 

Rhetoric: “argumentation, in contrast, flows out of a natural language. Thus, while the 

signs used in a demonstration are supposed to be completely free from ambiguity, the 

language upon which argumentation must rely possesses ambiguities that cannot be 

worked out in advance” (9). The emphasis is on language, which circumscribes both 

“speech” and “book” (10), setting up text as the only viable means of communication. 

Evidence for the preservation of neoclassical rhetorical theory in the contemporary era is 
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not difficult to find. An article in any of the discipline’s mainstream journals such as 

College English, Rhetoric Review, and JAC, will tend to demonstrate a focus on language 

at the neglect of any other mode of communication (e.g. image, music, sound). Although 

the articles may reject a neoclassical epistemology, they still tread the same ground as 

Blair, defining composition and rhetoric as being about written or spoken language, 

despite the change in the public’s rhetorical practice. 

 Meanwhile beyond the disciplinary boundaries of rhetoric and composition, 

scholars from various disciplines have wrestled with the apparent, emerging dominance 

of the image in public life. The entire discipline of semiotics was devoted to this question 

and the influence of other types of signs as seen in the works of Umberto Eco, Gunther 

Kress, and Roland Barthes. Art history had long dealt with this question, but E. H. 

Gombrich, Rudolf Arnheim, and Barbara Maria Stafford gave it special focus, explaining 

how art works for artists and their audiences and articulating the unique features of the 

image. Literacy scholarship turned toward the role of non-verbal communication in the 

New London Group (represented by the essay collection Multiliteracies), and Gunther 

Kress’ alternative perspective on literacy, which his collaborative books with Theo Van 

Leeuwen (Reading Images and Multimodal Discourse) evinced. The fields of visual 

literacy and visual studies (or visual culture, as it is sometimes called) emerged. Even 

journalism professor Mitchell Stephens recognized the growing influence of the image in 

current culture in his book The Rise of the Image, the Fall of the Word. Moreover, W. J. T. 

Mitchell, in a sense, crossed all of these boundaries in his scholarly trilogy, Iconology, 
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Picture Theory, and What Do Pictures Want?, introducing the concept of imagetext, a 

corollary concept to Kress’ multimodality but only addressing the relations between 

image and text. 

The Discipline Can Embrace Both/And Instead of Either/Or 

 Mitchell, a professor of English and Art History, and Kress, a professor of English 

Education, show that one does not need to give up the study of language (or text, as 

Mitchell calls it) in order to include the examination of the image. Both advocate a 

both/and approach to the analysis of communication. Their key terms, imagetext and 

multimodality, encourage such thinking. In Picture Theory, Mitchell defines “imagetext” 

as that which “designates composite, synthetic works (or concepts) that combine image 

and text” (89). His term marks the co-presence of image and text and stresses the fusion 

of them. It establishes parity between image and text instead of constructing a 

communicative hierarchy. In comparison, Kress’ “multimodality” has a broader scope: 

“multimodal, that is, to be constituted by a number of modes of representation” 

(“Multimodality” 184). For Kress,  mode “refer[s] to the (full) semiotically articulated 

means of representation and communication” (185). He uses graphology as an example 

of a mode (ibid.), but it could be image, text, music, sound, narrative, gesture, or anything 

else that is fundamental to creating an artifact yet  is not medium, material, genre, or 

design. Kress explains these concepts in more depth in Multimodal Discourse, in which 

he and Theo Van Leeuwen describe modes as “semiotic resources which allow the 

simultaneous realization of discourses and types of (inter)action” (21) and state that “[w]e 
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have defined multimodality as the use of several semiotic modes in the design of a 

semiotic product or event, together with the particular way in which these modes are 

combined—they may for instance reinforce each other  [ . . . ], fulfill complementary 

roles  [ . . . ] , or be hierarchically ordered” (20). Both sources for these definitions clarify 

that Kress uses the concept of multimodality to encompass more than image and text and 

would class Mitchell’s image and text as modes and imagetext as one type of 

multimodality. To paraphrase the essence of  Mitchell’s scholarship in Kress’ 

terminology, Mitchell studies the relationships of the modes of image and text and, in 

particular, the type of multimodality known as imagetext. 

 Both scholars' perspectives suggest a need to base rhetoric on semiotics rather 

than linguistics. Semiotics should not be considered an extension of linguistics as it is 

often described in English studies. The foundation for semiotics is C. S. Peirce, as 

Umberto Eco explicates in his theory of semiotics (see A Theory of Semiotics and 

Semiotics and the Philosophy of Language), but not so much Ferdinand de Saussure, who 

amply revealed a textual bias in his Course on General Linguistics, the originating text 

for semiology, or the European branch of semiotics.2

                                                 
2 Technically, the American branch is called “semiotic,” which is what Peirce named 

his theory of signs. Roland Barthes erased some of the textual bias from semiology in 
his Elements of Semiology, but semiology remains a textually oriented field. 
Otherwise, Eco would not have critiqued Saussure so vigorously and relied on Peirce 
to such a great degree in propounding his semiotic theory, if semiology had eradicated 
its textual bias. 

 Ernesto Grassi accurately describes 

semiotics as “the doctrine of signs [semata] that open the meaning of sensory 
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appearances” (114). This definition avoids the textual bias. Peirce's triad of icon, index, 

and symbol acknowledge the range of signs to include the nonverbal (that is, the pictorial, 

the gestural, the musical, and so on). This range is the actual field of semiotics, not the 

arena of linguistic signs. It is reflected in the work of rhetoricians Kenneth Burke, 

Ernesto Grassi, and Wayne C. Booth. Burke already gave the discipline license to shift 

the basis in his essay “Definition of Man”: “Man is the symbol-using (symbol-making, 

symbol-misusing) animal inventor of the negative (or moralized by the negative) 

separated from his natural condition by instruments of his own making goaded by the 

spirit of hierarchy (or moved by the sense of order) and rotten with perfection” (16). 

Burke used the term “symbol” in the same way that semioticians employed the term 

“sign.” His diction is unfortunate given how the term “symbol” is overloaded with 

linguistically biased semantics in English studies, including rhetoric. In his explanation of 

the first clause of his definition, Burke undercuts the disciplinary semantic bias in English 

studies' use of the term “symbol”:  

In being a link between us and the nonverbal, words are by the same token 
a screen separating us from the nonverbal—though the statement gets 
tangled in its own traces, since so much of the 'we' that is separated from 
the nonverbal by the verbal would not even exist were it not for the verbal 
(or for our symbolicity in general, since the same applies to the symbol 
systems of dance, music, painting, and the like). (5) 

The parenthesis at the end is what clarifies the symbolic in Burke's terminology. It is not 

exclusively words, “the verbal,” but any and all “symbol systems” through which “man” 

perceives the world. In this sense, Burke is consistent with philosopher Nelson 

Goodman's Languages of Art—which is unsurprising given that both scholars refer to 
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Ernst Cassirer (“Definition of Man” 23). Burke's “the nonverbal” probably should be 

translated as “the material” in the context of the parenthesis because the symbol systems 

of the arts, beyond text, are technically nonverbal. Goodman explains this trait of the arts 

at length. Burke appears to mean that humanity's relationship with the world is governed 

by, interceded by, and contextualized by symbols, or signs in semiotics, regardless of the 

mode in which those signs occur. He takes up the relationship again in his essay 

“Terministic Screens.” Thus, images, music, gesture, and all other manner of semiotic 

signifying are just as valid a basis for rhetoric (and communication generally) as 

language. 

 This thesis of Burke's and the promotion of semiotics that accompanies it recurred 

in Ernesto Grassi's Rhetoric as Philosophy and Wayne C. Booth's Modern Dogma and the 

Rhetoric of Assent. At the end of his book, Grassi positions semiotics as a potential basis 

for rhetoric: “Everywhere today semiotics is mentioned. [ . . . ] This means a 

philosophical task that proceeds to the question of the origin of human language. It means 

a principal rejection of formal semiotics, strict linguistics, and rhetoric understood only as 

an art of persuasion” (114). Grassi noticed an opportunity to use semiotics as a type of 

philosophy that would undergird a rhetorical theory that was not bent toward persuasion 

as the exclusive telos of rhetoric. He appears to consider semiotics as a worthy 

perspective on communication and to understand that communication has branched out 

beyond text such that the traditional linguistic bias of persuasion is ill-suited to the 

communicative (and, thus, rhetorical) needs of the day. In a similar vein, Booth is 
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concerned with a rhetoric of assent rather than the objective of outright persuading 

someone; thus, Modern Dogma and the Rhetoric of Assent turns to the arts, particularly 

music, as a means for explaining how the rhetoric of assent works. Finding common 

ground between individuals or factions is more important to Booth than somebody 

winning the debate. The arts provide a fertile ground for exploring the means of 

establishing consensus or, at least, the agreement to listen to different perspectives on the 

same object (a deliberately ambiguous term to refer to both artifacts and issues). In The 

Rhetoric of Rhetoric, Booth transforms the rhetoric of assent into listening-rhetoric, 

suggesting that listening was always a key component of his rhetorical theory. For the 

moment, the greater point is that Booth saw that rhetoric may be applied to the arts and 

that he assumed a semiotic perspective on rhetoric instead of a strictly linguistic one. 

 These implicit and explicit exhortations to shift rhetoric's basis to semiotics helps 

to explain the drive for a more complete rhetorical theory that has resulted in the 

development of the fields of visual rhetoric, rhetorics of film, computers and 

composition, and technical communication (in distinction from technical writing) in the 

discipline of rhetoric and composition. Sonja K. Foss articulated this general desire in her 

descriptive essay on the field of visual rhetoric: “For me, the most important reason for 

studying visual rhetoric is to develop rhetorical theory that is more comprehensive and 

inclusive” (303). Textually biased rhetorical theory was too narrow for Foss. She 

recognized that rhetoric appears in artifacts that either subordinate text from its fictively 

constructed, exalted perch, placing it alongside other modes, or lack text entirely. She 
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viewed images as equally important as text in communication (ibid.). Similarly, Nancy 

Allen saw the interaction of image and text as a crucial relationship in communication 

and extant in current compositional practices: “The important point is not which medium, 

words or images, are winning, but that each works in a different but often collaborative 

way to make a contribution to our overall making of meaning. It is these workings, these 

contributions and their interactions, that we need to understand” (17). Later, Allen 

connects this observation to contemporary culture and technology: “Our tastes and 

interests may be changing, but writing, reading, and drawing are not disappearing 

because of computers” (ibid.). According to Johnson and Lanham, they are actually 

proliferating due to various computer technologies. Allen’s overall point seems to be that 

contemporary culture has embraced imagetext in spite of and due to the invention of new 

technologies, and that the discipline needs to catch up to and keep pace with public 

rhetorical practice. 

 To wit, semiotics gives rhetoric a way out of the agonistic struggle between image 

and text. As W. J. T. Mitchell reveals, image and text are related and, in fact, inseparable 

peers. Besides Mitchell, semiotician Umberto Eco in A Theory of Semiotics establishes a 

symbiosis between image and text when explaining the semantics and syntax of verbal 

indices (“this” and “that”). He describes that a pointing finger clarifies the meaning of the 

verbal index, thereby, indicating that text needs the complement of an image—in this 

case, specifically a gesture (A Theory of Semiotics 119-20). From Mitchell and Eco, one 

can draw the conclusion that to prefer one mode over the other makes little sense, 
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particularly under the purview of the history of communication and the public's own 

rhetorical practices. 

 That history extends beyond the customary historical bounds used in the 

discussions on interfaces (the postmodern era or the twentieth century). The fixation on 

computerized interfaces automatically circumscribes the historical scope to the era of the 

modern computer (approximately from ENIAC to present), although scholarship typically 

abbreviates the chronology of interface development by beginning with the arrival of 

either MS-DOS in 1980 or the Apple Macintosh computer in 1984.3

                                                 
3 Examples of this practice appear in Selfe and Selfe, Sherry Turkle’s Life on the 

Screen, Brenda Laurel’s Computers as Theater, and Richard Lanham’s The Electronic 
Word. 

 Furthermore, the 

same fixation leaves the impression that the combining of modes, particularly imagetext, 

only happened due to computers and was a trait of the twentieth century but especially 

postmodern culture. Theater scholars and art historians know that this impression is 

inaccurate. As Lisa A. Brock observes in her essay “The Concrete Word,” dramatic 

theater has always been imagetext, and art historian Meyer Schapiro wrote Words, Script, 

and Pictures: Semiotics of Visual Language on the relationships between image and text 

in Medieval and later paintings and book art. However, although one can, no one needs to 

reach back to the ancients to see this practice in art forms. Scott McCloud already traced 

this long historical trajectory in Understanding Comics, and present practices stem from 

the Neoclassical period. For understanding current rhetorical practices, it may be more 

important to examine the approximate moment in which imagetext had a resurgence and 
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how it proliferated to ubiquity. 

The Semantic Flexibility of the Term “Interface” Has Been Denied 

 The popular definition of the word “interface” is “a surface regarded as a common 

boundary of two bodies, spaces, or phases” (Random House Webster’s Collegiate 

Dictionary 702, first definition)—in other words, that which comes between an audience 

and a cultural artifact. Although this is a recognized definition, this study takes up a 

different understanding of “interface,” one that extends the popular definition. To put it 

colloquially, this study asks rhetoricians to notice the forest of significations that attend 

media artifacts before examining the significations that comprise the trees of media. 

Deep, narrow analysis of a cultural artifact is always appropriate, but it can be aided by 

observing the artifact’s multivalent surface. By viewing an artifact’s surface—its 

interface—as a forest of significations, scholars take special care to attend to the 

combination of aesthetics, narratology, semiotics, design, technology, interactivity, 

medium, and content that all contribute to the meaning making work that influences users 

of that artifact. (In some cases, working definitions of these terms suffice: namely, 

semiotics is the study of signs. Narratology is the structure of narrative. Interactivity is 

kinesthetic and iterative experience. Content is the ideas and details that are a part of an 

artifact’s overt meaning and purpose. Design is the blueprint of the artifact. Borrowing W. 

J. T. Mitchell’s perspective, aesthetics is “the theoretical branch of the study of art. It 

raises fundamental questions about the nature of art, artistic value, and artistic perception 

within the general field of perceptual experience” [What Do Pictures Want? 338].) 
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The Relation between Creator and Technology Is Embodied and Informs the Rhetoric of 

the Interface 

 Interfaces do not exist in a vacuum and are the result of the creator’s applications 

of technology and aesthetics and the audience’s engagement with the resulting interface 

of the creator’s effort. A partnership exists between creator, artifact, and audience. To 

clarify this relationship, phenomenology and the psychology of art are applied to the 

interfaces examined in this study. 

 In order to fully appreciate the rhetoric of an artifact's interface, one must account 

for the relationship between creators and their tools, which can be explained by Don 

Ihde's phenomenology of technology. Phenomenology itself is a philosophical approach 

that explores “that which appears to consciousness,” or “'the thing itself' which one 

perceives, of which one thinks and speaks—without constructing hypotheses concerning 

either the relationship which binds this phenomena to the being of which it is phenomena, 

or the relationship which unites it with the I for which it is phenomena” (Lyotard 32-3). 

Briefly, phenomenology concerns the experience of material life prior to intellectual 

processing, such as analysis and interpretation. Working within phenomenology, Ihde's 

theory is pertinent because it explains the embodied relationship of a person to 

technology to the world. Refuting the technological determinism and social determinism 

of technological development (Technology and the Lifeworld 4), it refuses to view 

technology as entirely external to the human body, positing an imbrication of technology 

and humanity within both cultural actors. Ihde’s theory comes down to the concept of 
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“technics,” or “the symbiosis of artifact and user within a human action” (73; “A 

Phenomenology of Technics 508). In explaining the phenomenology of technics, which is 

one part of his theory, he says, “I call this first set of existential technological relations 

with the world embodiment relations, because in this use context I take the technologies 

into my experiencing in a particular way by way of perceiving through such technologies 

and through the reflexive transformation of my perceptual and bodily sense” (72; “A 

Phenomenology of Technics” 507). He also elaborates,  

The actual, or material, technology always carries with it only a partial or 
quasi-transparency, which is the price for the extension of magnification 
that technologies give. In extending bodily capacities, the technology also 
transforms them. In that sense, all technologies in use are non-neutral. (75) 

Although the person using the technology does not completely lose herself in the 

technology, the person does share an experience with the technology in the sense that the 

technology ceases to be completely outside of the person’s actions. Creators form a 

symbiotic relationship with the instruments of their creative process: for example, the 

painter’s brush becomes an extension of his arm and then himself as a bodily entity. 

Similarly, a writer’s instrument—pencil, pen, typewriter, or word processing program on 

a computer—merges with the writer’s body and alters his or her sense of the world. 

Hidden within Ihde’s theory is the idea that technologies contain their own values, or as 

Donald Norman characterizes them, affordances and constraints, which collaborate to 

inform the user how the technology should be used. One could try to ignore the intentions 

of a technological artifact, its designed use cases and its values, but Ihde’s theory insists 

that technology operates as an other; thus, it has an intentionality: “There are what I call 
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technological intentionalities that emerge from many technologies” (102). In 

phenomenology, intentionality is both “an ‘aiming at’” and “a giving of meaning” 

(Lyotard 56). Ihde describes how people treat technologies as if they were others. 

Technologies appear to compete with people:  

what the quasi-otherness of alterity relations does show is that humans 
may relate positively or presententially to technologies. In that respect and 
to that degree, technologies emerge as focal entities that may receive the 
multiple attentions humans give the different forms of the other.” (107; “A 
Phenomenology of Technics” 527-8) 

The quasi-otherness of technologies is not a human projection but stems from the 

existence of qualities that encourage humans to respond to technologies as if they were 

other people. Norman’s concepts help to explain that phenomenon: technologies are 

designed with certain ideas in mind. Ihde asserts that people have relationships “to or 

with technologies” (98; “A Phenomenology of Technics” 522). In a sense, the two groups 

are inseparable because in embodiment relations, a person sees the world through the 

focus of a technology. The idea reflects the old saw “To a man with a hammer, everything 

looks like a nail.” These relationships are possible, according to Ihde, because “[t]he near 

space around one’s material body is charged” (74). Phenomenologists assert that 

consciousness radiates from the extremities of one’s body, building a field of awareness 

that is larger than one’s physical body. This is part of Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s 

phenomenology of perception detailed in Phenomenology of Perception, but Ihde 

supports it and uses it in his phenomenology of technology (Technology and the 

Lifeworld 38-41). 
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The Living Experience of Perceiving an Interface Alters the Audience 

 On the reverse side from the creator-instrument relationship is the audience-

artifact relationship, which relies on perception. In Art and Illusion, E. H. Gombrich 

labels this relationship as the “beholder’s share.” Beholder is his term for the audience of 

an artwork.4

                                                 
4 The term “audience” may seem strange for a visual art work, but due to its long and 

extensive use in rhetoric and in light of Booth’s theory of “listening-rhetoric” (The 
Rhetoric of Rhetoric passim.), there is some sense to retaining the term for the people 
who receive the artifact. 

 He views the construction of an art work as being both the product of a 

creator’s effort and knowledge and the result of the audience’s perception of the art work, 

which includes the audience’s interpretation of it insofar as the discernment of shapes and 

their relations to each other. Gombrich’s concept does not cover the phenomenological 

relations between audience and artifact nor its ideological ramifications. The latter can be 

discovered through the phenomenology of perception as theorized by Merleau-Ponty. As 

both Gombrich and Rudolf Arnheim emphasized in their research, perception is key to 

comprehending how an audience receives, or decodes (in Stuart Hall’s sense, cf. 

“Encoding, Decoding”), an art work, but Merleau-Ponty’s theory allows the application 

of the Gombrich-Arnheim thesis to any type of artifact (for example, the performance of 

a political speech or an issue of a newspaper). His theory argues for accounting for the 

body in perception, and perception itself occurs prior to any kind of intellectualizing, 

including language (Merleau-Ponty xvii). Naming something is an interpretive act, not a 

perceptual one. One of his major contentions is that one does not impose meaning onto 
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artifacts or natural objects but rather the meanings reside in the objects themselves: 

If on the other hand we admit that all these ‘projections’, all these 
‘associations’, all these ‘transferences’ are based on some intrinsic 
characteristic of the object, the ‘human world’ ceases to be a metaphor and 
becomes once more what it really is, the seat and as it were the homeland 
of our thoughts. (28) 

This idea enables the possibility of understanding how an artifact, or just its interface, can 

contain and convey an ideology. Something in the artifact or its interface conveys a 

message, which may be a piece of an ideology. The central idea in Merleau-Ponty’s 

theory is that perception involves a relationship between the audience and the artifact, 

and that the meanings, messages, or semantics in semiotic terms are derived from the 

artifact itself and the knowledge of the audience. In other words, artifact and audience 

become one entity for a moment, leaving the audience altered by the experience. 

Methodology 

 The issue of interface can be best seen when the content of the artifacts studied 

basically does not change. To facilitate this end, this study concentrates on artifacts based 

on what I call the “Alice material,” a phrase that refers to the content of the original Alice 

books written by Lewis Carroll and illustrated by Sir John Tenniel: Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland (1865) and Through the Looking Glass, and What Alice Found There (1871).  

The content of these books is the characters, the setting, the plot, the themes, and other 

details that can be abstracted from the books’ illustrations and words. Thus, the term 

“Alice material” does not refer to the medium or the interface. 

 This study concentrates on the principles of interface within the semiotic domain 
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usually referred to as the “medium.” It posits that every medium has its own range of 

interfaces. The range can be categorized as Barry Pegg does in his article on the 

relationship between illustration and text in print. The Alice material has supported many 

artifacts across multiple media over the years. Will Brooker states this diversity when he 

comments,  

I use ‘texts’ in a broad sense; during the course of this book I analyse 
hotels, fields, films, computer graphics, paintings, and theme park rides, as 
well as books and articles. By ‘contemporary’, what I actually mean in 
practice is 1990 to 2003. This may seem a small sample, but I found more 
than enough uses of Alice and Carroll across various media from 1990 
onwards to fill a book; to stretch the net wider would have meant a 
shallower investigation, although I refer to earlier examples to provide 
context and history. (xv) 

Brooker implies that the total number of Alice-inspired artifacts is so large that any 

substantive  discussion of them could not be contained in a single book. Like Brooker’s 

book, this study has selected a tiny number of Alice-inspired artifacts because its purpose 

is not to dwell on the historical metamorphosing of the Alice material but to use Alice-

inspired artifacts to help rhetoricians understand one of the sources of audience influence 

in artifacts. 

 This study will provide principles of interface analysis that can assist rhetoricians 

in analyzing the rhetoric of particular cultural artifacts. The principles are meant to serve 

as analytical guides for analysis of any artifact within a particular medium. To illustrate 

these principles, one artifact using the Alice material for each medium will serve as an 

introduction to the discussion of the principles. The study is confined to the media of the 

illustrated book, comics, and video game. Hence, for the illustrated book, the original 
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Alice books are the focal  artifacts. For comics, the artifact is the graphic novel Alice in 

Sunderland. For the video game, it is American McGee’s Alice. 

 Although a popular definition of medium is “[a]ny of the varieties of painting or 

drawing as determined by the material or technique used” (Oxford English Dictionary 

Draft Revision Dec. 2007), this study employs W. J. T. Mitchell’s definition of medium as 

articulated in What Do Pictures Want?: The Lives and Loves of Images: “A medium is 

more than the materials of which it is composed. It is [ . . . ] a material social practice, a 

set of skills, habits, techniques, codes and conventions” (203). Mitchell’s definition 

recognizes the commonplace definition of medium, but it also points out that a medium is 

also defined by the social practices that make it possible. The number of possibilities is 

bounded for a given medium, constrained by its chosen range of semiotic resources, its 

available and sanctioned instruments of technē, and its established conventions, or 

“schemas” as Gombrich designates them. When an audience perceives an artifact—which 

is necessarily representative of a particular medium—its immediate perception is of that 

artifact’s interface, not of the artifact’s medium writ large. 

 To focus this study of the artifactual interface, I will use W. J. T. Mitchell’s 

concept of imagetext and Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of perception. Its 

theoretical focus is on audiences’ lived experiences of cultural artifacts as governed by 

these artifacts’ interfaces. Specifically, it examines how interfaces dispose audiences to 

particular understandings of cultural artifacts’ messages. Mitchell’s “imagetext” is a 

useful term to help limit this project because it “designates composite, synthetic works 
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(or concepts) that combine image and text” (89). As a result, this project will focus on 

artifacts that only display imagetextual characteristics such as illustrated books, comics, 

silent movies, and so forth. This study focuses on “works” instead of “concepts.”  

 To clarify the modes that operate in imagetext, this study treats the terms “text” 

and “image” in a somewhat expansive manner. Text frequently refers to writing but can 

include speech (for instance, the dialog in a movie). Thus, text may be generically 

defined as composed language use. “Image” has referred to figurative language in 

English studies, but within art history, one of Mitchell’s disciplines, it means a picture. 

For art history, an image is not  necessarily two dimensional because the discipline 

traditionally studies sculpture and architecture—three-dimensional media—in addition to 

painting, a two-dimensional medium. Mitchell bases the concept of image on the art 

historical definition but also incorporates moving pictures and animation. In other words, 

image is “pictorial representation” as Mitchell expresses it (Iconology). Such a definition 

includes static, dynamic, and interactive pictures. Some examples of Mitchell’s sense of 

image are his essay on the film Do the Right Thing in his book Picture Theory and his 

chapter on the film Bamboozled in his book What Do Pictures Want?. With Do the Right 

Thing, Mitchell analyzed the film as an example of public art, acknowledging the effect 

of its moving pictures (Picture Theory 371-96). Discussing Bamboozled, he focuses on 

the film’s use of animation to support its contention about racial stereotypes (What Do 

Pictures Want? 294-308). For Mitchell, a picture does not have to be static to be relevant 

to his research on the relations between image and text and composite arts (particularly 
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imagetext). The benefit of Mitchell’s vision is that it allows rhetoricians to examine 

combinations of image and text in all of their permutations. 

 Depending on the medium, the interface may involve more than image and text. 

However, this study restricts itself to artifacts dominated by image and text at the 

interfacial level and, secondarily, to the technologies that make the interface possible. The 

technology itself does influence the rhetoric of the interface, in that it supports certain 

interfaces over others. A quick example is the technological differences between the 

illustrated book and comics. In their formative years, illustrated books only required 

wood engravings to be mass reproduced. Comics, however, needed lithography to reach 

broad audiences. 

 My reasons for selecting imagetext over other possible areas of focus within 

interface studies are several. Mitchell has made compelling arguments for studying 

imagetext through his scholarly trilogy on the relationships between image and text: 

Iconology, Picture Theory, and What Do Pictures Want?. Visual rhetoric, a field within 

rhetoric and composition, has already made some advancements in the areas of studying 

pictures, typography, graphic design, and the relationship between image and text. 

Imagetext has a more traceable history of development due to the scholars in manuscript 

studies, comics studies, book history, and art history. Imagetext is more of an extension of 

what rhetoricians already know than a complete break from their existing knowledge. As 

Walter Ong points out in The Technology of the Word, writing is graphic, meaning that it 

addresses the sense of sight; thus, rhetoricians do not have to adopt a new sensory 
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specialization to learn about images. They merely have to extend their knowledge of 

seeing. 

 The study also limits its scope to Anglophone culture. The reason for this is to 

point out cultural artifacts that rhetoricians in English programs could analyze. The term 

“Anglophone” refers to English-speaking cultures around the globe. Definite Anglophone 

cultures include the United States, Great Britain, New Zealand, and Australia. Parts of 

Canada are Anglophone, but its culture has tended to be a blend of Anglophone and 

Francophone cultures. Because of this ambiguity about Canada’s culture, it has been 

excluded from the study. This limit means that Alice-inspired artifacts coming from other 

cultures (for instance, Francophone, Germanic, and Japanese) have not been examined. 

 In specific media, image, text, and technology are the only necessary components 

to create a cultural artifact’s interface. These media are the illustrated book and comics. 

Those components (image, text, and technology), though, have continued to be involved, 

if not dominant, in cultural artifacts up to and including now. An instance of this 

continuing presence is in video games. This trend represented in the illustrated book, 

comics, and video games suggests the importance of imagetext in Anglophone culture.  

 Admittedly, the video game as a medium is intensely multimodal. In his essay 

“Multimodality” (Cope and Kalantzis 182-202), Kress defines “multimodal” as “to be 

constituted by a number of modes of representation” (184). Mode is a key term in Kress’s 

research: for him, it means “the (full) semiotically articulated means of representation 

and communication” (185). To translate Kress, a mode is broader than a medium and can 
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reside in any number of media. Kress’s example of a mode is “graphology” (185), but 

other modes exist: for instance, gesture, image, and sound. Although a considerable 

amount of ink has been spilled on the video game’s interactivity, it is one mode among 

several, including image, sound, and text. As a medium, the video game is quite flexible, 

even though a particular video game may not use every mode to its fullest extent.  

 Imagetext is the fusion of two modes, image and text. The video game medium 

provides for the simultaneity of image and text and can be viewed as supporting the 

possibility of imagetext. The possibility occurs in practice in, at least, several video 

games. (Given Mitchell's definition of writing as “the imagetext incarnate” [Picture 

Theory 95], it is tempting to assert that all video games use some imagetext because at 

the very least, their title screens have writing in graphical clothing—call it “typography” 

for lack of a better term. However, such an assertion does not have to be pushed in this 

study.) 

 With this theoretical background covered, the topic of the dissertation concerns 

the different versions of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking 

Glass in the media of the illustrated book, comics, and video game. These versions of the 

Alice books suggest some, if not all, of the principles of interface rhetoric for each 

medium. A judicious sampling of other works will be used to explain the other principles 

of interface rhetoric that the Alice versions do not cover. The interface would be the 

surface of a cultural artifact that is created by the combination of aesthetics, narratology, 

semiotics, design, technology, interactivity, medium, and content. The purpose of this 
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study is to demonstrate interface analysis and to supply to readers the principles of its 

application across a range of artifacts, including the Alice books as illustrated book, Alice 

in Sunderland as comics, and American McGee’s Alice as video game. The study’s 

conclusion, will propose a series of broader principles that outline interface rhetoric more 

generally. 

What Is the Raison d’Être for Interface Analysis? 

 Why do interface analysis? Because without doing so, people miss numerous 

points of influence on the individual and the public sphere. As a result, it is difficult to 

maintain a critical perspective on a particular artifact. Interface analysis takes in a broad 

critical scope and recognizes that this broad scope is comprised of many deep, focused 

projects (i.e., semiotics, narratology, interactivity, technology, design, aesthetics). This 

kind of analysis is worthwhile in the face of the many permutations of a cultural icon 

such as Lewis Carroll’s Alice because a cultural icon is obviously important to the culture 

which devotes itself to the icon. 

 As mentioned in the summary of the topic, this study confines itself to primarily 

imagetext as a way of discussing interface. From the public’s perspective, imagetext (the 

fusion of image and text) is a more vital form of communication than pure words. The 

public is the laypeople outside of academia. Part of this trend has been observed by 

Mitchell Stephens in The Rise of the Image, the Fall of the Word. His argument is that the 

relationship between word and image has drastically changed: “Another way of 

summarizing what has been happening to reading, and to our lives, is that the image is 
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replacing the word as the predominant means of mental transport” (11). For him, image is 

now primary and word secondary. Gunther Kress, professor of English Education, has 

stressed the importance of the visual for the discipline of English in educating students in 

his essay “‘English’ at the Crossroads.” There, he states, “I suggest that the visual is 

becoming prominent in the landscape of public communication, and this cannot be 

ignored by school-curricula” (67). Both Stephens and Kress emphasize the changes 

occurring in the public sphere. Nobody is suggesting that rhetoricians forsake their 

studies of language, but these observations indicate that academia perhaps should expand 

to include image along with text in its scholarship and teaching. 

 W. J. T. Mitchell is a little more conciliatory about the relationship between image 

and text. He thinks that both are valuable as evinced by his scholarly “trilogy,” Iconology, 

Picture Theory, and What Do Pictures Want?. The central creator of artifacts in his 

scholarship is William Blake because Blake meshed together image and text in the same 

place in his illuminated books such as The Marriage of Heaven and Hell. Mitchell sees 

imagetext aplenty in contemporary culture: sculptures, photo essays, illustrated 

newspapers, films, and comics. For him, what matters is the relationship between image 

and text.  

 Rhetorical study of interface (the composite surface of a cultural artifact) is 

urgent. To reiterate, “interface” is meant to be broad in critical scope: a cultural artifact’s 

surface that is composed of numerous elements such as technology, semiotics, medium, 

aesthetics and narratology. Developing a theory that unpacks the rhetorical work of 
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artifactual surfaces is important for several reasons. First, as Steven Johnson points out, 

the public is living in an “interface culture” (7). Second, a small number of published 

articles (excluding dissertations) in rhetoric and composition have addressed the issue of 

the interface. When interface has been studied, interface scholarship has focused on 

computers. The most fully developed, published scholarship on interface is Selfe and 

Selfe's “The Politics of Interface,” published in 1994. Despite their call to fellow 

rhetoricians to think more deeply about interface, only three scholars have published 

articles in response (Grabill 2003, Haefner 1999, and Rohan 2003). Haefner's article 

addressed the politics in code; Rohan's, the codes in word processing programs; Grabill's 

concentrated on class and access to technology. The articles avoided discussion of 

interfaces that do not use language, and Grabill despaired at analyzing interfaces.  

 As the Selfe and Selfe article indicated, a rhetoric of interface would consider 

nonlinguistic features of interfaces. In their discussion of the Macintosh’s interface, they 

emphasized its graphics rather than its verbal labels: for example, they state, “The objects 

represented this world are those familiar primarily to the white-collar inhabitants of that 

corporate culture: manila folders, files, documents, telephones, fax machines, clocks and 

watches, and desk calendars” (433). Selfe and Selfe are concerned with representation but 

only the Macintosh interface’s visual representations. Their dissection of the Macintosh 

interface in their article, by itself, suggests that they find analyzing the visual aspect of an 

artifact’s interface is important to understanding the ideologies embedded in the artifact. 

 Although scholarship on interface rhetoric has concentrated on computer 
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interfaces, there are actually many kinds of interfaces and multiple subtypes within each 

type. Barry Pegg’s article on the history of illustrated texts, in part, exemplifies this fact. 

He categorizes the relationships between text and image in books as “ancillary,” 

“correlative,” and “substantive” (Allen 170). Also, from the same edited collection 

Working with Words and Images, Nancy Allen studies a photo essay (121-39), and Lisa A. 

Brock explores image and text in the history of theater but especially postmodern theater 

(180-96). The photo essay is a type of illustrated text but one that presents different issues 

than the drawn illustrations that Pegg studied. One issue is that “photography can show 

us reality in a new way” (Allen 127). Another is that in a photo essay, “the photos and 

text relate in terms of mood and general subject” (132).5

 Other kinds of interfaces would enhance rhetorical scholarship. Non-electronic 

artifacts still exist and carry currency with the public. Witness the large sections in 

bookstores devoted to graphic novels and magazines, the multiplex theaters brimming 

with live-action films and animation, newspaper dispensers stationed on sidewalks and by 

buildings, and the continuation of live theater. These mostly non-electronic media involve 

image and text, and in many cases, exhibit some amount of imagetext. Brock’s essay 

 This strategy contrasts with 

Pegg’s study where the illustrated text is meant to impart information, not “mood and 

general subject.” 

                                                 
5 Although Roland Barthes discusses captioning in “Rhetoric of the Image” and the 

photograph in “The Photographic Message” and Camera Lucida, this argument is 
Nancy Allen’s in her essay “Telling Our Stories in Pictures: Case History of a Photo 
Essay.” 
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identifies theater as a type of imagetext. W. J. T. Mitchell includes illustrated newspapers, 

comics, and film under the rubric of imagetext. 

 Moreover, interfaces are rhetorical. Wayne Booth provides a way for 

understanding this point. Discussing art as rhetoric in Modern Dogma and the Rhetoric of 

Assent, he asserts, 

Once we have admitted that art is not ‘just emotional’ or ‘recreational’ or 
‘escapist’ or, at best, ‘beautiful’ but rather is of fundamental importance in 
making and changing our minds (or souls or selves or identities), we are 
landed in questions that I can certainly not settle in the fringe end of this 
already frazzled lecture. (168) 

and 

To me, as to Kenneth Burke, the most nearly adequate metaphors lead here 
to the notion of identification—I take the work in, or, as phenomenologists 
say, it enables me to dwell in it. I live the work; it lives its life in me. Its 
creator and I become, in a part of our lives, indistinguishable as we live 
the work together. (169) 

In these passages, Booth makes two related points: Art does convince but not merely 

through an affective appeal. Its power results from identification in that the art work 

becomes the audience’s lived experience. The underlying idea in the passages is that art 

itself is rhetorical without resorting to didacticism or propaganda. Later, Booth explicitly 

labels the kinds of rhetorical appeals in art as pathetic and ethical. 

 Booth was talking about art holistically, but an element of an art work would 

contribute to the rhetorical appeal. From that perspective, interface is rhetorical in the 

same way that art is. Intriguingly, Booth introduces Burke’s notion of identification into 

his explanation for the rhetoric of art. Identification might be the best way of succinctly 
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defining the rhetoric of the interface. This idea can escape the boundary of the art world, 

if we remember that the word “art” is related to the words “artifice” and “artificial,” 

which we use to describe human-made objects, even manufactured ones. Today 

especially, human-made objects are deliberately given surfaces which are unrelated to the 

object’s content. (See High Technē.) Rutsky explains that many objects that are not “high 

tech,” meaning an advanced technology, are covered with a “high tech” appearance. He 

says that the phrase “high tech” has become “a term of architecture and design” (107):  

Used in this sense, ‘high tech style’ has been defined by its ‘imitation’ of 
functionalism, or more precisely, by its imitation of the functional style of 
factories, warehouses, and industrial design generally. Thus, for example, 
‘high tech’ architecture has been described by its borrowing of 
technological elements, of a technological form. (107) 

Rutsky’s description of “high tech style” conveys that it is added as a surface for the 

artifact. It is intrinsic to the artifact’s meaning or message but not its function. 

 A more typical example is the colored kitchen appliance such as a toaster. What 

does the color red have to do with the content of a toaster, for instance? In this case, the 

content is the toaster’s function, making toast. The function does not require the color, so 

the object’s surface operates in a different way from its content—as an interface, as a 

seduction to induce its audience to identify with the object. Everyday objects have 

become artful, so the boundary between art and artificial objects generally is becoming 

blurred. For this reason, interface does not have to be limited to art, and Booth’s 

commentary on the rhetoric of art can apply to any interface of any artifact (art work or 

everyday object). 
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 Any interface influences its audience. The moment that the audience experiences 

the artifact for the first time is the same moment in which the audience has been exposed 

to its interface because all artifacts have surfaces. These surfaces operate as Kenneth 

Burke’s “terministic screens” (Language as Symbolic Action 45) for the audience. Burke 

defines his term as follows: “Even if any given terminology is a reflection of reality, by 

its very nature as terminology it must be a selection of reality; and to this extent it must 

function also as a deflection of reality” (ibid.). He then discusses his concept through a 

sort of metaphor of filtered photographs: 

When I speak of ‘terministic screens,’ I have particularly in mind some 
photographs I once saw. They were different photographs of the same 
objects, the difference being that they were made with different color 
filters. Here something so ‘factual’ as a photograph revealed notable 
distinctions in texture, and even in form, depending upon which color 
filter was used for the documentary description of the event being 
recorded. (ibid.) 

Burke’s experience is revealing because it shows that the surface of an artifact changes 

how a person thinks about its content. Burke’s concept of “terministic screens” is not 

identical to interface, but the two concepts are analogous. 

 David Blakesley uses Burke’s concept in a similar fashion: “A core concept of the 

approach [the rhetoric of film] is that of the terministic screen, which is a phrase used by 

Burke to describe how our terms—or more generally the means of representation—direct 

the attention to one field rather than another such that our observations of experience (all 

that can be known) are implications of the particular terms themselves” (Hill and 

Helmers 113-4). Blakesley expands the scope of Burke’s concept to include nonverbal 
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types of representation. Because of Blakesley’s expansion, the terministic screen is 

comparable, though not identical, to artifactual interface. The benefit of this insight is that 

it indicates how any interface influences an audience. Simply put, it shapes the audience’s 

thinking about the artifact's content by “direct[ing] the [audience’s] attention” (to borrow 

Blakesley’s wording) or filtering it.  

 Imagetext as interface has had such a long history that it seems appropriate to 

examine its rhetoric. The history of the broad dissemination of imagetext begins in the 

1830s in Anglophone culture. This occurrence is partly tied to the publication of Charles 

Dickens’ novels, particularly Oliver Twist. Although William Blake set a precedent for the 

illustrated book, later creators instituted the imagetext interface for their cultural artifacts. 

They are the ones who contributed to the change in public communication that Stephens 

and Kress observe. Fortunately, Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland and Through the 

Looking Glass have sparked so many creators’ imaginations that their cultural artifacts, 

which are made in various media, give rhetoricians an opportunity to study how the 

interface influences understandings of a cultural artifact’s content. 

 The Alice material in its many versions provides an occasion to study the 

principles of the rhetoric of interface. It can help to illuminate how the forest relates to 

the tree. Interfaces of imagetext are rhetorical and influence an audience. Since the 

relationship of word and image has drastically changed, a set of principles assisting in 

interface analysis would aid rhetoricians and bridge the gap between academia and the 

public sphere with their respective pro-verbal and pro-visual approaches to reading 
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media. 

Why the Rhetoric of the Interface Matters to the Discipline? 

 The history of imagetext from the 1830s to present puts further into question the 

emphasis on text in rhetorical scholarship. If rhetoricians are supposed to be examining 

rhetorical practice in addition to rhetorical theory, then the major change in the 

Anglophone public’s rhetorical practice and consumption of rhetorically imbued artifacts 

as chronicled in this study indicates that the scholarship of rhetoricians needs to catch up 

with actual, current practice. The dominant medium in today’s Anglophone culture is not 

the purely textual printed artifact.6

 Scholars in visual rhetoric already recognize the need to examine images, and a 

portion of them have analyzed artifacts that combine the modes of image and text. Sonja 

Foss may have articulated the credo of visual rhetoricians when she declared, “For me, 

the most important reason for studying visual rhetoric is to develop rhetorical theory that 

is more comprehensive and inclusive” (303). Her perspective is that rhetoric does not 

 At the barest minimum, it is the illustrated text, but 

even that assessment suffers from inaccuracy because several media dominate the culture, 

and each one uses a different proportion of image and text. Also, some add one or more 

modes to the imagetext. This study used the video game to exemplify that latter trait, but 

other media adhere to it as well—for example, animation and hypermedia. 

                                                 
6  Its format is unimportant—book, magazine article, journal article, pamphlet, and so 

on. 
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need to be limited to the single mode of text. Rhetoric can encompass more than one 

mode yet still retain its identity as a field of knowledge. The broad scope of scholarship 

in visual rhetoric reflects this attitude. David Blakesley and John Harrington have 

developed rhetorics of film. Todd Taylor articulated a preliminary rhetoric of animation 

through his analysis of the Warner Bros.’ Coyote and Road Runner animated short films. 

Maureen Daly Goggin examined the relationship of image and text in needlework 

samplers. Catherine Hobbs observed that the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci were 

models of composing with text and image (68). The examples extend beyond this sample. 

 Likewise, scholars in the rhetoric of technology expanded the scope of rhetoric. 

One example is Ken McAllister and Ryan Moeller’s exploration of technē, during which 

they analyze several technologies. As mentioned, Selfe and Selfe argued that computer 

interfaces have a rhetoric and function as “contact zones” (after Mary Louise Pratt’s 

concept). Walter Ong considered writing as a technology. Christina Haas discussed the 

implications of the instruments of writing. As with visual rhetoric, these examples are a 

brief sample of the extant scholarship. 

 The rhetoric of interface brings together both of these fields and, to a lesser extent, 

the rhetoric of narrative. It aids rhetoricians in achieving that “rhetorical theory that is 

more comprehensive and inclusive” (Foss 303)—a theory that might be termed “a 

complete rhetoric.” As Trimbur stated, the rhetorical canon of display has been largely 

abandoned in the rhetorical theory of the past couple of centuries. The rationale seems to 

stem from the purist aesthetics that Edmund Burke and his contemporaries posited during 
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the neoclassical period. Regardless of the exact reason, contemporary rhetorical 

scholarship focuses on text as if it were the only viable mode of communication. 

Unsurprisingly, the new medium often discussed was hypertext, an extension of print-

based text. For that reason, an entire dissertation advocating hypermedia, a version of 

hypertext that includes non-textual modes, was possible. The disciplinary bias toward 

text is persistent, even if it is unwarranted at this historical moment. 

 The study of interfaces erases this bias by keeping technology, image, text, 

narrative, and aesthetics constantly in play. Understanding interfaces requires considering 

all of these facets because they have a complex composition. They are products of 

creators using technology, image, text, narrative, and aesthetics to influence their 

audiences. Creators are rhetors, even when their mode of communication is not text. 

 Interfaces also point out that monomodality of any type is passé. Historically and 

presently, they have relied on the confluence of the modes of image and text. This pattern 

has already been described for the media of the illustrated book, comics, and the video 

game, but it is also true of the media of animation, live-action film, computer software 

interfaces, and any number of twentieth and twenty-first century media such as 

Remediation, The Language of New Media, and The Rise of the Image, the Fall of the 

Word describe. Arguably, imagetext is a more natural mode of communication for 

humans. As Scott McCloud emphasizes in Understanding Comics, children begin 

communicating with others by freely mixing together image and text. The habit of “show 

and tell,” which is made into a school exercise, appears to be the default mode of 
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communication for humans. If so, then monomodality—particularly literacy in the 

absence of graphicacy—is an artificial restriction on how people communicate. This 

tendency is supported by the historical record of the public’s rhetorical practice and 

acceptance of, if not desire for, imagetext from the 1830s to present. If the public 

preferred monomodal communication, then so many media consisting of hybrid 

communication would not have existed. Blake’s aesthetic and Bewick’s invention of 

wood engraving would not have had any impact whatsoever, dying off with their creators. 

In particular, the Blakean aesthetic would not have re-emerged in so many artifacts from 

illustrated books to comics to video games. Bewick’s contribution was supplying Blake’s 

aesthetic with some initial, life-giving oxygen, so it had a chance to take hold with the 

public in the modern era. Clearly, the public wanted hybrid communication, a mixing of 

image and text, and still desires it as the sales of comic books, graphic novels, and video 

games reflects. James Newman reported that “[i]n 1999, UK players spent almost £1 

billion on computer and videogames and for the first time, spending on videogames 

outstripped video sales” (3) and that in 2007, according to the Entertainment Software 

Association, sales of video games in the United States totaled $9.5 billion (“Industry 

Facts”). The Anglophone public clearly likes video games. Likewise, the contemporary 

public still enjoys comics: many newspapers print comic strips; graphic novels fill a 

bookcase worth of shelves in bookstores such as Borders and Barnes and Noble; and 

dedicated comic book stores still exist, although not in the great numbers of previous 

decades. 
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 Another point is that every artifact has an interface. Humanists are traditionally 

trained to look past an artifact’s interface as if it did not exist. Consequently, humanist 

scholarship tends to scrutinize the content without regarding the interface, the format, or 

the technologies involved in the artifact’s making. Art historians are more attentive to the 

last aspect, but the statement still holds for the rest of the humanistic disciplines. J. Hillis 

Miller decries this bias in his fellow literary scholars in his book Illustration when he 

states that the illustrations of Dickens’ novels are as much a part of them as the text is. 

Arthur C. Danto notes how much philosophy has simply ignored art and, more generally, 

image-oriented artifacts entirely—thus, one of his reasons for writing The 

Transfiguration of the Commonplace. Rhetorician Laura Micche describes the structure 

of comics in her article but expends most of her analysis on the content of the graphic 

novel. Literature scholars focus their attention mainly on the narrative aspect of comics: 

for example, Douglas Wolk’s tour of graphic novels in his book Reading Comics and to a 

lesser extent, Charles Hatfield’s analyses of the comics of the Hernandez brothers, Art 

Spiegelman, and Harvey Pekar in his book Alternative Comics. As original as his book 

Comic Book Nation is for the discipline of history, Bernard Wright spends little time 

defining comics or commenting on the visual features of popular comic books. 

Philosophy, as a discipline, generally concentrates on the philosophical ideas in comic 

books instead of the medium’s structure and use of image and text: a telling instance of 

this disciplinary habit is the essay collection The Philosophy of Super Heroes.  

 Despite this blindness in Elkins’ sense, the artifacts themselves are not pure 
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content. As the history related in the previous chapters indicate, creators crafted interfaces 

for the content of their artifacts. Whether or not it was a conscious decision is less 

important than the end result. Every artifact discussed in these chapters had an interface. 

It was not always obvious because the interface, like a hegemonic ideology, becomes 

naturalized into the construction of the artifact. For this reason, it was necessary to 

analyze some artifacts that shared the same, basic content. Lewis Carroll’s Alice books—

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass, and What Alice Found 

There—formed a cultural reservoir that became the basis for many other artifacts as Will 

Brooker’s book on Alice-inspired artifacts and Bryan Talbot’s historical graphic novel 

Alice in Sunderland outlined. When the content is known, and one is aware of the traits of 

the medium, then one can more easily recognize the interface, which can be defined in 

one way as that which is neither the content nor the medium. As a component (or level, to 

use a spatial metaphor) of an artifact, the interface has a substance of its own. Although 

the content and the medium influence that substance, the interface’s substance primarily 

depends on the elements of the interface. The elements are not resolvable to mere 

representations of the content—an external signifier that points to an internal signified—

but have their own semiotic meanings. The semiotic relationship between interface and 

content would be better conceived in the following formulation: an external sign referring 

to an internal sign, or an external semiotic field alluding to an internal semiotic field.  

 Consequently, interface does not need to be obvious in order to exist. Computer 

software interfaces are apparent because regardless of how well an operating system tries 
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to hide its textual code roots, what is commonly called a command line interface (CLI), 

via a graphical user interface, every aspect of an operating system is actually reducible to 

that textual code. One part of the video game’s interface is equally apparent because it 

occupies a different spatial area on the screen (in front of gameplay or located on the 

screen’s periphery surrounding the gameplay). At the same time, the medium of the video 

game also contains the transparent kind of interface, the type that seems indistinguishable 

from the content and is embodied in visual aspects such as color schemes, cut scenes, and 

virtual cinematography. It is the transparent type that rhetoricians and other humanist 

scholars must be careful not to miss because none of it is innocent, just as there are no 

innocent technologies. They all convey and advocate something—a value, a stance, an 

attitude about the world, an ideology. It is this phenomenon that this dissertation 

addresses. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BEGINNING OF THE IMAGETEXT REVOLUTION IN THE MODERN ERA, OR 

INTERFACE RHETORIC OF THE ILLUSTRATED BOOK 

The Interface of the Illustrated Book Embodied the Combination of Image and Text 

 The earliest instantiation of a mass-produced medium featuring an imagetext 

interface was the illustrated book.  It was during the 1830’s that Anglophone culture was 

introduced to this new kind of interface, which had been made possible due to shifts in 

visual  aesthetics and printing technologies for storytellers. The result was profound: the 

mass production of books that combined images and texts for a wide readership was 

hungry for just such a novelty. Thomas Bewick, William Blake, Charles Dickens, and 

Mark Twain were among the most prominent actors inspiring these shifts. As I will show 

in this chapter, this innovation demonstrated a change in rhetorical practice that stemmed 

from the late eighteenth century and moved through the nineteenth century. 

 Nineteenth-century illustrated books acknowledged the power of images over 

audiences.  Their interfaces suggest that the combination of image and text is more 

influential  than either mode separately. Acknowledging that this combination comprises 

not only a new interface but also a new set of rhetorical principles, this chapter lays out 

the relevant history of the illustrated book and its popularization. In particular, it analyzes 

Lewis Carroll’s Alice books, Dickens’ Oliver Twist and Twain’s Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn. The theoretical framework I draw on for these analyses borrows from 

Barry Pegg’s and J. Hillis Miller’s theories of the illustrated book, but ultimately expands 
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on these theories in order to derive the principles of interface that are unique to the 

illustrated book. 

Established, Anglophone Neoclassical Aesthetics Favored Text and Monomodality 

 Anglophone Enlightenment aesthetics focused on the purity of the arts. This 

purity   occurred in practice but also in treatises on aesthetics during the eighteenth 

century, including ones written by British aestheticians David Hume, Joseph Addison, 

Frances Hutcheson, and Edmund Burke. Of the group, Burke's treatise A Philosophical 

Enquiry into the Origins of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (1759) can be used as 

a synecdoche for the pure aesthetic that dominated eighteenth century Anglophone 

countries. In the treatise, Burke insisted on the separation of word and image, arguing for 

the purity of the arts. 

 W. J. T. Mitchell lays out Burke's aesthetics in his book Iconology: Image, Text, 

Ideology and summarizes Burke's work as being an extended rebuttal of John Locke's 

aesthetics. Whereas Locke conceived of words as referring to “mental images/ideas,” 

Burke desired to “reassert the boundaries between texts and images” (Iconology, Mitchell 

123). If “texts and images” must live separate lives and words must not be conceived as 

having a visual referent, then hybrid arts are unacceptable in Burke's theory. Indeed, 

Mitchell states that the majority of Burke's examples in the treatise are poems. 

 This move to keep text pure becomes more apparent when Mitchell discusses how 

Burke linked language to the sublime and painting to the beautiful (Iconology 125). The 

linkage is part of Burke's argument that words have nothing to do with images (124). 
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Words  refer to a concept but without a mediating mental image. For Burke, the sublime 

is abstract, and the beautiful is visceral. Thus, language cannot be connected to any kind 

of image. Similarly, painting cannot provoke an experience of the sublime: Burke objects 

to paintings that try to be sublime, asserting that the attempts fail (126). 

 As Mitchell's analysis details, Burke's aesthetics prohibit blending the arts 

together. Specifically, it devalues the medieval illuminated manuscript and any sort of 

illustrated text. Burke's aesthetics is just one example of the tension between text and 

image. Through Burke, Mitchell illustrates to the reader the degree to which mainstream 

Anglophone Enlightenment aesthetics valued purity and text. 

New Printing Technologies Enabled the Medium of the Illustrated Book and Supported a 

Different Aesthetic 

 Technology supported every aesthetics. For pure book aesthetics, the established  

technological support was the letterpress, which matured into an efficient, economical 

means for printing many copies of the same text. The only changes in letterpress printing 

during the 18th century were the dominance of a single type, roman, and the creation of 

native type foundry for Anglophone countries via William Caslon (Steinberg 78). For the 

emerging book aesthetic, however, the technological support was wood engraving. 

Thomas Bewick’s Wood Engraving Makes the Mass Production of the Illustrated Book 

Possible 

 Among Anglophone countries, the crucial innovator of this technology—and 
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thereby a major contributor to the imagetext revolution—was Thomas Bewick. Scholarly 

discussion about Bewick tends to concentrate on his technical innovation. Art historian 

David Bland, for example,  recognizes that Bewick drew his own illustrations yet insists 

that Bewick's greater contribution was his wood engraving innovation. (A History of 

Book Illustration 222, 227). Mayor, Breitenbach, and Beegan also discuss Bewick’s wood 

engraving technology. 

 Since woodcuts broke quickly and left poor quality prints on the page, Bewick  

wanted to improve on the technology. He discovered that  by using harder woods and 

using the end of a block rather than its softer face produced more durable engravings and 

allowed him to achieve a higher quality print than woodcuts allowed. Indeed, Bewick 

claimed to be able to get 900,000 impressions from one wood engraving box (A History 

of Book Illustration, Bland 227). 

 Although wood engraving benefited Bewick's own enterprise, additionally it 

assisted  the mass reproduction of images and illustrated text. It did this by making them 

more affordable, more durable, higher quality, and more visually dynamic by allowing for 

the simultaneous printing of images and text in the press (Breitenbach; Fisher 286; 

Mayor). Increased quality meant increased sales. Geoffrey Wakeman elaborates: “Wood 

engraving lends itself to the small illustration that can be  printed with letterpress and 

produce a harmonious whole in book design” (20). Such efficiency reduced printing and 

publisher costs per page. Hence, wood engraving held both economic and artistic 

benefits. 
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Bewick Influenced a Generation 

 Bewick's influence on illustrated text was spread to his engraving disciples. 

Breitenbach explains that Bewick trained his apprentices in wood engraving, and those 

apprentices established shops that trained a new generation of apprentices. This pattern 

continued into the 19th century, long surpassing Bewick's lifespan. 

William Blake’s Visionary Aesthetic Challenged the Hegemonic Neoclassical Aesthetics 

 In addition to technological advances, the other factor that undermined the 

dominance of purist aesthetics was the rise of a new aesthetics. A technology like wood 

engraving cannot determine an aesthetics, but a visionary can create one through this new 

medium. For Anglophone countries in the 18th century, William Blake was that visionary. 

Whereas Thomas Bewick's focus was technical (most of his engravings were zoological 

and mechanical), Blake's was artistic. His illuminated books defy every tenet of pure 

aesthetics. In his illuminated books, Blake fuses image and text on the same page. Blake's 

aesthetics is best encapsulated in W. J. T. Mitchell's term “imagetext” (Picture Theory 

89). 

 William Blake was in a position to create a new aesthetics because he had the 

skills of a writer, an artist, and a printer. He engraved and printed his own plates. He 

wrote his own text, and he drew the images for his texts. Such versatility translated into 

absolute artistic control over his books. In his new aesthetics, text and images are united 

into a seamless whole. 

 Like all artists, Blake participated in a tradition. Blake's fusion of images and text 
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extends the medieval manuscript tradition, miniatures and decorative capitals on the same 

page as the written text. The miniatures and decorative capitals were still separate from 

the text on the same page. For that reason, they could be cut out of manuscripts. For 

instance, the fourteenth-century English manuscript, the Auchinleck manuscript, is 

missing most of its miniatures because they have been excised from the leaves (Furrow 

441). Blake takes the illuminated manuscript tradition further because he fuses image and 

text so that it would be impossible to cut out the images without destroying the text. 

 Blake's new aesthetics was such a departure from the purist aesthetics that an 

example is needed to clarify the matter. One of his early books, The Marriage of Heaven 

and Hell, 1788, exemplifies Blake's aesthetic. It is one of the earliest books fusing word 

and image together. Blake ignores the boundaries drawn between word and image by 

emphasizing the visual aspect of writing, placing images in close proximity to words, and 

letting images occupy the interlinear spaces between lines of writing. Words and images 

have a cozy existence in this book that bespeaks the fusion of word and image, literacy 

and graphicacy.  

 The editors of one edition of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell note the book's 

mixed aesthetics and comment on its transitional status: “The proportion of illustration to 

text is relatively low: it has one full-page (design), no frontispiece, twelve plates that 

combine designs and texts, and fourteen plates—more than half the total—with no 

designs other than small interlinear and marginal ones” (Eaves, Essick, and Viscomi 129). 

The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is an early work, so the low proportion of image to 
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word makes sense as Blake appears to be transitioning from the mainstream 18th-century 

aesthetic into his own. 

 Despite its transitional status, the book still evinces characteristics of Blake's 

aesthetics. For instance, on the book's title page (fig. 1), an image largely covers the 

surface with the title placed in the horizontal center. The pictures flow toward and 

surround the words, not allowing them to breathe or stand apart from the pictures. Further 

blurring of the words from the art results in a pure graphic quality of the lettering. The 

letters are not typeset but drawn. In fact, the lacy, curvaceousness of the letters forming 

the phrases “Marriage of” and “and” would have been nearly impossible for a letterpress 

printer to accomplish. The lines are too thin and dramatically curvy for a conventional 

type foundry to create. Certainly, metal type would have precluded the circular swoosh 

that extends from the ascender of the letter “d” in the word “and” and circumscribes the 

word. The lack of typeset letters means that Blake can effect a cohesive mood, 

compelling his audience to experience the book as imagetext and not as a decorous divide 

between the two kinds of communication (what Gunther Kress calls “modes”). 

Symbolically then, the marriage in the book's content reflects the fusion of word and 

image. 

 The fifth plate of Blake's book (fig. 2) is typical of where Blake was heading in 

the development of his aesthetics. The topic of the fifth plate is “The Voice of the Devil.” 

The images intrude on the words. Besides the vegetative ornaments that look like but do 

not function like “fleurons,” small pictures sit next to certain words on the same line 
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(Bringhurst 63). For example, in the fifth line, a picture of a person lying on a grassy field 

follows the word “desire” (fig. 2). In the twelfth line, a picture of a long, red-and-brown 

serpent undulating follows the solitary word “Satan” (ibid.). Only on this line does image 

dominate the word. Nevertheless, there is an incredible sufficiency to the juxtaposition of 

these exact signs: the verbal one of “Satan” and the visual one of the serpent. Both signs 

define each other simultaneously and recursively. The ambiguity of the individual signs 

disappears when they are set together on the page because the reader cannot avoid 

noticing both signs and comparing them. 

Blake and Bewick Influenced Anglophone Culture 

 Blake and Bewick provided crucial pieces to their culture for re-envisioning 

communications and, more specifically, aesthetics. Unlike their neoclassical cohorts such 

as Joseph Addison and Edmund Burke, Blake and Bewick did their work for the public—

everybody from the poor to the wealthy. Through their works, they exposed the public to 

a different way of understanding the world and a new way of doing art. Besides their 

works, they both helped publishers re-define printed artifacts. They demonstrated a way 

of being for their fellow artists.  

 Blake's influence was less direct than Bewick's but was felt nevertheless. Blake's 

illuminated books circulated among the wealthy, some of whom influenced the 

publishing industry. Blake and his wife printed and sold the books themselves. Among 

the intelligentsia, his poetry and prints were accepted. He was considered a good 

commercial engraver. 
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 Bewick and Blake were not collaborators, but together their works accustomed 

and excited the public about what eventually became known as “imagetext.” Neither 

knew each other personally. However, the effect of their innovations, wood engraving 

and the new aesthetics, inspired commercial professionals to develop illustrated text as a 

mass market product.  The number of wood engraving print shops increased during the 

early decades of the nineteenth century (Beegan 259). At the same time, Pierce Egan 

launched Life in London, an illustrated paper of political satire, in 1821 (Kunzle 339).  

Soon after, Egan's paper had imitators: “The great, continuing, multimedia success, 

attended by piracies and sequels, of Life in London encouraged Egan to launch a 

newspaper with a similarly raffish title and content” (340). The images in these satirical 

papers were caricatures because Egan and his imitators were critiquing the politics of the 

time. However, an economic rationale for illustrated text also arose.  According to 

Beegan, publishers realized that images increased sales: for example, “Herbert Ingram, 

who was a newsagent, a printer, and the manufacturer of patent medicine, had noticed 

that when a paper included even the crudest of illustrations its sales increased” (258). 

Novelists were also involved in this drive toward illustrated text. Besides Dickens' 

considerable early contribution of Sketches by Boz itself and Bell's, a satirical paper of the 

1830s, reprinting of two of its illustrations (343), William Ainsworth wrote illustrated 

novels in the 1830s (Muir 57). The profitability of illustrated text was amply 

demonstrated by the popularity of the Illustrated London News, launched in 1842 

(Beegan 257-8). This expansion of wood engravers and the welter of activity in the use of 
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images in newspapers and novels by writers and publishers lends credence to the notion 

that wood engraving and the Blakean aesthetic wafting through the cultural air incited a 

willingness to use illustrated text and the subsequent explosion of its mass publication. 

Blake and Bewick’s Innovations Proliferated Anglophone Culture 

 The subsequent popularization of Blake and Bewick's aesthetic and technology 

meant an explosion in illustrated text, exposing the public to imagetext. The 

popularization began with magazines and newspapers but soon extended to books, 

especially novels. The popularization did not mean an instant adoption of Blake's 

aesthetic to its fullest extent, but throughout the 19th century, various publishers and 

authors absorbed more of the features of Blake's aesthetic into illustrated texts. 

 From 1800-1830s, illustrated magazines and newspapers became numerous. 

Instead of launching new literary magazines and newspapers, publishers chose to include 

pictures along with textual items. Illustrated magazines such as Punch combined graphic 

and literary satire on the same page. Other magazines were not satirical but published 

new fiction in whole or in parts. An example of this kind of magazine is Bentley's 

Miscellany, for which its publisher, Richard Bentley, hired an editor, Charles Dickens, 

and a staff illustrator, George Cruikshank. Newspapers like the Illustrated Times also 

began to accompany news stories with pictures. 

 The illustrateds had images on the same page as the text, but they were not 

necessarily related to the text on the page. Even when a relationship existed, the images 

functioned in support of the text (what Pegg calls “ancillary” illustration). They were 
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juxtaposed like medieval manuscripts, not fused as in Blake's books. On the other hand, 

the illustrateds introduced the public to illustrated text and paved the way for commercial 

imagetexts. 

 Wood engraving became the prevalent type of commercial illustration for the 

mass production of images. Early in the century, the number of wood engraving firms 

quickly increased. Geoffrey Wakeman comments, 

By the early years of Victoria's reign wood engraving was well established 

as a method of commercial book illustration, the number of London firms 

engaged in it having increased from the fourteen listed in Johnstone's 

London Guide of 1817 to twenty-four in the Post Office Directory of 1842. 

(17) 

By 1852, there were 47 such firms (17). Wakeman ascribes the increase in firms to “the 

illustrated periodicals, which are a feature of publishing at this time, as well as the 

lavishly illustrated number books like Knight's Old England, 1845” (17). Although the 

books were not novels and never had their popularity, these books provided an impetus 

for more firms to take on wood engraving as their method of commercial illustration. 

Together, the periodicals and the nonfiction books made wood engraving commercially 

viable. Reciprocally, wood engraving helped illustrated texts to become commercially 

feasible. 

 Later in the century, wood engraving continued its dominance. In the appendix of 

Victorian Book Illustration, Geoffrey Wakeman charts chronologically the use of various 
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types of image reproductive technologies for the period 1850-1900. He summarizes the 

results for wood engraving: “Although wood engraving was the most popular method of 

illustration, it never exceeded 30 per cent of the total and was closely pursued by 

lithography” (160). The reason for wood engraving's prevalence was simple: a single 

engraved wood block produced more reliable copies at less cost than any other method of 

illustration. 

The Illustrated Book Was Not a Niche Market 

 Once newspapers and magazines succumbed to the public demand for imagetexts, 

novels were the next target. Several novelists, William Harrison Ainsworth, William 

Makepeace Thackeray, Lewis Carroll, and Arthur Conan Doyle produced illustrated 

novels beginning in the 1830’s. From the first printing, every one of their novels were 

illustrated. Carroll and Doyle created characters that transcended their own time as 

cultural icons. Book editor, Andrew Lang,  provided children with illustrated fiction.  

 Thackeray illustrated his own novels throughout the 19th century. Of the set of 

noteworthy novelists, he was in the best position to use Blake's aesthetic commercially. 

John Harvey encapsulates Thackeray's background and career as “the one major English 

novelist who illustrated his own works [ . . . ]. He venerated Hogarth and Gillray, learnt 

etching from Cruikshank, and was himself a caricaturist” (Harvey 76). This learning of 

caricature and etching carried over into the illustrations for his novels. In many ways, 

Thackeray is the aesthetic descendant of William Blake,writing, drawing, etching, and 

using images and text on the same page. He departed from Blake when he avoided fully 
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fusing text and image. The closest that Thackeray came to Blake's aesthetic fusion was in 

his illustrated capitals, where the capital letter beginning a chapter was entwined with an 

image. 

 Following Thackeray in chronology was Lewis Carroll. His Alice books were 

illustrated by John Tenniel (Alice in Wonderland). The first book, Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland, was published in the 1860s (Bland 98-9). The second book, Through the 

Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There, arrived in the 1870s. The collaboration 

between Carroll and Tenniel meant that children could become exposed to novel-length 

imagetext. 

 Children also received exposure to novelistic imagetexts via Andrew Lang who 

edited collections of stories for children, beginning with the series The Blue Fairy Book, 

published in 1891. That volume introduces the novel to children through an extract of 

Gulliver's Travels. Lang's collections continued the growth of imagetext, preparing 

children in the 1890s and later for reading illustrated novels. 

Dickens and Twain Popularized the Illustrated Book 

 Most important to this popularization, however, were Charles Dickens and Mark 

Twain, the first commercially successful English and U.S. writers (respectively) to have 

novels fully illustrated. “Full illustration” means more than a frontispiece as an 

illustration to the novel. Compared to their contemporaries, Dickens and Twain were the 

best-selling authors of their era. Hence, an illustrated novel by Dickens or Twain meant 

that a large percentage of the public was exposed to the imagetext aesthetic. The public 
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wanted illustrated novels. 

 Dickens and Twain exemplify how Blake and Bewick's work are recast not as 

artistic projects but as commercial and mainstream projects. William Blake's books were 

valuable as artworks but not commercial successes. By contrast, although Dickens and 

Twain created artworks, they focused on disseminating Blake's kind of aesthetics in 

commercial products. 

Dickens Promoted the Imagetext Aesthetic 

 Charles Dickens embodied the imagetext aesthetic inaugurated by Blake. 

Although the source of that aesthetic was not Blake, Dickens acquired an aesthetic  

markedly similar to Blake's. In his preface to the third edition of Oliver Twist, Dickens 

acknowledged being influenced by literary and graphic traditions (Dickens xxx). This 

acknowledgment points out how much his artistic imagination worked literarily and 

graphically. John Harvey summarizes Dickens's aesthetic: “he had, while retaining the 

illustrations on which his public to some extent depended, to take over a large part of the 

artist's creative function [ ... ] Dickens could not abandon illustration; he had rather to 

become the illustrator in all but execution, and this is what he does” (34). This mentality 

tinctures Dickens's collaborative process with his illustrators. 

 Dickens divided the labor of producing an illustrated novel between himself and 

an illustrator. Every one of his novels had an illustrator or a group of illustrators. To 

emphasize Harvey's point about Dickens's aesthetic, Dickens depended on somebody else 

to draw the illustrations but had the imagination to envision the illustrations' content. In a 
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way, his chosen method of delivery, monthly serialization, required such division of 

labor. The speed of producing the installments necessitated that text and images be made 

by different hands. Unlike his contemporary, William Makepeace Thackeray, Dickens 

lacked training in the graphic arts. (Harvey 76). Dickens' vocational training was in 

journalism, and so he needed an artist to illustrate his creations. 

 Oliver Twist was the first Dickens novel illustrated completely by George 

Cruikshank. Previous novels had several illustrators. Pickwick Papers had at least three, 

including George Cruikshank and Hablôt Browne. With Oliver Twist, Dickens wanted to 

create a coherent artwork and decided that only one illustrator was needed. The result was 

that Oliver Twist had the artistic consistency that Pickwick Papers lacked. 

 The popularity of Oliver Twist indicates that the British public welcomed Dickens' 

imagetextual aesthetics. Oliver Twist was published as about twenty editions throughout 

the nineteenth century. The number of editions signify the commercial success of the 

novel. Furthermore, the theatrical community seized Oliver Twist as material prior to the 

completion of the novel in serialization and its publication as a novel. The legality of 

these seizures is not as important as their indication of Oliver Twist's popularity and the 

notion that Oliver Twist was chosen from all  novels published serially and in volumes 

because it was a visual novel. As an imagetextual medium, theater prefers sources that 

support imagetext because they ease the process of adaptation. Dickens's aesthetics and 

his collaborative process with his illustrator George Cruikshank caused Oliver Twist to be 

perfect for theatrical productions. 
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 Dickens worked with his illustrators. His collaborative process reveals that 

Dickens considered their illustrations to be as important to his novels as his text. He had 

several illustrators in his career but worked extensively with George Cruikshank and 

Hablôt Browne. Essentially, his collaborative process with his illustrators was to direct 

the content of the illustrations and to oversee them. J. Hillis Miller describes the process 

for Oliver Twist: “[ . . . ] Dickens kept the upper hand with his “illustrious” illustrator, 

rejected plates of which he disapproved, and often specified in detail what should be 

illustrated” (“The Fiction of Realism” 45). John Harvey fills out this description when he 

points out that Dickens deliberately considered appropriate material for Cruikshank to 

illustrate and was mindful of what in the novel could be illustrated (32). At one point, 

Harvey notes, Dickens decided that a certain scene was impossible to illustrate and 

instructed Cruikshank not to attempt it (33). This decision reveals a sensitivity to and 

respect for the artist's work. Miller's and Harvey's descriptions also indicate that the 

illustrator functioned as an extension of Dickens's own thinking. David Borowitz's 

citation of (presumably) Sidney Paget's commentary on Oliver Twist sums up the 

relationship between Dickens and Cruikshank: They “worked hand in hand in the 

production of this admirable work and either will [give] credit to the other his share in the 

fame which has justly attended its production” (82). The expression “hand in hand” 

indicates a partnership between peers, not a hierarchy. Dickens directed Cruikshank's 

efforts but did not prevent Cruikshank from shining as an artist. Borowitz's citation of 

Paget also makes clear that from an outsider's perspective, the collaboration produced 
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such a coherent artwork that Dickens and Cruikshank worked together as peers. 

 His longest collaborative partner was Hablôt Browne (commonly known as 

“Phiz”). In the case of Browne, Dickens and Browne worked in the same room at the 

same time, so that Dickens had tremendous input on Browne's illustrations. John Harvey 

details their collaborative process:  

Phiz's successive metamorphoses show how much and how intimately he 
submitted his imagination to Dickens's control, and how much interest and 
energy invested in the illustrations. Between them, they developed a visual 
art of great communicative power, a live part of the novel with important 
functions entrusted to it by the novelist. (3) 

Apparently generalizing about the relationship between author and illustrator, Harvey 

states that “[t]he actual working conditions of author and artist involved constant contact, 

the artist drawing while the author was still writing” (3). M. Thomas Inge interprets the 

statement as applying to the relationship between Browne and Dickens because he places 

the statement in a block quotation that includes part of the passage in which Harvey 

explicitly mentions Browne and Dickens. Inge also follows the quotation with a citation 

of another scholar, who states that Browne created the illustrations as Dickens wrote the 

novel, and Browne and Dickens constantly conversed about the novel (Inge 132). 

Nothing in Harvey's book discourages Inge's interpretation, so it seems that Harvey is 

describing how Browne and Dickens collaborated. Inge's citation of another scholar on 

the matter confirms that Browne and Dickens worked as partners. 

 Every Dickens novel was wildly popular in its own time. In the appendix to The 

English Common Reader: A Social History of the Mass Reading Public, 1800-1900, 
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Richard D. Altick lists the available sales records for Dickens's novels. Commenting on 

the popularity of all of Dickens's novels, Altick states that “[i]n 1882 it was reported that 

the total sale of Dickens' works, in England alone, in the twelve years since his death 

amounted to 4,239,000 volumes” (384). In 1843, “A Christmas Carol: 6,000 sold first 

day; 15,000 in year” (384). Dickens' worst selling novel was Martin Chuzzlewit, which 

during the period of 1843-44 sold “no higher than 23,000” copies (384). In other words, 

none of Dickens' novels were failures. 

 Because of Oliver Twist's importance in the development of the illustrated novel 

and the promotion of imagetext aesthetics, its sales record is worth noting. Altick points 

out that “[i]n 1871, the 'penny edition' of Oliver Twist [weekly numbers, monthly parts] 

sold 150,000 in three weeks” (384). The fact that this sales record is thirty years after the 

novel's initial publication suggests that it maintained its popularity throughout the 19th 

century. Taking into account all of the editions of Oliver Twist that were published up to 

1900 that David Paroissien lists in his book Oliver Twist: An Annotated Bibliography, 

there is plenty of evidence that Oliver Twist never stopped being sold. Paroissien lists 22 

editions of Oliver Twist during the 19th century starting with the serialized edition in 

Bentley's Miscellany, which ran 1837-9, and ending with the 1900 Rochester edition. So 

many editions published by several publishers is a clear mark of the novel's popularity.  

Twain Popularized the Illustrated Book in the United States and Advanced the 

Application of the Imagetext Aesthetic 

 By embracing the aesthetics that Blake practiced, Mark Twain developed and 
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popularized the illustrated novel. Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is one example of 

Twain's aesthetics used in his illustrated novels. Twain had the same role in the United 

States as Dickens had in Great Britain: he popularized the illustrated novel (Inge 133). 

Prior to the publication of Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Twain sold 525,000 copies of 

his novels by 1884 in the United States (Blair 362). A number of those novels were 

originally illustrated, including Roughing It and Adventures of Tom Sawyer. This fact 

suggests that Twain's novels were popular in part because they were illustrated.  

 Huckleberry Finn was released in seven editions by 1900 in the United States and 

in England, five editions were published by 1900 (Blair 373, 376) and 43,500 copies by 

1902 (Hearn lxxxvi), indicating that in Anglophone countries the novel had a large 

audience. Consequently, this audience was exposed to an illustrated novel that was 

designed to be illustrated, making the illustration inseparable from the novel's text, while 

demanding that its audience pay attention to both images and words.  

 Twain demonstrated to the American public and the rest of Anglophone cultural 

geography what imagetext could be. Although Blake provided an exemplar to artists, his 

reach was never as extensive as Dickens or Twain. Dickens used the new aesthetic 

inspired by Blake, whereas Twain worked with the new aesthetic in Anglophone 

countries during the 19th century. 

 His novels were illustrated and were meant to be. When Twain decided to publish 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, he insured that he had absolute creative control by 

establishing his own publishing company and selecting his nephew to act as the head of 
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the business. He himself  chose the illustrator, E. W. Kemble, for the book. For earlier 

books such as Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Twain requested an illustrator but lacked 

complete control over production. As soon as he had production power, he demanded that 

his books be illustrated. 

 Like Dickens, Twain collaborated with an illustrator, working with True Williams, 

E. W. Kemble, and Daniel Carter Beard. The most famous collaboration was with 

Kemble because Adventures of Huckleberry Finn was such a financial success: its main 

character became a cultural icon; and Twain himself was deeply involved with the 

creation of its illustrations (Inge 133). His collaboration with an illustrator, especially 

with Kemble, was to approve or disapprove each illustration. His critique focused on the 

substance of the illustrations instead of their style. For Kemble's drawing of Huckleberry 

Finn, Twain pointed out to Kemble that the mouth expressed the wrong idea about Huck: 

it looked “too Irish” (qtd. in Hearn). This comment did not concern the kind of artistic 

representation that Kemble employed but pointed out that the mouth as drawn embodied 

an inaccuracy about Huck's character. 

 Twain departed from Dickens in the details of his execution of Blake's aesthetics. 

He preferred to have word and image bleed into one another; thus, Twain was closer to 

the ideal embedded in Blake's aesthetics than Dickens. The most noticeable differences 

between Twain and Dickens are the position of language in the illustrations and the close 

juxtaposition of illustration and text. Whereas language is placed below an illustration as 

a caption in Oliver Twist, it often appears inside of the illustrations of Adventures of 
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Huckleberry Finn. Whereas text and illustration occupy separate pages in Oliver Twist, 

they reside on the same page in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. More subtly, in 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, a word may start in an illustration and be completed in 

the text next to the illustration, and some illustrations lack any language whatsoever. The 

first point shows how much Twain thought of image and word as equal partners in the 

novel. The second point indicates that Twain knew that image had its own strength and 

deserved to be treated as an equally valid kind of communication. 

 Twain could afford to advance the imagetext revolution in his artworks because in 

the fifty years since Oliver Twist, newer technologies reduced the cost of printing 

imagetext pages. Among the technical innovations that occurred prior to Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn was electrotyping (Wakeman 74-6), which decreased the cost and time 

to copy an existing wood engraving, and compositing machines (Steinberg 145). Each of 

these inventions contributed to using fewer materials and increasing the rate of 

production, which decreased the cost per page for illustrated text, allowing over a 

hundred illustrations in the standard edition of Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and 44 

illustrations in the novel's “Cheap Edition,” which sold for “$1.00” (“A New and Cheap 

Edition”). Compared to Oliver Twist's 24 illustrations, Twain's novel appears luxurious, 

yet such luxury was not possible without a decrease in the cost of publishing illustrated 

novels. 

The History of the Illustrated Book Teaches How to Combine Image and Text 

 The history reveals an increasing preference for combining text and image in the 
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same artifact but has only touched on the relationship between those modes. The Alice 

books—already mentioned in connection with the broadening dissemination of Blakean 

aesthetics and illustrated books—can assist in explaining the relationship between 

illustration and text. Targeted to children, the Alice books introduced people to Blakean 

aesthetics and a new sort of literacy that required the decoding of two sign systems. The 

inexperienced person encounters a different kind of perceptual field for an illustrated 

book than the customary one of pure text. As noted, late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

century Anglophone culture retained a purist aesthetics as demonstrated in the evolution 

of the publication of the novel Robinson Crusoe, which started with only a frontispiece 

and became increasingly more illustrated (Blewett 26, 29, 45). That perceptual field 

demands that the audience engages with the book differently. It includes the simultaneity 

of image and text on the same page in the Alice books. This positioning compels the 

audience to consider both the illustrations and the text as it perceives each page. In the 

West, books are read left to right, top to bottom, making it impossible to avoid noticing 

the illustrations on the pages of the Alice books. Another factor operates on the pages: 

what Rudolf Arnheim calls “the power of the center.” The basic idea behind Arnheim’s 

theory of “centricity” is that audiences are drawn to centers (36-7). Thus, any time that an 

illustration is placed in the center of a page (horizontally, vertically, or both), the 

audience’s eyes gravitate toward the illustration, making them unavoidable. In the Alice 

books, the illustrations frequently have some kind of centered positioning on the page. A 

notable exception is the illustration of Alice’s meeting with the Cheshire Cat, but it falls 
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on the left side, where an Anglophone audience begins reading.  

 The issue that the unavoidable presence of the illustrations raises is the link 

between the spatial arrangement of image and text and its corresponding meaning. How 

exactly are they semantically connected? From a naïve perspective, the presence of the 

illustrations causes the audience to search for the textual passage to which the illustration 

refers, if the illustration is observed first, or vice versa, if the illustration is seen second. 

The point is that the positioning of image and text entices the audience into the 

relationship between the illustration and the text in the Alice books. The close 

juxtaposition of image and text asserts that illustration and text on the specific page are 

connected. 

Alice Reveals the Relationships between Image and Text in Illustrated Books 

 This phenomenon occurs from the beginning of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. 

The first page of the first chapter addresses the audience with illustrated text. Moreover, 

the illustration precedes the text, establishing an expectation in the audience concerning 

the content and the style of the chapter/book. Already, the interface of Alice’s Adventures 

in Wonderland has asserted a topsy-turvy worldview. Not only does the presence of 

illustration beyond the frontispiece confound the normative purist aesthetics but also the 

placement of the illustration semiologically reverses the hegemony of text over image. 

Instead, the arrangement encourages the audience to contemplate the image first and the 

text second. This reversal makes sense for a book of nonsense literature because nonsense 

literature was unconventional in nineteenth century Anglophone culture. The novel’s 
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interface emphasizes its nonsensical purpose. 

 In spite of or, perhaps, because of its nonsensical purpose, Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland has educative value in two ways: exposure to imagetextual aesthetics and 

edification about the meaning of one of the sign systems. For the inexperienced audience, 

the illustrations function as a means for deciphering the text. Edification about sign 

systems works because the novel has a text referent for each illustration. On the page 

being examined, the referent is “White Rabbit” (Carroll 7). The issue is not whether the 

audience would necessarily spot the referent without prompting but whether the novel 

was created to have such referents in the first place. 

 This play of referents occurs throughout the novel. Selecting a page in the novel’s 

middle, a pairing of illustration and textual referent repeats. For example, on page 66, an 

illustration of Alice holding a flamingo corresponds to the textual passage immediately 

below it: specifically, “The chief difficulty Alice found at first was in managing her 

flamingo [ . . . ]” (Carroll 66). The novel ends with such a pairing (97). This time, the 

illustration follows the relevant, textual passage: “At this the whole pack rose up into the 

air, and came flying down upon her [ . . . ]” (97). The illustration shows the cards rising 

over Alice, suggesting that the pairings are deliberate. Thus, the audience can use the 

illustrations to help decode text and increase its understanding of the whole novel. 

 Illustrations play a larger role in the interface rhetoric of a book than as a means 

for decoding text. They collaborate with the text to create the novel’s world. Certain 

details are excluded from the text and provided by the illustrations. Returning to the first 
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page of the first chapter of Alice, the character of the White Rabbit is initially described 

by the phrase “a White Rabbit with pink eyes” and the action of “actually [taking] a 

watch out of its waist-coat pocket, and look[ing] at it” (ibid.). The White Rabbit’s 

complete, physical description is quite vague. The illustration fills in the missing physical 

details. 

 This lack of textual detail appears to be deliberate. Most of the characters are 

barely described in the text so that the illustrations assume that function in the book. In 

this way, text and image are assigned different roles and purposes. Another instance of 

this phenomenon is the introduction of the March Hare, the Hatter, and the Dormouse in 

the chapter titled “A Mad Tea-Party” (54). These characters are not given textual 

descriptions. Their physical beings are supplied by the illustrations. Image and text 

collude to create the story’s world, Wonderland. This collusion indicates a partnership, a 

peerage—not a hierarchy—between image and text in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.  

 These patterns of relationships between image and text repeat in the sequel, 

Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There. Illustrations hold a central 

position on the page, including the illustration vertically sitting between two chunks of 

text. For example, the illustration of the Looking-glass insect, the “Bread-and-butter-fly,” 

is located in the middle of the textual passage (Carroll 134). Above the illustration is its 

physical description in words: “Its wings are thin slices of bread-and-butter, its body is a 

crust, and its head is a lump of sugar” (ibid.). Below the illustration is written the details 

of its life: “‘And what does it live on?’ / ‘Weak tea with cream in it’” (ibid.). Perceptually, 
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the illustration’s placement makes it striking to the eye. In turning the page, it is difficult 

to avoid seeing the illustration because of its central location, and reading the page 

necessitates that the audience’s eyes glide over the illustration to reach the next spate of 

text. This pattern happens in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, but its recurrence in a 

later publication indicates that Lewis Carroll and John Tenniel persisted in using it, 

demonstrating that the illustrations are integral to the Alice books. Other continuing 

patterns in Through the Looking-Glass are the use of illustrations throughout the book, 

textual referents for every illustration, and aligning the book’s imagetext interface with its 

nonsensical purpose. The evidence for this alignment is the fact that just like Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland, an illustration comes before the first chapter’s title and 

storytelling prose. 

Delving into Theory Helps to Discover the Rhetorical Principles of the Illustrated Book’s 

Interface 

 The Alice books suggest a few principles for the interface rhetoric of the 

illustrated book. An examination of Pegg and Miller provides a basis for testing these 

potential principles and noticing how the Alice books’ interfaces are consistent with the 

interfaces of other illustrated books. They offer a holistic view of the illustrated text. 

Pegg’s theory is the most schematic of the two. He devises categories of image and text 

relationships within illustrated texts that concentrate on technical subjects. His categories 

are “ancillary,” “correlative,” and “substantive.” He defines them as follows: “In what I 

call ancillary images, two-dimensional material, usually pictorial, is placed in the 
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neighborhood of relevant text [ . . . ]. The exact relationship of the image to the text, 

however, is left for the reader to determine” (Pegg 170); “Correlative illustrations are 

usually associated with technical and scientific discourse and are characterized by keying 

illustrations to the text in a variety of ways” (172); and “If words (or numbers) used with 

substantive illustrations are laid out two-dimensionally on a page so as to display 

structurally the relationships between them, then text and image are one” (174). The last 

passage refers to how he defines the “substantive” category. To recapitulate, a 

“substantive” image and text relationship is when the words are situated among graphics 

in the same place. It differs from the “correlative” category in that it does not use 

“callouts” (173). Pegg explains, “‘Callouts’—names repeated from the text, set around 

the illustration, and linked with a line to the appropriate portion of the illustration—are 

almost universal in this type of situation” (173). Callouts are distinctive to the 

“correlative” category. 

 This schema includes a fourth category, but Pegg presents it as a subcategory of 

the “ancillary” category. This subcategory accounts for the presence of captions in 

illustrated texts that use the “ancillary” relationship. He writes, 

Ancillary or Correlative Illustrations Mediated by Captions. One very 
common type of modern illustration system uses captions to bridge the 
gap between text and image, whether the image is a picture without labels 
or a diagram with ‘callout’ text correlating the parts of the picture with the 
captions and thence with the text via lines [ . . . ]. (171) 

This category relates to both the “ancillary” and “correlative” categories, but Pegg 

positions the description after his discussion of the “ancillary” category. The position 
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suggests that it is a subsidiary to the “ancillary” category, but its definition suggests that it 

is significantly different from the other categories. 

 Pegg’s categories are defined sufficiently for analytical use. Applying his schema, 

an illustrated novel such as Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland appears to fit within the 

“ancillary” category. The illustrations definitely are “in the neighborhood of relevant 

text.” However, his wording suggests that the images are supplementary to the text and 

that tight coupling between image and text can only happen if there exist explicit links 

between image and text as evinced in his descriptions of the “correlative” and 

“substantive” categories. The phrase “in the neighborhood” implies too much space 

between the illustrations and the text to helpfully explain the relationship between text 

and image in an illustrated novel such as Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. By contrast, 

his category “ancillary or correlative illustrations mediated by captions” seems quite 

apropos for an illustrated novel such as Oliver Twist. All three of these illustrated novels 

are a little more complicated than the application of Pegg’s categories implies. 

 To elaborate Pegg’s schema, J. Hillis Miller’s work on illustrated novels needs to 

be examined. Miller has two works that directly address the illustrated novel: an essay 

entitled “The Fiction of Realism” and the monograph Illustration. Miller’s analysis of 

illustrated novels reveals that the relationship between image and text is more than 

informative. In his essay “The Fiction of Realism,” he provides a general theory of 

illustrated text: 

The relation between text and illustration is clearly reciprocal. Each refers 
to the other [ . . . ], juxtaposing the two in a mutual establishment of 
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meaning. [ . . . ] Such an intrinsic relation between text and picture sets up 
an oscillation or shimmering of meaning in which neither element can be 
said to be prior. The pictures are about the text; the text is about the 
pictures, in another form of metaphoric superimposition or metonymic 
juxtaposition [ . . . ]. (45-6) 

The theoretical statements herein concern the semantic relations between image and text 

and the ability of illustrated novels to build their own worlds for the audience. 

 Miller focuses on illustrated novels. His theory is shaped by them, particularly the 

novels of Charles Dickens. One detail that he does not mention in this passage is exactly 

how the illustrations function in the novels. In Illustration, Miller describes the function 

of the illustration through his analysis of Phiz’s illustrations in Dickens’ novels. He 

comments, 

All these details are Phiz’s invention, with no literal basis in Dickens’ text. 
[ . . . ] The relation between Phiz’s etchings and Dickens’s novel is a good 
example of the way an illustration for a novel always adds something 
more, something not in the text. (101-3) 

Two major ideas reside in this commentary. First, the illustration always adds something 

to the text and does not merely provide a literal, graphic translation of the words. Second, 

illustrations are potent and strong enough to stand on their own. The second major idea 

may seem to contradict Miller’s other statement of his theory of illustrated text, but it 

does not in that reciprocity does not preclude strength and independence. In other words, 

phenomenally, the audience struggles with navigating the territory because the illustrated 

book effectively retains the characters of two, old media while forging a new medium, 

where the old media have been transformed into modes. This tension is understandable 

given the historical circumstances of the formation of the medium of the illustrated book 
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as elucidated above. 

 As Miller’s theory helps to point out, Pegg’s theory does not account for the 

reciprocity between image and text in illustrated novels. Pegg also posits that connections 

between text and image must be executed via explicit textual labels. However, that part of 

Pegg’s schema denies the possibility of textual referents that the Alice books and 

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn employ. For Pegg, either the text must be embedded in 

the image (“substantive”) or a textual linking label such as a caption or a callout must be 

provided. His idea may be crucial for technical writing: after all, he comments that 

“extremely complex or technical material cannot really be effectively presented” in an 

“ancillary” image-text relationship (170). However, it does not seem to apply to 

illustrated novels, in which the artifact’s creator is constructing a world or a worldview 

for its audience. The Alice books present a world, Wonderland or Looking-glass Land, 

whereas Oliver Twist exudes a worldview, the social horrors of industrialization, to its 

audience. 

 The less explicit relationship between image and text in an illustrated novel may 

actually be part of the purpose of its interface. Immersion in a novel happens via actively 

constructing the pieces into a whole in one’s mind. Explicit links might disrupt the 

perceptual and mental engagement in the artifact’s inducement of the audience to 

participate. In Oliver Twist, the captions below the illustrations serve to focus attention on 

the fact that the illustrations are spatially set apart from the text. The captioned 

illustrations become set pieces rather than integral parts of the novel. The interface leads 
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the audience to tie the illustrations to the text via the caption, whereas the illustrations 

themselves supply sufficient clues for finding the relevant textual referents. Oliver Twist 

was published early in the broad dissemination of illustrated books in nineteenth-century, 

Anglophone culture; thus, the weak trust of the efficacy of illustrations is understandable. 

 However, it is noteworthy that later illustrated books (for example, the Alice 

books and Adventures of Huckleberry Finn) made efforts to abandon captioned 

illustrations in favor of placing the illustrations on the same page as their relevant textual 

referents. In and of itself, this change in interfaces for illustrated novels indicates that 

captioned illustrations were not as effective for illustrated novels as for the technical 

books that Pegg examined. The captions are functionally redundant in that the text 

already operates like a caption for the illustrations. Ernst Gombrich articulated the 

validity of this idea in his essay “The Visual Image: Its Place in Communication” when 

he wrote that an image can be understood through context alone without accompanying, 

explanatory, textual labels (The Image and the Eye, Gombrich 142). In an illustrated 

novel, the written passages are the context for the illustrations, but in light of Miller’s 

notion of a reciprocal image-text relationship in illustrated novels, the illustrations also 

are simultaneously a  context for the text, particularly when the illustrations are rendered 

in a realistic style. Such a style allows the audience to rely on its perceptual knowledge of 

everyday, “living experience” (to borrow Merleau-Ponty’s term). The illustrations in 

nineteenth-century, Anglophone, illustrated novels are drawn realistically. 

 Pegg’s schema reaches its limit with Adventures of Huckleberry Finn because 
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even spatially, Twain’s novel does not fit into any of Pegg’s categories. Its illustrations 

are generally not captioned but placed near their textual referents. Moreover, some of the 

illustrations include a fragment of text within them, and that fragment is completed in the 

adjacent line of text. This last kind of image-text relationship defies every category in 

Pegg’s schema and heightens the sense of reciprocity that Miller’s theory discusses. Even 

reciprocity seems inadequate for describing the tight, spatial coupling that occurs in 

Twain’s novel: perhaps “cemented juxtaposition” is a more accurate concept. The 

illustrations in Huckleberry Finn are not as independent from the text as Miller’s theory 

posits. They are more interdependent with text than the images and text in the Alice 

books, which were already an advance over the ancillary image-text relationship in 

Oliver Twist. Huckleberry Finn demonstrates that nineteenth-century, Anglophone culture 

was moving towards full-fledged imagetext. (Looking forward to the next chapter, the 

completion of that move occurs with the medium of comics, starting in the 1890s.) 

 From illustrated books such as the Alice books, it is also clear that their 

imagetextual interfaces were as ideologically motivated as William Blake’s break from 

the purist aesthetics that dominated eighteenth-century, Anglophone culture. The 

interfaces of Oliver Twist, the Alice books, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, and any 

other nineteenth-century illustrated book attract a different kind of audience than Walter 

Pater’s novels or Matthew Arnold’s Culture and Anarchy. Pater’s and Arnold’s books 

embodied the purist aesthetic and so needed an audience that had an eighteenth-century, 

liberally educated mindset. They were written for, as Twain called them, the “cultivated 
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classes” (Hearn xci). In contrast, the mixed interface of Dickens’, Twain’s, and Carroll’s 

novels implicitly rejected the “cultivated classes,” expecting their audiences to pay 

attention to both image and text and had the purpose of creating something that did not 

have a direct correlation to the external world. In short, they did not intend to reassure 

their audiences of the known. Needless to say, Dickens’, Twain’s, and Carroll’s novels 

were not ideologically innocent. Michael Hearn in his introduction to The Annotated 

Huckleberry Finn quotes Twain as saying, “[H]onestly, I never cared what became of the 

cultivated classes; they could go to the theater and the opera. They had no use for me and 

the melodeon” and that he “always hunted for the bigger game—the masses” (Hearn xci). 

The key term here is “the masses.” Twain was interested in educating the public at large 

and so were Dickens and Carroll, who chose different age demographics, revealing that 

they wanted to address a broad audience. Given the subversive nature of the interfaces to 

their novels, it is unsurprising that the content of their novels were subversive too. For 

instance, reviewing the scholarship on the Alice books, Will Brooker cites Morton Cohen 

asserting that the Alice books are a commentary on “Victorian society” (84). 

The Interface of the Illustrated Book Has Its Own Rhetorical Principles 

 This historicized analysis and theorizing of the illustrated book in its pioneering 

and developing formation within nineteenth-century, Anglophone culture has opened up 

the possibility of articulating the rhetorical principles of the interface of the illustrated 

book. For clarity’s sake, these principles are presented up front and then elaborated on as 

necessary:  
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1) The spatial relations between image and text indicates the ideology of the 

illustrated book’s interface. 

2) The semantic relations between image and text announce whether the image-

text relationship has an educative function. 

3) These spatial and semantic relations form part of the identity of the book’s 

implied author, to borrow Booth’s term. 

4) The phenomenal field of the illustrated book attracts a certain kind of audience. 

Its influence then is in constructing the audience as possessing “multimodal 

literacy” (as Kress labels it). 

Other principles may exist, but these relate to the image-text relationship within the 

interface of the illustrated book. 

 Regarding the ideological implications in the spatial arrangement of image and 

text, illustrated books are generally leaning towards democracy (belief in the power of the 

people). However, the specific, spatial arrangement works to hinder or advance the 

degree to which an illustrated book’s interface exudes a democratic attitude. The spatial 

division of illustration and text onto separate pages such as in Oliver Twist is the least 

democratic, whereas the close juxtaposition of illustration and text, in which the text 

begins in the illustration, such as in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is the most 

democratic. All other spatial arrangements fall in between these extremes. 

 As for the perceptual field of the illustrated book, the medium of the illustrated 

book only uses two modes, image and text. J. Hillis Miller observes that the audience of 
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an illustrated book must bounce back and forth between image and text. Thus, the “living 

experience” (Merleau-Ponty) of an illustrated book is the eyes switching between image 

and text while mentally absorbing the artifact’s surface as a whole. As stated above, the 

interfaces of illustrated novels, including Oliver Twist, make it difficult for the audience 

to ignore the illustrations or the text. Kress is using the word “literacy” metaphorically, 

but the metaphor reflects the idea that the audience must be able to “read” (another 

metaphor)—that is, perceive and interpret—even the images in order to succeed at 

accurately understanding the artifact. In that sense, an illustrated book has a different set 

of requirements for its audience than a purely textual book. Those requirements translate 

into the audience either adopting the values embedded in such an interface or rejecting 

the artifact. The act of adopting those values is how the interfaces of illustrated books 

influence their audiences. 

The Principles Apply to Later Illustrated Books 

 Although the principles are born out of the rhetorical practice of nineteenth-

century illustrated books, they are not necessarily limited to artifacts from that era. 

Beatrix Potter’s The Tale of Peter Rabbit (published in 1902) definitely embodies these 

principles, and the recent novel Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell (2004) plays with them 

by placing the illustrations on a separate page from the text but infrequently attaching 

captions to them. Its interface occupies a place between the interfaces of Oliver Twist and 

the Alice books. 
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The Interface of the Illustrated Book Is the Summation of Historical Forces and 

Represents the Early Alteration of Public Rhetorical Practice 

 The history of the illustrated book constitutes the beginning of a larger historical 

force that could be named the imagetext saga. It has revealed the role that aesthetics and 

technology has in the formation of not only the medium of the illustrated book itself but 

more importantly, of the range of interfaces that occur within that medium. Imagetextual 

interfaces simply were not possible until the advent of a new aesthetics that combined the 

modes of image and text and the invention of wood engraving. Afterwards, innovations in 

printing technologies (the tools and machines for printing) improved the quality and the 

economics of printing images and combining image and text in the same printed artifact 

(for example, a book, a magazine, or a newspaper). Crucially, the new aesthetics wrought 

by Blake had its champions of popularization in Dickens and Twain. The increasing 

number of illustrated books created and sold is evinced by the Alice books, Lang’s Fairy 

Book series, and the works of Thackeray and Doyle. Anglophone culture clearly had 

turned toward embracing imagetextual artifacts. Given the social consciousness of many 

of these illustrated books, particularly those by Dickens and Twain, rhetorical practice 

was being transformed too.                                                                                                

 Out of this history emerges principles for rhetorically analyzing the interfaces of 

illustrated books. The most important lesson is that the interfaces of illustrated books are 

ideological in that they assert an influence over the audience that includes subtle 

suggestions about how the artifact is to be comprehended. An interface by itself may not 
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constitute an argument about the world, but as a kind of Burkean “terministic screen,” it 

aids the content in making the artifact’s overall argument (Language as Symbolic Action, 

Burke 45). This fundamental idea was tied to the spatial and semantic arrangements of 

the illustrations and text in an illustrated book. It was also asserted that the interface 

contributes to the formation of the implied author, and that the phenomenal field of an 

illustrated book desires a certain kind of audience. In short, the interface compels the 

audience to accept its ways and worldview. The crux of this investigation is that the 

mass-production of imagetext started in the 1830s in the form of the illustrated book, 

after the emergence of a new aesthetics and the invention of wood engraving via Blake 

and Bewick. As a result of these developments, imagetext began to be broadly 

disseminated to the public due to the popularity of Dickens’ and Twain’s books. 

Moreover, these nineteenth-century illustrated books, including the Alice books, altered 

the phenomenal field of the book so that the public confronted a new kind of interface 

that was unique to the medium of the illustrated book and whose rhetorical principles can 

be articulated. As will be seen in the next chapter, imagetextual interfaces are hardly 

transparent and indeed often demand the attention of the audience. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FULL ASSERTION OF STATIC IMAGETEXT,  

OR INTERFACE RHETORIC IN COMICS 

Prelude to Comics: A Transition from the Illustrated Book 

 Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn may have been the apex of the 

illustrated book, short of the evolutionary outgrowth of the picturebook, but it was not the 

height of imagetextual aesthetics. Twain’s work was finished by the 1880s, so 

Anglophone culture had a  position available for a new champion of imagetextual 

aesthetics. That champion arrived in the 1890s, demonstrating that a new medium was 

also required to further the development of imagetextual aesthetics and its concomitant 

interface rhetoric. The medium was comics. 

 Anglophone culture in the 1880s demonstrated that the public craved imagetext as 

interface, that substantive surface which filters an artifact's content and medium for the 

audience. The history and influence of this new medium on Anglophone culture cannot 

be fathomed without first knowing about comics generally and so, consistent with the 

phenomenological focus of this study, a brief analysis of a paradigmatic early comic— 

“Santa in Wonderland”— precedes an overview of comics theory, an outline of the 

principles of its interface rhetoric, and  history of comics. The analysis orients the 

discussion of why the medium of comics and its interface were revolutionary. 

Historically, the printing technology of lithography made the medium of comics possible, 

but the complexity of its interface is due to the medium’s pioneers, especially Richard 
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Felton Outcault, Winsor McKay, Milton Caniff, and Will Eisner, and latter-day innovators 

such as Jack Kirby, Steve Ditko, Frank Miller, Todd Klein, and Art Spiegelman. Much of 

the medium's development occurred in the United States; therefore, the emphasis in this 

chapter is on American comics, although British and other Anglophone comics existed in 

parallel. Moreover, American comics recently were injected with the sensibility of British 

comics so that comics published in the United States are no longer strictly American in 

character, making “Anglophone” a more accurate descriptor. As much as the history 

illuminates about the interface rhetoric of comics, extant comics theory from Will Eisner, 

Scott McCloud, David Carrier, and Thierry Groensteen provides a theoretical foundation 

for the derivation of the principles of comics’ interface rhetoric. Overall, lithography and 

an advance in imagetextual aesthetics generated a new class of interfaces articulated 

through the lens of comics theory and the phenomenology of perception involved in the 

audience’s experience of the comics interface.  

 This study proceeds from a definition of comics via an example to an overview of 

comics theory. Then, it moves to an outline of the rhetorical principles of the comics 

interface and concludes with the  history of the medium of comics relevant to the 

development of its interface. 

A Definition of Comics via Example 

 The birth of the medium of comics brought new ways of seeing the world. It 

compelled the public to adopt and adapt to a different construction of communication that 

could be called full, static imagetext. To paraphrase W. J. T. Mitchell, an imagetext is an 
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artifact that fuses image and text in the same space. In contrast to the illustrated book, the 

medium of comics fused the modes of image and text into the same space and, 

sometimes, in the exact same place within the space. The illustrated book embodied 

Mitchell’s concept of image-text, in which the hyphen represents a relationship between 

image and text without being an actual fusion of the modes. Comics rejected the prior 

model of communication, opting for imagetext in its complete sense—fusion of the 

modes. The new model that comics provided came with a new perceptual field, an 

expanded range of interfaces, and a different set of rhetorical means for conveying and 

disposing an audience to a specific message. The alteration of the perceptual field creates 

the greatest amount of difficulty for anyone predisposed to favoring text and having a 

high level of literacy because unlike the illustrated book’s perceptual field, the familiar 

presence of  continuous, page-length text is missing from comics. For that reason, comics 

and its interface becomes a puzzle requiring a solution. Through the example of “Santa in 

Wonderland” (Dell 1941), one can see how the perceptual field had changed for the 

audience with comics: it represents full, static imagetext and suggests the ways in which 

the comics interface conveys its own ideological message (or argument) to an audience. 

 Before commencing with a theoretical and historical approach to the comics 

interface, an experiential definition of comics may assist in familiarizing readers with the 

medium. The example hints at the rhetorical principles of the comics interface that will be 

described and explained later in the chapter. “Santa in Wonderland” (Dell 1943) typifies 

mainstream comics by containing every basic component of the medium and its interface. 
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It consists of a sequence of panels, speech balloons, and graphically treated lettering and 

embodies a new kind of perceptual experience for most readers, one that requires 

absorbing image and text together simultaneously. 

 For a newcomer to comics, “Santa in Wonderland” contravenes textual 

conventions because images and words occupy the same space, forcing the audience to 

adjust to the new semiotic rules. The audience’s familiarity with Lewis Carroll's Alice's 

Adventures in Wonderland aids their ability to parse the strip and its interface. The strip’s 

opening, a title panel, directly disrupts the audience’s expectations: text is rendered as an 

image and images of the Alice characters consume the panel’s bulk (fig. 3). The title and 

character images clue in the audience that the story is a rendition of the Alice material. 

Moreover, the graphic rendering of the title and the tight juxtaposition of title and 

character images inform the audience that image and text cannot be considered 

separately. The first page introduces the basic components of comics: the panel, the grid, 

the balloon, and the fusion of image and text in the same space—imagetext. The audience 

discerns that each panel is a distinct moment, and that the grid indicates an order for 

viewing the panels. Moving through the gridded panels, the audience notices that the 

moments follow each other, equating forward movement in space to advancement of 

time—sequence. 

 By the end of “Santa in Wonderland,” the audience is versed in the characteristics 

of comics and its interface. The key characteristic is that image and text are one, refusing 

to be divided. Not every sound is rendered as a sound effect: for instance, the Mock 
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Turtle’s crying is rendered as a speech balloon, although technically it is not speech (fig. 

4). This inconsistency hints to the audience that the strip retells the Alice material within 

the range of possibilities in comics, revealing that some of comics’ components are not 

required, and suggesting that narrative—sequence, in comics—is filtered for effect. 

Comics Theory: An Overview Respective of Interface 

 In describing the perceptual field of comics and the interface’s ideological 

ramifications, movement toward understanding the rhetorical principles of the comics 

interface has already occurred. More explicitly, the rhetoric of the comics interface 

involves the perceptual field entailed with full static imagetext and the resonance of an 

ideology (or a world view or “attitude” as Kenneth Burke expressed it). Nevertheless, 

these concepts do not encompass the full extent of the interface rhetoric of comics. The 

rhetorical principles of the comics interface come to light through examining extant 

comics theory. 

 Comics theory has covered an array of issues but concentrates on the relationship 

between image and text, the panel, the sequence, the speech balloon, the sound effect, and 

lettering. This discussion of comics theory addresses the relationship of image and text 

first because it is foundational to defining the medium and underpins much of the rest of 

the issues of comics theory. Next, it turns to the panel as the space in which image and 

text intermingle. The panel prepares for the issue of sequence, which is followed by 

lettering. From lettering flows the dissections of the speech balloon and the sound effect 

respectively. The discussion of comics theory ends with a consideration of the audience's 
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perceptual experience of the medium because it bears on the rhetorical principles of the 

comics interface. 

 In comics theory, the relationship between image and text is a crucial issue. It is 

articulated from definitions of comics to explanations of panels and sequences. Eisner 

defined comics as “Sequential Art [ . . . ], an art and literary form that deals with the 

arrangement of pictures or images and words to narrate a story or dramatize an idea” 

(Comics and Sequential Art 5). McCloud clarified that definition by extending it to 

“[j]uxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence intended to convey 

information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer” (Understanding 

Comics 9). Eisner and McCloud's definitions emphasize the presence of image and text, 

sequence, and the broad range of messages that the medium can send to an audience. 

These notions are reflected in scholarly theories of comics. Lawrence Abbott casts 

comics as “a medium that combines written text and visual art to an extent unparalleled 

in any other art form” (155). His definition draws attention to the enmeshing of image 

and text, approaching the assertion that comics are a fusion of image and text. Robert C. 

Harvey talked about comics as “a blend of word and picture—not a simple coupling of 

the verbal and the visual, but a blend, a true mixture” (The Art of the Funnies, Harvey 

9)—again implicating comics as complete, static imagetext. Harvey also considered 

sequence to be an integral part of comics (ibid.). Rhetorician Laura Micciche sees comics 

similarly to Abbott and Harvey. Thus, some scholarly consensus on the definition seems 

to have occurred, and that consensual definition reflects the practitioner definitions of 
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Eisner and McCloud. 

Theorizing the Panel 

 The discussion of image-text extends beyond the medium's definition to what 

happens within a panel and across panels. Pertaining to the inside of a panel, McCloud 

provides a schema for image-text in comics with his categories of “word specific,” 

“picture specific,” “duo specific,” “parallel,” “montage,” and “interdependent” 

(Understanding Comics, McCloud 153-5). Interdependency is the ideal type of image-

text in comics because as Harvey observes, it utilizes the medium's strength (Art of the 

Funnies 9). An “interdependent” image-text relationship is complete, static imagetext.  

 The panel itself constitutes a nexus of image and text. Eisner sees panels as 

“sequenced segments” that “deal with the broadest elements of dialogue: cognitive and 

perceptive as well as visual literacy” (Comics and Sequential Art 38). His view suffices 

as a starting point for understanding how the panel works as a unit of imagetext: it is a 

part of a whole and contains elements that require the three literacies that he names. Such 

elements include image and text as he articulated in defining comics. Similar to Eisner, 

Harvey describes panels as “a sequence of pictures” but then adds that “text or dialogue 

[is] included within the pictures” (“The Aesthetics of the Comic Strip” 641). Harvey is 

more explicit than Eisner on this point, but both are driving toward the idea that the panel 

is a unit of convergence of image and text. Further, Eisner labels the “segments” as 

“panels or frames,” acknowledging the panel’s containment function (ibid.). This dual 

label suggests that framing, or containment, is an important function for the panel. Other 
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theorists have drawn attention to the panel’s frame. Describing the panel as “the 

fundamental unit of comic art” (156), Abbott notes that the “borders of the panel” 

function like a painting's frame, “through which one sees the scene behind” (156). He 

asserts that “the combination of language and drawing forces special limitations on one's 

perception of the visual image” (156). For Abbott, the panel creates a convergence of 

image and text by enclosing them. Similarly, Thierry Groensteen characterizes the panel 

“as a portion of space isolated by blank spaces and enclosed by a frame that insures its 

integrity” and containing “iconic, plastic, [and] verbal” objects (25). Equivalent to 

Abbott’s “border,” Groensteen’s “frame” emphasizes the artistic tradition behind the 

panel’s visual boundary. He identifies six functions of the frame: “the function of closure, 

the separative function, the rhythmic function, the structural function, the expressive 

function, and the readerly function” (39). Of the set, the expressive function alludes to the 

frame’s ability to constitute imagetext because as Groensteen asserts, “the frame of a 

comics panel can connote or index the image that it encloses. It can go so far as to 

instruct the reader on what must be read, or even as far as supply a reading protocol, or 

even an interpretation of the panel” (49-50). His use of the term “image” refers to sensory 

perception rather than mode. Also, the structural function “provides a geometric center,” 

through which the audience perceives the convergence of the panel’s objects (47). The 

center occurs because the frame encloses. 

Theorizing the Sequence 

 The panel is not a solitary unit in comics as it is in the “gag cartoon,” or a 
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humorous, single panel with a caption (“Comedy at the Juncture of Word and Image,” 

Harvey 81). As Eisner’s and McCloud’s definitions of comics stress, sequence is a 

definitive trait of comics; thus, the panel always participates in a sequence. Eisner 

discusses sequence via timing and in contrast to the film sequence. Timing refers to the 

division of an event into segments: a panel “act[s] as a containment of the action of a 

segment of action” (Comics and Sequential Art, Eisner 28). Also comics sequence tells an 

event “more frugally”—with fewer panels—than a film sequence, expecting the audience 

to fill in details between panels (Graphic Storytelling and Visual Narrative, Eisner 73). 

McCloud views sequence through the two related concepts of closure and the gutter 

(Understanding Comics 63, 66, 67), asserting that “since our definition of comics hinges 

on the arrangement of elements [ . . . ] comics is closure” (67). His typology of “panel-

to-panel transitions” clarifies his discussion: “moment-to-moment,” “action-to-action,” 

“subject-to-subject,” “scene-to-scene,” “aspect-to-aspect,” and “the non-sequitur” (70-2). 

Closure is the “phenomenon of observing the parts but perceiving the whole” (63) aided 

by the gutter, which is “the space between the panels” (66). The taxonomy is in line with 

Eisner’s concept of dividing time into slices, and the transitioning from one panel to the 

next requires closure from the audience, which the gutter induces because its visual 

character signals that something is absent.  

 Groensteen also discusses sequence in part via the gutter. Describing it as an 

“intericonic space,” he assesses the gutter as semantically joining “contiguous panels” 

and being “the site of a reciprocal determination” with the audience’s “active 
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participation” (115). Thus, the gutter helps to create the sequence, which is “a story 

segment of any length, characterized by a unity of action and/or space” (111). The 

sequence becomes “a synthetic statement” (ibid.), not merely because of “iconic 

solidarity” (113) but also because of verbal joining of panels. Even without text, a 

sequence of images is understandable because “the sequence itself exerts an anchoring 

function in relation to each of the images that compose it” (130). Sequence itself prevents 

the images from being polysemic. Groensteen explicitly addresses the importance of text 

in sequence: “Syntagmic cohesion, which allows the narration to unravel without 

obstacles, is assured by the cooperation between the iconic sequence and the linguistic 

sequence” (131). Text aids the creation and perception of sequence in the first place. 

Sequence is composed of subordinate sequences of image and text and provides 

“[s]yntagmic cohesion,” or a bridging over several, related panels. Categorizing the 

functions of text as “the effect of the real, dramatization, relay, suture, control, and 

rhythm” (134), Groensteen positions text as a multifaceted partner to image within a 

panel and across panels. Effectively, text smoothes over the transition from panel to panel 

in several ways such as a narrator’s voice (control), continuation of a dialogue (the effect 

of the real), and reinforcement of pacing (rhythm). The value of Groensteen’s perspective 

on the sequence is that he points out the involvement of both image and text in generating 

a comics sequence. 

Theorizing Lettering 

 One area where the fusion of image and text becomes apparent is lettering. 
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Comics lettering is opaque. Eisner and McCloud posit that the separation of text from 

image is artificial (Comics and Sequential Art, Eisner 13). McCloud defines the term 

“icon” to include text, visual symbols, and pictures (Understanding Comics 27), 

transforming words into a type of image (ibid. 28). Eisner sees the intersection of text and 

image in lettering: “Lettering, treated ‘graphically’ and in the service of story, functions 

as an extension of the imagery” (Comics and Sequential Art 10). In this sense, he 

understands text similarly to McCloud—as a graphical element. Literary scholar Gene 

Kannenberg, Jr. addresses the text-as-visual object topos via the concept of “lexias, or 

textual divisions” (“Graphic Text, Graphic Context” 170) and his typology for analyzing 

lettering, which divides it into “narrative,” metanarrative,” and “extranarrative” functions 

(166). Text in comics has several functions: “title, narration, dialogue, sound effect, 

labels, part of the mise-en-scène, and more” (“Graphic Text, Graphic Context”, 

Kannenberg 170). Besides text, lettering includes “drawing the balloons and caption 

boxes” and “delineating the panel borders” (171). As discussed earlier in relation to 

“Santa in Wonderland,” sound effects are usually onomatopoeic and very graphical in 

character (175); thus, sound effects, balloons, and caption boxes are special types within 

lettering. Eisner advocates that lettering should be “in the service of the story” (Comics 

and Sequential Art 10) and observes that rendered properly, “it evokes a specific emotion 

and modifies the image” (12). Kannenberg’s typology partly explains how lettering 

serves the story and influences the audience. Text’s narrative function resides in “its 

placement within the overall composition of the panel or page,” which can direct the 
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audience’s “eye from panel to panel” and “between textual elements within each panel” 

(“Graphic Text, Graphic Context”, Kannenberg 170). Its metanarrative function is when 

text “convey[s . . .] information such as sound/tone of voice, characterization, pacing, and 

thematic resonance” (173). Its extranarrative function is to impart that a comics artifact 

belongs to “a single cartoonist” or “a particular type of work (the product of a particular 

company, a title in a certain genre” (176). In the last instance, it typically refers to a 

publisher’s house style. For a rhetoric of the comics interface, Kannenberg's  

metanarrative function deserves particular attention because it directly influences the 

audience whereas the other functions do not. Kannenberg emphasizes that “the 

appearance of the lettering can at some times enhance our understanding of a specific 

element within a single panel, and at other times influence theme or characterization over 

the course of an entire story” (173). He also observes that “[t]he text’s appearance, 

combined with that of the balloon or box that contains it, will determine how words are 

understood by the reader—as various forms of speech, thought, broadcast messages, 

narration, sound effects, and so on” (174). Moreover, he states that “the appearance of 

text, regardless of its narrative content, can operate on thematic levels to embellish the 

narrative” (176). Expressed in rhetorical terms, a comic book's look embodies topoi that 

are conveyed through its overall visual structure and the appearance of its containers. 

Theorizing Sound Effects in Comics 

 Now, some attention needs to be drawn to the special types in lettering. Sound 

effects are attempts at making “the audible visible” and “function as design elements, 
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balancing compositions and serving to guide the reader’s eye” (175). Catherine Khordoc 

emphasizes the sonic quality of sound effects, asserting that “they certainly contribute to 

the creation of a soundtrack, complete with the appropriate background sounds” (169). 

She also describes the meaning of sound effects as “found not only in the actual textual 

inscription but also in their graphic representation, as they are ‘painted’ directly onto the 

image, and in fact, are part of it” (169). Thus, sound effects accomplish three effects: 

visually representing sound, aiding the construction of the panel, and transmitting 

semantics through lexias of imagetext. They are part of lettering’s metanarrative function 

(“Graphic Text, Graphic Context”, Kannenberg 175). A brief example is the sound effect 

for the release of Wolverine's claws in the comic book Wolverine: “SNIKT!” (cf. The 

Essential Wolverine, Vol. 1). Not only is it onomatopoeic but it is consistently rendered in 

angular, slender lines that imply the claws' metallic composition, keenness, and swiftness. 

It also extends the metaphor of the claws as embodying Wolverine's edgy, hot-tempered 

personality. Compositionally, the sound effect cuts through the visual content of the 

panel. Thus, this compressed imagetext element contains a few of the forthcoming 

rhetorical principles, evincing appeals to character and emotion. 

Theorizing the Speech Balloon 

 Imagetext in lettering reaches its apex with the speech balloon, which 

categorically includes thought balloons and the narrator’s boxes, or “caption boxes” as 

Kannenberg labels them. David Carrier articulates this fusion of image and text: 

“Balloons, ‘the word made image,’  [ . . . ], neither purely verbal nor just pictorial, but 
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both one and the other at once, bridge the word/image gap” (28). The balloon itself is 

iconic whereas the general characteristic of text in lettering applies to the words inside of 

the balloon. The balloon’s iconicity lends clues to the audience: “We [ . . . ] are aware of 

the visual qualities of the chosen type [of balloon], which we read in the ways we read 

handwriting for signs of someone’s character” (Carrier 30). The balloon’s shape matters 

because it has a semantics that suggests a way of understanding what lies within the 

balloon. Further, the balloon is a sufficiently flexible kind of iconic sign in that any 

mixture of text and image can be placed within it: “The balloon can contain any image 

combined with any words; it may even be completely blank, showing that a character has 

no thoughts”   (Carrier 31). This practice reflects Eisner’s and McCloud’s idea that text is 

a type of image, or to reverse it, iconic images communicate like words. Blurring the 

distinction between image and text, an icon can stand for a “readable” message. Carrier 

also points out that the speech balloon exists as a visible sign of an invisible phenomenon 

and technically exists beyond the panel (36). His point echoes Khordoc’s idea that visual 

signs represent sounds. 

Theorizing the Perceptual Experience of Comics 

 As this overview of comics theory infers, a reading protocol or perceptual 

experience exists for the comics’ audience. The prevailing notion among comics theorists 

is that the medium demands that the audience perceives and comprehends the images and 

the text together and the artifact holistically. Kannenberg concludes his study of lettering 

with the injunction “The comics page, where graphic text is included as an element of a 
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larger graphic context, should be understood as a form in which text and image 

participate not in a war but rather in mutually beneficial collaboration” (192). 

Kannenberg is not alone in this assessment. Harvey repeatedly  speaks of the “visual-

verbal blending” (Art of the Funnies 9; “The Aesthetics of the Comic Strip Medium” 643; 

“Comedy at the Juncture of Word and Image” 81). Abbott insists that “the comic 

strip/book reader must perceive the pictorial portion of each panel in combination with 

the written language that accompanies it” (156). Communication theorist Richard J. Watts 

states about comics, “Both the visually and linguistically codified sign tokens are 

essential. They create the basis of a shared world, a common stock of knowledge, upon 

which processes of non-demonstrable inference can function” (176). Watts articulates in 

semiotic terms the same concept as Harvey and Kannenberg. Carrier adds some detail to 

the theoretical picture when he states that even if the audience reads the text first in a 

speech balloon, it still pays attention to the balloon’s iconic attributes (30). Moreover, he 

asserts that “[e]ven when the words do not seem to fit the image, we seek some 

connection between them. Viewing a comic, our expectation is that the unit, text plus 

picture, is comprehensible” (Carrier 32). Two points here deserve emphasis: the audience 

seeks a “connection” between image and text when they are placed near each other, and 

the “unit” of comics is always “text plus image,” an addition or a fusion of the two 

modes. Audiences seek to combine, and the medium encourages the combination of text 

and image.  

 Despite this consensus, Charles Hatfield posits a “tension” between image and 
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text in comics. The type of comics that he studies, alternative comics, may be influencing 

his theory. He provides examples from Gilbert Hernandez and other alternative comics 

creators that appear to suggest a “tension” between the modes. However, in light of 

Carrier’s idea about the audience's comprehension of comics, McCloud’s “parallel” and 

“montage” categories of image-text relationships, and other comics scholars’ stern 

warning about considering image and text together, Hatfield’s theory seems problematic. 

It is useful for explaining irony in comics and the perceptual experience of a heavily 

literate audience encountering comics. Hatfield’s “tension” theory showcases the comics 

interface and the reason for Kannenberg’s, Harvey’s, and Watts’ insistence on seeing the 

signs as a single unit, or as imagetext instead of as image/text. 

Rhetorical Principles of the Comics Interface: An Outline                                                                                                                                                                               

 Comics theory itself already implies some of the rhetorical principles of the 

comics interface; however, these principles need to be exposed and explained so that 

rhetoricians can have a clear understanding of the comics interface, its rhetoricality, and 

the means for applying them to comics artifacts. Furthermore, all of the prior sections of 

this chapter demonstrated how interfaces of static imagetext work and what messages 

(through visual arguments and topoi) they convey to an audience. To review, the comics 

interface consists of the fusion of image and text in the same space disjunctively 

distributed over a distance, but within that fusion, several elements are embodied: color, 

shape, line, texture, style, layout, positioning, hand-lettering, typography, size, white-

space, and intra- and inter-page composition. Comics’ underlying visual “grammar” 
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includes panel, gutter, sequence, speech balloon, sound effect, narrator’s box, and 

lettering. Additional traits for the medium are autography, artistry, ideology, three 

formats, and the rhetoric of its supporting technologies. 

 Briefly, the rhetorical principles are as follows:  

 The comics interface depends heavily on logical, ethical, and emotional 

appeals; 

 The sequence of panels generates a logical appeal;  

 In comics, text is graphical; therefore, it generates an emotional appeal in 

addition to the conventional assignation to text of a logical appeal;  

 Images operate as commonplaces for the audience; 

 Comics are most effective when text does not dominate the page or the whole 

artifact; 

 The artifact’s ethos is created via the fusion of image and text; 

 The first panel or page frequently functions as the thesis or the hypothesis for 

the entire comics artifact;  

 Comics can make arguments through their imagetext interface. 

Explanations of the Principles 

 The explanations that follow occur in the same order as the principles 

themselves—that is, cardinal order. The purpose of the explanations is to clarify and 

articulate how the principles work in existing comics artifacts. 

 The first principle pertains to a tendency to equate visual communication with 
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emotion. Although it is a truism, comics and static imagetext are not purely visual but 

constructed of the modes of image and text. For rhetoricians, the properties of text are 

well known (see Ong’s The Technology of the Word). Comics are a special medium 

because it enmeshes text with image instead of apart as in the illustrated book. They are 

linear and sequential; thus, they embody an inherent, logical appeal. They represent the 

narrative logic of cause and effect. In terms of ethos, the specific configuration of images 

and text within an imagetext informs the audience of the implied author’s ethos. Each 

configuration contains the implied author’s values and ideology. The emotional appeal 

stems from line, shape, color, hand-lettering, style, layout, positioning, and composition. 

For example, it mattered that Captain America’s costume was red, white, and blue, used 

patterns from the American flag, and included a helmet and shield. Every element of the 

costume had symbolic meaning, hence, emotional value. In The Crow (1990), James 

O’Barr employed a jagged line, dark chiaroscuro, and the visual motif of the death head’s 

smile (fig. 35). The death head’s smile was ironic yet consonant with the topos of the 

humanity, or the heart, of death (fig. 36). Likewise, the dark chiaroscuro emphasized the 

ominousness of death while revealing the light of living. The jagged line served to 

highlight the cruelty of humans and the unfairness of death because jaggedness resonates 

with knives, teeth, and via metaphor, death, eating, destruction, insult, and character 

assassination. In other words, The Crow’s interface was a visual oxymoron: light and 

dark, heartfelt and cruel. Its interface bubbled with conflicting yet complementary 

emotions. 
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 Most of the remaining principles descend from the first one. The second principle 

particularizes a key feature of comics: the sequence. It operates as logos because each 

panel builds upon the previous one. This stepwise procedure causes a sequence to be 

logical. Hence, one panel can supply a warrant while successive panels alternate between 

making claims and providing evidence. Alternatively, every panel in a sequence evinces 

an implied thesis—a kind of inductive argument as explained by Booth’s theory of how 

narratives make arguments. 

 Third, in comics, text exudes additional emotional appeals due to its graphic 

treatment. Like typography, hand-lettering transforms the meaning of text through 

extratextual, visual additions. In comics, lettering possesses a wider range of 

communicative possibilities than typography due to the versatility of the drawn line and 

color and the lack of technical limitations. In fact, lettering includes typography, although 

it favors hand-lettering. Examples are emboldened letters in a speech balloon, expressing 

emphasis or anger. However, sound effects fall under lettering. Their size, shape, and 

color indicate volume and the type of sound, but the style of the lettering has an 

emotional impact. 

 Fourth, in comics, images stand for a body of knowledge. Stemming from the 

inherent traits of cartooning, images in comics resemble rather than mimic objects in the 

physical world. They have symbolic values that purely mimetic images lack or obfuscate 

through their level of detail. Resemblance is among the most efficacious means of 

expressing ideas.  
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 Fifth, comics’ effectiveness depends on the balance of text and image. An overly 

textual comic strip, comic book, or graphic novel yields a disconnection with the 

audience because it attempts to contravene the medium’s strengths and contradicts the 

public’s expectations of comics. Further, comics thrive on eliding the distinction between 

text and image. For comics, they are equal pools of semiotic resources that produce a 

third pool of semiotic resources that is a hybrid of the first two pools. Preferring one 

mode over the other limits the available semiotic resources, thus, reducing the rhetorical 

possibilities. 

 Sixth, besides the ethos inherent in the artifact's implied author, the interface 

contains its own ethos. The proportion of text and image in a comic strip, comic book, or 

graphic novel reveals the creator's ideological position on communication and who has 

the right to comprehend messages. A preponderance of text automatically excludes 

members of the public who lack the level of skill to decipher linguistic signs adequately. 

An extreme use of images also  discriminates because it requires expert visual literacy. 

With combinations in between the extremes, an optimally large percentage of the public 

can access the messages. Adequate comprehension of linguistic and pictorial signs means 

more than gleaning their denotations but also their syntax, connotations, symbolic 

meanings, ideological positions, embedded values, purposes, and rhetorical strategies. 

The degree of accessibility can be mapped to an equivalent sociopolitical system in terms 

of its nearness to direct democracy. Direct democracy means one hundred percent of the 

people who choose to be involved. In terms of apprehension, images are perceptually 
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more accessible than text because images resemble the physical world, but text does not. 

Comics holds a certain advantage because it favors cartooning over purely abstract and 

mimetic image-making. Cartooning relies on simple shapes and forms to insure clarity of 

message. Clarity enables mute sequences to send messages to the audience accurately and 

accessibly, relieving text of the responsibility for disambiguating the meaning of images. 

Comics built on the interdependent word-picture relationship (McCloud 155) and use text 

to add information that cannot be carried by clear images. In this way, the message is 

communicated regardless of whether the audience comprehends the mode. The lived 

experience of the world is multimodal, and so is the normative form of comics. Both 

“Santa in Wonderland” and Alice in Sunderland occupy this normative range of full-

fledged, static imagetext for comics.  

 Seventh, the first panel or page acts as a vestibule into the comics artifact’s 

interface and message. It is the equivalent of an introduction and a thesis in 

argumentation theory. It informs the audience of the rules for understanding the artifact 

and through the interface, introduces the concepts and values that pervade the rest of it. 

 Eighth, comics interfaces argue for a world view. The proportion of image to text 

determines who has access, but that same proportion stipulates the type of cognitive 

engagement that the audience must have to experience and understand the comics 

artifact. Mute comics demand that the audience see pictures first and relegate text as 

support for the physical world, focusing on perceptual experience. A recent example of 

mute comics are the Owly graphic novels by Andy Runton. At the opposite end are 
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comics like Hal Foster's Tarzan, which are closest to illustrated novels: a preponderance 

of text supported by pictures. The earliest issues of The Uncanny X-Men were talkative, 

whereas one of its later spin-offs, Wolverine, tended to have more pictorial sequences. 

Both comic books were mainstream but approached differently the world embedded in 

their image-text ratios. The Uncanny X-Men embodied intellection, whereas Wolverine 

represented action, consistent with the aims of the comic books and the characters at the 

center of their respective narratives.  

 Color, style, and type of representation hold considerable influence over the 

reception of images. As aforementioned, Captain America went far with the color scheme 

of the titular character's costume in promoting its ideological purpose. Terry and the 

Pirates and Ghost World represent living in the real world, but their different styles nudge 

the audience to view the world in another way. Terry and the Pirates perceives the world 

in terms of light and darkness—an ambiguous world, and Ghost World depicts its world 

in terms of its main features, bordering on caricature—a world opposed to superficiality. 

Most comics use ink drawings as their type of representation, but some comics have 

abandoned it. The mixed media approach of Mr. Punch and Alice in Sunderland disrupted 

audience expectations, demanding it to consider the world from multiple perspectives that 

blend into a new whole perspective. 

 Typography, hand-lettering, and color alter the comprehension of text, suggesting 

unification of the perceptual and linguistic realms. In this case, typography refers to 

lettering changes such as bold, italics, underline, and size. Hand-lettering refers to the 
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sort of lettering and the tracing of the hand's strokes. The standard lettering of 

mainstream comics strives for transparency like print typography. In mainstream comics, 

the standard monotone is broken occasionally by typography. Graphic novels are more 

willing to employ all factors in their lettering. In Alice in Sunderland, Bryan Talbot uses 

blackletter gothic for the lettering of “The Legend of the Lambton Worm” section (232-

49) (fig. 39), typeface for another section (39-41) (fig. 37), and block capitals for a third 

(217-20) (fig. 38)—each type motivated by the section's narrative purpose. For instance, 

the blackletter gothic invokes an Old World feel before the audience reads the words. 

Talbot uses an implied narrator's box for the story's narration: rectangular white-space 

substitutes for a formal narrator's box, indicating a storyteller relating the legend to the 

audience. Color is also a significant factor. The entire section is black-and-white, 

signifying that the story comes from the past. Victorian photography, newspapers, and 

twentieth century news reels have conditioned the Anglophone public to associate black-

and-white with the past. By using black-and-white, Talbot prepares his audience’s mind 

for the past. The color scheme is another way of communicating a story of  the legendary 

past. 

 The world view embedded in the interface is either the entire argument or part of 

an argument. For instance, the world view carried in the interface of “The Legend of the 

Lambton Worm” is the section’s entire argument: the legend is important because it hails 

from the Old World. On the other hand, the world view contributes to the Alice in 

Sunderland's overarching narrative argument: the legend is part of the history of the city 
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of Sunderland in the United Kingdom, which locale influenced Lewis Carroll. Such 

influence explains why the Alice material is filled with wondrous creatures and 

nonsensical matter, suggesting the vibrancy of life that Lewis Carroll celebrated in the 

Alice books. The legend functions as evidence for Carroll’s personal obsession with the 

vibrancy of life that seeped into his Alice books and explains their whimsicality and 

general rebuff of Victorian propriety as a sham. 

History of Comics and Its Interface 

 The presence of ideology or arguments in the comics interface becomes manifest 

when the history of comics and its interface are considered. The rationale for bothering 

with history—any type of history—is to learn from the past in order to forge a different 

future. With comics, the medium's popularity with the Anglophone public was manifest 

even from the its beginning. Further, as the case study of “Santa in Wonderland” 

exemplified, certain rhetorical principles of interface rhetoric—in addition to the 

medium’s structure and traits—were already present in comics’ earliest instantiations. 

The review of the theory and the discussion of the rhetorical principles of the comics 

interface revealed the details of the medium’s interface in its fullness at the historical 

moment of the present but not its source; however, that fullness arrived from a complex 

historical process that enmeshed technology and aesthetics to an unprecedented degree 

compared to the illustrated book. Moreover, the technology functioned as an historical 

actor to free creators to convey their actual vision by enabling the modes of image and 

text to fuse in print without onerous labor and expense. In this way, the interface rhetoric 
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of comics owes its existence and its character to both developments in print technology 

and imagetextual aesthetics. Complete comprehension of the rhetorical principles of the 

comics interface requires grasping the rhetoric of technology and the ideological 

implications of the visual rhetoric of the comics interface. This history stands behind the 

rhetorical principles as much as and, perhaps, more than the review of comics theory 

because it directly addresses public rhetorical practices that were current for Anglophone 

culture during the 1890s and throughout the twentieth century. 

History of Comics: Technology 

 The technology that supported the birth of the medium of comics in the 1890s is 

significant for providing some of the rhetoric embedded in the medium’s traits. As 

explained in the first chapter, a creator absorbs as well as imposes and expresses herself 

or himself through a technology. For that reason, the constitution of a medium partly 

comes from the technologies that enable it. Chronologically, then, the development of 

comics' necessary supporting technologies preceded the birth and development of that 

medium in Anglophone countries and elsewhere. For this reason, I address the 

technological history first, thereby providing it as a context for an ensuing aesthetic 

history. 

 The rhetoric of comics depends on equal portions of aesthetics, technology, 

narratology, and the idiosyncrasies of its creator(s). Printing technology is fundamental to 

the character of comics. For example, John Canemaker in his biography of McCay 

mentions the Ben Day color process (101). Robert Harvey in his aesthetic history states 
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that Pulitzer’s newspaper acquired a rotary press (The Art of the Funnies

 The necessary supporting technologies for the comics medium arrived prior to the 

birth of Anglophone comics and came from two pools of printing technologies, 

lithography and  photomechanical processes. Lithography itself was the key technology. 

From the pool of photomechanical processes, halftone blocks and the four-color process 

were instrumental in the formation of the comics medium. This history proceeds 

chronologically from the arrival of the earliest supporting technology, lithography, to the 

invention of the last necessary supporting technology, the four-color process. 

 4). And Gerard 

Jones, in his history of the comic book, describes the technical decisions made in comic 

book format. As these histories indicate, it is difficult to discuss the comic medium 

without addressing its technological underpinnings. 

 Lithography became available to England in 1801 and the United States in 1814     

(Mayor 7). Its major effect for artists was the elimination of the engraver, a person who 

converted the artist's illustrations into a form that could be mechanically reproduced. The 

problem with engraving was that an artist's vision was filtered through the skills of the 

engraver; thus, artists had to keep in mind the limitations of engraving while they drew 

their images (Ivins 87). The plate materials used in engraving proscribed the kinds of 

lines and shapes that could be employed in images. Because of its characteristics, 

lithography was a more flexible image reproduction technology for print. Put simply, 

lithography was designed to transfer an artist's image directly to the printing plate. For 

that reason, artists were able to draw their images any way they liked and the resulting 
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print looked exactly like the original drawing. 

 In the 1850s, “[t]he [p]hotomechanical [r]evolution” began (Wakeman 119). This 

era of invention in printing technology was inaugurated by Fox Talbot's method for 

printing photographic negatives (119-20). Halftone blocks were introduced to 

commercial printing in 1882 (139). They solved the problem of “effectively portray[ing] 

tones” (138). Basically, halftone employed “dots small enough not to be readily detected 

by the human eye and infinitely variable in size” (ibid.). The version of halftone that 

reached commercial use involved “plac[ing] a cross-line screen between the original 

picture and the negative to be employed in making the printing plate” (Wakeman 139). 

The screen was the source of the dots in the print. 

 This screen overcame the limitations inherent in wood engraving and line blocks. 

It meant that artists could draw more complex and realistic images than they could if they 

were drawing for engraving or line block technologies and could expect that the audience 

would see an exact copy of the original image. The halftone screen also laid the 

foundation for mass-produced, full color prints because it had a role in printing's color 

reproduction technologies of the early 1890s, particularly the four-color process. 

 In 1890, the four-color process appears in published material (Dowd et al. n. 

pag.). Simply put, the four-color process consisted of adding a dedicated black ink to the 

previous trichromatic process. The idea was to separate the finished colors of a print into 

the underlying component colors. According to the scientific theory that inspired the 

trichromatic process and subsequently, the four-color process, every color was composed 
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of the base colors of red, blue, and yellow (sometimes called magenta, cyan, and yellow). 

The four-color process was invented because the trichromatic process did not yield a true 

black from overlaying red, blue, and yellow ink. The advantage of the four-color process 

was truer colors in reproduction. For creators, it enlarged the possibilities for using color 

and laid the foundation for their experiments with color symbolism in later years. It also 

enabled the use of a mimetically realistic style because the four-color process was 

designed to handle the reproduction of natural colors. 

History of Comics: Development of Aesthetics and Interface 

 The history of the supporting technology revealed that it established a context of 

flexibility for the creation of printed, static images, but aesthetically, the creators of the 

comics medium took several generations to fully come to grips with the range of 

possibilities. The features of the 1943 comics story “Santa in Wonderland” and its equally 

Alice-influenced latter day kin, the graphic novel Alice in Sunderland (Dark Horse Books 

2007), resulted from a lengthy development of the medium. Chronologically, that history 

can be broken down into three major phases described by the dominant format of the era: 

the comic strip phase (1895-late 1930s), the comic book phase (late 1930s-1970s), and 

the graphic novel phase (1978-present). However, none of these formats died out; they 

merely became deemphasized in subsequent phase(s). Each of these phases contains 

developmental stages that, collectively, accrue the features of the medium and its 

interface. 
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Pioneering Phase of the Comic Strip 

 The comic strip phase includes the pioneering stage for the comic strip and the 

medium itself in Anglophone culture, the illustrator stage, and the maturation stage. The 

1890’s was the pivotal decade for the mass commercialization and distribution of comics. 

To date, scholars of Anglophone comics usually identify Richard Felton Outcault’s strip 

The Yellow Kid as the first comic strip in Anglophone culture. Scholars M. Thomas Inge, 

Robert C. Harvey, and N. C. Christopher Couch promulgate this position. The Yellow Kid 

contained the fundamental, distinguishing characteristics of comics: “Panels don’t matter; 

the merger of text and image is key” (Couch 66). Couch addresses The Yellow Kid’s 

historical significance, stating the specific relationship between image and text was the 

medium’s defining trait, not the semiotic resources that arose later. Outcault included a 

prototype speech balloon in the Kid’s speech on his shirt and represented readable 

building signs. In 1896, he shifted from the captioned illustration (or “cartoon”) to a 

sequence of panels, establishing the basic syntax and semiotic vocabulary of comics. 

 Following The Yellow Kid, the comic strip became the commonplace format for 

comics until the birth of the comic book in 1938. Outcault debuted Buster Brown in 1902, 

which he casted in the comic strip format from the outset. Winsor McCay’s Little Nemo 

in Slumberland (1905-1914) actualized the potential of the comic strip because he added 

the narrator’s box and the title panel, manipulating panels, color, artistic style, and 

lettering (fig. 5). It is these innovations that earned McCay the designation “first original 

genius of the comic strip medium” (The Art of the Funnies, Harvey 21). Little Nemo 
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illustrates his contributions to the medium and its interface. Together, Outcault and 

McCay demonstrated the importance of the sequence and imagetext, thus, practicing two 

of the rhetorical principles of the comics interface. 

Professional Illustrators Come to the Comic Strip 

 Outcault and McKay contributed to the pioneering phase of the comic strip. 

Robert C. Harvey refers to the next phase as “the advent of the illustrators” because 

professional illustrators brought in a new division of labor. Concurrent with the rise of the 

adventure strip, the illustrative phase featured the contributions of Hal Foster and Alex 

Raymond. The major contribution they offered was their realistic style. During the 

pioneering phase, the visual style was predominantly caricature cartooning, except for 

McCay’s Art Noveau style and George Herriman’s Dadaist style. In contrast, illustrators 

such as Foster and Raymond were more mimetic than their predecessors, shifting the 

landscape of the comics interface while compelling the audience to learn the new system 

to read the strips. This change resulted in an overdevelopment of narration in comics, 

even though the narrative voice was contained within the same panel as the realistic 

images. 

Maturation of the Comic Strip: The Era of Milton Caniff 

 In the succeeding generation, Milton Caniff debuted his strip Terry and the 

Pirates (1934), re-balancing image and text via a reduction of text, an adoption of an 

impressionistic style, and the use of cinematic techniques. Caniff discovered 
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independently McCay’s principles of minimal narration and salient dialogue, recognizing 

the individual strengths of text and image and telling his stories through the images with 

text communicating what the images could not.  Harvey explains Caniff's approach to his 

strips' interface—an “impressionistic chiaroscuro technique” (147)—as appropriating 

black ink as the color of shadow and playing with light and dark (fig. 6). Also, Caniff 

varied the “camera angle” in each panel to disrupt the “graphic monotony” (Harvey 148) 

in the scene (fig. 7). Caniff’s interface was true, static imagetext and prepared the 

audience for the birth of the comic book. The large circulations and mass audiences of 

Terry and the Pirates and Caniff’s later strip Steve Canyon allowed a shift in imagetext 

interfaces, one that prepared the Anglophone public for the debut of an even more 

sophisticated example of the medium—the comic book. 

The Rise of the Comic Book 

 The comic book phase consisted of the birth of the comic book, the Golden Age, 

the Silver Age, the comix movement, and the Dark Age. Aesthetically, Superman’s 

creators, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, established the comic book as its own art form. 

Superman debuted in Action Comics #1 in 1938. It was the main story in the issue, 

possessing all of the fundamental interface features of the comic book.7

                                                 
7 At the time, comic books were collections of comic stories, although that changed 

somewhat with the arrival of comic books focused on a single character (such as 
Superman) or team of characters (such as the Fantastic Four). Often, these character-
focused comic books featured a single story for the whole book (about 24 pages) but 
sometimes were story collections, especially with extended issues about 64 pages 

 The features 
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were the extended sequence (a narrative over pages instead of within a page), the comic 

book cover, the splash panel, the narrator’s box, calligraphic lettering (graphical 

rendering of letters), and color. The cover was new to comics because comic strips never 

had their own cover. The splash panel was somewhat unique to the comic book in that 

McCay created a title panel for Little Nemo. The technique laid dormant after McCay, but 

Siegel and Shuster revived it. It consisted of the title and byline floating over an image 

and vertically above a narrator’s box (fig. 8). Its purpose was to give an imagetextual 

context for the ensuing story, functioning like the introduction and thesis statement of an 

argumentative essay. The narrator’s box existed in the comic strip, but Action Comics #1 

probably was the first comic book to use it. Moreover, Siegel and Shuster sometimes 

rendered it as a separate panel, lending emphasis to the narrative voice and pacing the 

narrative (fig. 8). The comic strip typically used transparent lettering—all letters looking 

the same; however, Siegel and Shuster styled their lettering (fig. 9). Using the four-color 

process, Siegel and Shuster associated Superman with red and blue, tying the character to 

the United States but limiting the symbolism. In the process of creating stories for 

Superman in Action Comics and Superman, they also consolidated the basic rhetorical 

principles of the comics interface for the comic book. 

Golden Age of the Comic Book: Late 1930s-1950s 

 Many of these interface features were replicated a year later in Batman 

                                                                                                                                                 
long (for example, Marvel Comics' annual issues with The Fantastic Four). 
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(Dectective Comics #37)8 and extended by the comic book’s major innovators—Will 

Eisner (The Spirit), Joe Simon and Jack Kirby (Captain America), Stan Lee and Jack 

Kirby (notably, The Fantastic Four, The Incredible Hulk, and The Uncanny X-Men), Stan 

Lee and Steve Ditko (The Amazing Spider-Man), Robert Crumb (e.g. Zap! Comix), and 

Todd McFarlane (Spawn). To this pantheon, Steve Duin and Mike Richardson include the 

following artists: Carl Barks, Neal Adams, Frank Franzetta, Alex Toth, and Frank Miller 

(22, 24, 25).9

 Eisner contributed to this history the most because his comic book, The Spirit, 

incorporated the largest number of innovations and influenced several generations of 

comic book creators. Published as a newspaper supplement from 1940 to 1952, The Spirit 

demonstrated possibilities for the comic book and comics’ flexibility to the public. Its 

interface included the borderless panel, the splash page, cinematic perspectivism, 

alternative panel borders, mixed media (in its strict artistic sense), readable 

representations of documents, and narrative-sensitive panel shape and size. His work in 

 Mark Voger added names from “The Dark Age” of comics (6), including 

Peter Laird and Kevin Eastman, McFarlane’s partners in Image Comics (e.g. Jim Lee, 

Erik Larsen), and Mike Mignola (13, 64-9, 94-6, 120-3). Disagreement about who is 

important in the history of comics persists, but from the perspective of interface, this 

study has identified the interface innovators in comics’ history. 

                                                 
8  See figures 10 and 11 from Dectective Comics #37 and Batman #1. 

9  The rest of their “artists, most influential” list is covered in this study’s histories of 
the comic strip and the comic book: Foster, Raymond, Caniff, Eisner, Kirby, and 
Ditko (21-5). 
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The Spirit demonstrates a sensitivity to the balance between word and image. The 

different ways of “framing” a panel—borderless and alternative—intensified the bond 

between image and text in that the panel’s border was transformed into another semiotic 

resource that shaped the audience’s perception of the comic book’s world (fig.12). The 

same motive was behind readable representations of documents and the use of mixed 

media.10

 Within the comic book’s Golden Age, the other notable comic books were 

Batman, created by Bill Finger and Bob Kane, and Captain America, created by Joe 

Simon and Jack Kirby. Their contribution was mastery over color symbolism. Both had 

consistent color symbolism, particularly in the color scheme of the titular character’s 

costume, and the color symbolism was used as a gateway to gleaning the comic book’s 

ideology.

 Again, the range of available percepts in comics was expanded, encouraging the 

public to assimilate the new way of relating to comics. Through these techniques, Eisner 

kept text in check to prevent it from dominating the artifact and assigned the image to its 

proper role, not secondary to text but as text’s equal, inextricable partner in 

communication. 

11

                                                 
10  In The Spirit, documents were not merely visual placeholders but functioned as 

imagetexts in their own right, transforming the texture of the images and the entire 
page (fig. 13). 

 However, Captain America stood out for its adoption of a new artistic style, 

often referred to as “the Kirby way.” Kirby’s style was associated more strongly with his 

11 Batman savaged urban corruption, and Captain America embodied American 
patriotism, resisting Nazism. 
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later books for Marvel Comics especially and DC Comics, but the Golden Age Captain 

America broke the hegemonic mold of the realism from the comic strip’s illustrative 

phase. Its style was similar to expressionist art, which contrasted with classical, artistic 

realism or the Caniff school of impressionism. The Kirby way was a style for the average 

comics reader rather than for the niche avant-garde market. 

Silver Age of the Comic Book: 1960s-1970s 

 The comic book’s Silver Age was the next major stage in its development. 

Interface was the key component. The locus of activity in the Silver Age was Marvel 

Comics. DC Comics, the Golden Age’s dominant actor, provided the hegemonic aesthetic 

against which everyone else (especially Marvel) rebelled. The evidence of Marvel’s 

rebellion was in its comic books.12

 Additionally, Kirby introduced a splash page of sorts into his comic books. He 

enlarged the narrative’s first panel to a whole page (fig. 14). It was not Eisner’s splash 

page but an extension of the splash panel and in that narrow sense, a new semiotic 

resource for comic books. Similar to the Eisner splash page, it operated as a vestibule to 

the narrative, orienting the audience and immediately immersing it into the narrative’s 

world. 

 Behind many of the titles were two creative teams, 

Stan Lee and Jack Kirby and Stan Lee and Steve Ditko. The chief difference was Kirby’s 

and Ditko’s opposite styles—in short, brawn versus svelte, grit versus spectacle. 

                                                 
12  Marvel's product line included The Fantastic Four, The Incredible Hulk, Captain 

America, Iron Man, The Amazing Spider-Man, Dr. Strange, and The Uncanny X-Men.  
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The Comix Movement: Late 1960s-Early 1970s 

 In the Silver Age, the “comix movement”—an aesthetic school characterized by 

an anti-Rockwellian, anti-realist, and anti-classical approach to image making—disrupted 

the hegemony of mainstream comic books and their conventionalized interfaces. The 

ideological purpose of the comix movement was to challenge the status quo. The 

movement’s major contribution to the comics interface was Robert Crumb’s nonverbal 

speech balloons. In these balloons, Crumb replaced words with pictures and symbols 

(Carrier 31).13

The Dark Age of the Comic Book: 1980s-Present 

 

 The last disruptive event for the comic book was the emergence of Image Comics 

and Spawn. Despite the comix movement, the comic book retained its conventionalized 

interface. Through Spawn, Todd McFarlane shocked the mainstream comic book into 

remembering that interface and imagetext matter. Spawn’s poster-like, expressionist style, 

elision of text and image within panels, and brazen colors attracted a continual, mass 

audience (fig. 15). Its interface was dissimilar to the interfaces coming from Marvel and 

DC Comics. Reminiscent of Blake’s interfaces for his illuminated books, McFarlane’s 

Spawn made everything image. 

                                                 
13  His nonverbal speech balloons questioned the need for text, demonstrating the self-

sufficiency of the image, pointing to the interpenetration of text and image, and he 
taught his audience that in comics, text and image were merely semiotic resources to 
be manipulated at will for a given effect.  
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Birth of the Graphic Novel: 1970s 

 The graphic novel phase included the birth of the graphic novel, the 

popularization of the graphic novel, and the development of the graphic novel and 

experimentation with the comics interface. As liberating as the comic book was for the 

comics interface, its periodical distribution inhibited experimentation with interface. 

Comic books had to sell, and familiar interfaces—the house styles of Marvel and DC, for 

instance—bred salability. Eisner knew that the medium contained the same level of 

sophistication and complexity as literature but lacked a venue. In 1978, Eisner established 

a venue through the publication of his graphic novel A Contract with God and Other 

Tenement Stories. Eisner provided the format, the fundamental aesthetic rules, and a 

demonstration of the comics interface over a considerably extended length. A Contract 

with God embodied a fuller rhetoric for the comics interface than had previously 

transpired for the medium. 

Popularization of the Graphic Novel: 1980s 

 The graphic novel’s popularity did not occur until the Dark Age after the “British 

invasion” into American comics. The British invasion consisted of a group of British 

comics creators who were published by American comics companies, particularly Alan 

Moore, Neil Gaiman, Dave McKean, Grant Morrison, and Garth Ennis. The artifacts that 

established the graphic novel for the wider public were Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight 

Returns (1986) and Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen (1986). Academe became 
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generally aware of the graphic novel with Art Spiegelman’s Maus (released in two parts 

in 1986 and 1991). 

 The popularizers alerted the public to a shifting interface for the graphic novel. 

The interface for The Dark Knight Returns had little in common with Watchmen and 

Maus. It featured a cinematic interface whereas Watchmen possessed a retro, running-

motif interface, and Maus’ interface appropriated anthropomorphic animals and black-

and-white cartooning. Each of them worked with image and text differently: The Dark 

Knight Returns imitated the televisual (fig.16); Watchmen donned the dossier and the 

documentary (fig.17); Maus reveled in the interview, the diary, and the visual memory 

(fig.18). Moreover, because the graphic novel was a one-shot publication instead of a 

series, it was not beholden to a conventionalized interface as the comic book was; thus, 

every graphic novel had a different interface. Disconcerting interfaces included the ones 

for Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth, Ghost World, The Comical Tragedy or 

Tragical Comedy of Mr. Punch, The Crow, Kingdom Come, The Plot, and Alice in 

Sunderland. These interfaces defied the public’s expectations of comics, either derived 

from comic strips or comic books. They demanded that the audience reorient itself. 

Development of the Graphic Novel and Experimentation in the Comics Interface 

 Following the popularization of the graphic novel, more comics creators 

gravitated towards the format, resulting in further development of the graphic novel and 

especially experimentation with the comics interface. The wealth of creativity in 

constructing interfaces for graphic novels yielded some new semiotic resources for 
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comics. The graphic novel represented the height of possibility for comics, from the 

cutesy, rounded cartooning of Jeff Smith’s Bone (fig.19) to the Rockwellian, 

“hyperrealism”of Alex Ross’ art (fig. 20, 21) for Marvels and Kingdom Come to the 

mixed media, collage palimpsest of Brian Talbot’s Alice in Sunderland.14

                                                 
14 I am borrowing Paul Wells' term from Understanding Animation and Animation and 

America. 

  Again, Eisner, 

a major innovator and creator of graphic novels, introduced the semiotic resources of the 

architecturally framed panel (A Contract with God) (fig. 22), the environmentally framed 

panel (A Life Force) (fig. 23), the vehicularly framed panel (To the Heart of the Storm) 

(fig. 24), the sepia tone color scheme (A Contract with God), and the columnar layout for 

readable representations of documents (The Plot) (fig. 25). His graphic novels made 

arguments and conveyed nonhegemonic ideologies. A Contract with God (1978) brought 

Jewish culture to the public, teaching its audience that Judaism is a fairly private faith and 

more subtly that Jews are people too by showing life in the poor, tenement neighborhoods 

of New York and related areas. The Plot (Norton 2005) revealed the history of a false 

document that maligned Jews as bent on conquering the world (known as The Protocols 

of the Elders of Zion). The interfaces of his graphic novels conveyed his alternative 

ideology. For example, the sepia tone color scheme lent a warm, diurnal quality to his 

graphic novels. When he presented autobiography or history, a grayscale color scheme, 

mimicked the news reels of the 1940s and thus, imbued those graphic novels with gravity. 

This undermined audience expectations that comics were frivolous. Arguably, the best 
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example of his nonhegemonic ideology was the columnar, document layout to compare 

the source document to The Protocols in The Plot (73-89) (fig.25). Mastery of static 

imagetext enabled Eisner to manifestly show the fraudulence of The Protocols. Following 

Western reading habits, the columnar layout asked the audience to compare Maurice 

Jolly's The Dialogue in Hell between Machiavelli and Montesquieu to the Protocols of 

the Learned Elders of Zion. In other words, the interface encouraged the audience to 

indulge in self-discovery, a countercultural move.  

 Many creators of graphic novels shared Eisner’s propensity to viewing the world  

ideologically. Comics scholars paid attention. In Alternative Comics, Charles Hatfield 

discussed the worldviews embedded in Maus and the graphic novels of the Hernandez 

brothers—mainly Gilbert—and Harvey Pekar. Joseph Witek contributed to understanding 

the tendency in the historical and autobiographical novels of Jack Jackson, Harvey Pekar, 

and Art Spiegelman. Doug Wolk’s Reading Comics, a disquisition on the graphic novel, 

analyzed the ideological underpinnings of the eclectic group of graphic novels that he 

studied. 

 These ideologies were present in the graphic novels’ interfaces. Alan Moore’s 

Watchmen and V for Vendetta were crafted questionings of the hegemony via the comics 

interface innovations of the visual motif and the elaborated document within the 

narrative. Watchmen introduced the visual motif with the recurring smiley face (fig. 26, 

27, 28, 29). V for Vendetta (1990) reprised the technique with the recurrence of the Guy 

Fawkes mask. Watchmen also produced the first extreme version of the document with 
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the narrative (fig. 17). Periodically, a realistic replica of a dossier or a medical report 

interrupted the narrative. The replica maximized information density by squashing 

pictorial and textual evidence into one or a few pages. Its overall look contrasted with the 

appearance of the narrative pages, thus suggesting to the audience a change in 

perspective. This contrast was the essence of Watchmen’s interface, coinciding with the 

graphic novel’s main question concerning who watches the watchmen, in that it served to 

point out that various perspectives are needed on the same issue. In Watchmen, the issue 

was exactly who are these superheroes or authority figures of any stripe. 

 Graphic novelists also experimented with the shape of panels. Marvels (1994) and 

Kingdom Come (1997) initiated the use of slanting panels and avoided the conventional 

grid layout (fig. 21). Both examined life from the perspective of ordinary people living 

with superheroes. Thus, the slanting panels had a dual purpose: to simulate the confusion 

of mere mortals at the superheroes’ actions and to emphasize the action’s blistering speed. 

In other words, they intimated to their audiences the degree to which ordinary people are 

at the mercy of the powerful. In these narratives, the powerful were specifically 

superheroes, but their “godlike” stature suggests that the superheroes themselves were a 

metaphor for any person acting as an authority figure. Supporting the meaning of the 

slanting panels was the frequent disruption of comics’ conventional grid layout. 

Disturbing the grid suggests a questioning, if not a critique, of conventional comics, in 

which the superhero story was a dominant genre. Marvels and Kingdom Come worked on 

the same theme as Watchmen, although their arguments differed. Unlike Watchmen, 
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Marvels and Kingdom Come recommended that mortals become self-sufficient, but 

Marvels cited self-absorption of authority figures as its evidence and Kingdom Come 

designated authority figures’ power mongering as its evidence. The graphic novels’ 

layouts were designed to induce in the audience a questioning of the traditional 

superheroes. They implied that the superhero world became irrational, went chaotic, and 

lumbered along as an irreparable mess. 

 Graphic novels changed the texture of comics: whereas conventional comics 

remained wedded to four-color process, inked cartooning, several graphic novels added 

new types of textures, including mixed media, limited color schemes, and gouache 

painting. The earliest example of mixed media in graphic novels was Mr. Punch (1995) 

(fig. 32). An example of limited color schemes, besides monochrome, was Daniel 

Clowes’ Ghost World, where an aquamarine fill color washed over black-and-white 

drawings. Black Orchid (1991) inaugurated gouache painting (fig. 30). Mixed media in 

Mr. Punch permeated the entire artifact instead of localized as in Eisner’s Spirit story 

“The Story of Gerhardt Schnobble” (fig. 31). Mixed media shaped the relationship 

between image and text by eviscerating the ostensible differences between the modes of 

image and text. The instability of mixed media's texture influenced audiences to perceive 

image and text as one, the same as the beholder of an impressionist painting: if the 

beholder focused on the dots of paint that composed the picture, then there was not a 

picture to see. On the other hand, if the beholder stood back and allowed the dots to blur, 

one saw a picture. In both, the chaos of the parts encouraged the beholder to see all 
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simultaneously, a continuous whole. Mixed media suggested different politics regarding 

image and text: the modes were mutually dependent on each other and perceiving only 

one mode defeated comprehension of the message. In other words, mixed media 

supported imagetext. Similarly, Ghost World’s limited color scheme implied a counter 

ideology to the predominant postmodernist ideology. The blue fill color poked fun at 

postmodernist ennui by visualizing the depression that such boredom induces. By 

themselves, the black-and-white drawings indicate vibrant people. The characters were 

just too active to be bored. However, the blue ink exaggerated the boredom, and pointed 

up to the pretense of ennui. Without the blue ink, the audience was tempted to take the 

characters seriously, distancing the audience from the characters, allowing one to detect 

the irony of the characters’ lives. Here, image and text colluded to present a message. The 

text of the characters’ speech indicated “authentic” boredom, but the images not only 

counteracted that impression but undermined it. Also engaging in social critique, Black 

Orchid used its gouache painting to enliven nature and reveal the horror involved in clear 

cutting and other industrial acts against nature. Gouache created a realism similar to 

Rockwell’s paintings, enfolding the images and the text into a crucible that subtly 

informed their meanings. The graphic novel’s texture integrated the speech balloons into 

its appearance and the ostensible feel of its surface. Black Orchid was the first instance of 

Todd Klein’s unique lettering for a graphic novel. Klein coordinated the appearance of a 

character’s speech balloon with some quality of that character. For example, Black 

Orchid’s balloons had purple lettering, matching the color of her skin and, in turn, 
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symbolizing her lust for life, passion for nature, and youth (fig. 30). 

 Graphic novelists also rebelled against the grid layout. A well-known practitioner 

of strangely positioned panels and lettering was Chris Ware, in his graphic novel Jimmy 

Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth. Ware deliberately placed panels and lettering 

orthogonal to the expectations inculcated by mainstream production houses Marvel and 

DC Comics. Panels appeared sideways (fig. 33). Narrative voice was portrayed as if it 

were a sound effect and put into its own panel (fig. 33). Douglas Wolk stated that Ware 

believed comics should not be fun. 

 The apex of interface for the graphic novel occurred in Bryan Talbot’s Alice in 

Sunderland (2007), an homage to comics as much as an homage to Lewis Carroll, the 

Alice books, and the Anglophone culture that nurtured them. Alice in Sunderland 

incorporated every semiotic resource ever invented for comics and brought to the fore the 

importance of interface in static imagetext. More so than Mr. Punch, Alice in Sunderland 

supplied a shifting surface for its interface, calling attention to the interface as a 

component of the artifact (fig. 34). It also re-appropriated white-space as informational 

space: Talbot covered every section of the page for most of the graphic novel’s pages. 

The background and margins conveyed as much information as the foreground (fig. 34). 

All of these innovations intimate an adept understanding of the rhetoric of the comics 

interface and an adroit control over the complete range of possibilities latent in the 

medium's semiotics and interface rhetoric. Surveying the history of the medium's 

aesthetic development, the innovations suggest that rhetorical principles are at work on 
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the interface level because they resurface over time and are simply too controlled in their 

application from comic to comic, regardless of format. 

Conclusion 

 These principles grew out of a consideration of the technological and aesthetic 

history of the medium of comics and the body of theory that has come to define the 

medium's features. They indicate the ways that the fusion of image and text—

imagetext—contains its own logical, ethical, and emotional appeals, all of which emerge 

as a rhetoric of the comics interface. One of the lessons to be derived from all of this 

history and theory is the recognition of the medium of comics in the macro-historical 

development of imagetext in Anglophone culture. It confirms that the mode of image has 

worked in partnership with text in public rhetorical practice ever since the rise of the 

illustrated book in the 1830s and 1840s. It demonstrates that the two modes, image and 

text, moved closer together by the 1890s and continued to be enmeshed with each other 

throughout the twentieth century and to the present.15

                                                 
15 After all, Alice in Sunderland, a comics artifact that pushed the fusion of image and 

text to its extreme, was published in 2007. 

 This fusion occurred primarily 

because of historical developments in print technology and aesthetics. The key invention 

was lithography because it freed creators to communicate in their own way. Once the 

technological support existed, Anglophone aesthetics changed again to full-fledged, static 

imagetext. The drawing together of image and text into the same space, as evinced in The 

Yellow Kid, was the catalyst for reconsidering and re-crafting the relationship between 
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image and text that spawned over one hundred years of comics creation in Anglophone 

culture. Because of this large, diverse body of comics artifacts, scholars have been able to 

derive some insights about how comics work, and these insights point to underlying 

rhetorical principles in the comics interface. Consequently, it can be said that lithography 

and the pioneering and innovative aesthetic efforts of comics creators gave birth to a 

complex new medium—comics—not to mention its interface, an embedded set of 

rhetorical principles for crafting the comics interface, and a new perceptual experience in 

communication that signaled the Anglophone public's dissatisfaction with monomodal 

media. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERACTIVE, DYNAMIC IMAGETEXT IN VIDEO GAMES 

From Comics to Video Games 

 Between the birth of comics and the birth of the video game, a few other media 

emerged which transformed imagetext interfaces: live-action cinema, animation, 

television, art video, and the graphical user interface (GUI) for software. Of the set, 

animation and the GUI are the most relevant to understanding the medium of the video 

game because it is filled with animation and the principles and techniques of the GUI. 

Animation and the GUI will not receive any dedicated attention here because their 

contributions to imagetext interfaces are subsumed under the video game medium, and 

the basic ideas were explained in the comics chapter. Bridging the historical gap between 

comics and the video game, Winsor McCay, pioneering master of comics, was the 

founder of Anglophone animation. His techniques were the bedrock of Anglophone 

animators and animation studios. 

 During the twentieth century, the development of imagetext continued. Besides 

comics’development, another medium, the video game, was born. As academics latched 

onto the latest iteration of text, hypertext, the Anglophone public adopted video game 

entertainment in the 1990s which saw the rise of the multimedia adventure, first-person 

shooter (FPS) and real-time strategy (RTS) games. Artifacts such as DOOM, Quake, 

Tomb Raider, Command and Conquer, MYST, and Madden Football were more popular 

than the  commercialized World Wide Web such as Yahoo!, Amazon, and MSNBC. The 
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video game overcame the lack of interactivity, images and other non-verbal modes while 

subsuming previous advances in imagetext such as animation’s dynamism. This study 

considers the video game to be the embodiment of interactive, dynamic, full imagetext, 

while ignoring other aspects of the video game such as play, rules, and other ludic 

considerations for the purpose of explaining the influence of the video game medium’s 

interface on its audience, the players. The study contends that the video game as an 

embodiment of interactive imagetext emerged in the late 1970s to early 1980s and has 

continued to develop into the present. Due to the presence of key, supporting 

technologies, possessing an interface is not limited to the conventional GUI, and is 

constructed via rhetorical principles of interface unique to the medium. 

 The medium of the video game began in the late 1970s—concurrent with the 

Silver Age of comics and the birth of the graphic novel. It was a period in which new 

innovations in imagetext were bubbling up to the surface of Anglophone culture spurred 

on by technological inventions that established new means of communicating. One could 

view the video game as the culmination of all of those inventions and innovations in 

aesthetics (as evinced in the comix movement and the graphic novel). The video game 

medium—like any other medium—has continued to develop. For that reason, video game 

scholars, such as James Newman, have had difficulty defining the medium. A definition 

could be approached from a phenomenological perspective: what is a player's perception 

of the medium's characteristics? More importantly for this investigation, how does the 

player come to know these characteristics? To avoid potential confusion in deriving a 
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basic definition of the video game medium, a study of a pioneering video game, Asteroids 

(Atari 1978), will be used to formulate the definition. The study will also point out some 

of the sources for the rhetoric of the video game's interface. The sources are relevant to 

understanding the medium's interface rhetoric in the ensuing discussion. 

Defining the Anglophone Video Game via Example: Asteroids (1979) 

 Despite the popularity of the video game, a concrete definition of the medium 

remains absent. A naïve analysis of a representative artifact of the video game medium 

will help to gain some purchase on what a video game is as the remainder of this chapter 

discusses the medium's theory, principles, and history of its interface. Atari's Asteroids 

(1979) exemplifies the definition of the video game as “interactive, dynamic imagetext,” 

particularly in terms of its interface. Its pioneering position in the history of the video 

game means that the components of the video game medium are laid bare because the 

supporting hardware at the time was not sophisticated enough to elaborately embellish 

and, hence, obfuscate the structure of any video game. Asteroids operates primarily as a 

composite of four modes—text, image, motion, and interactivity. Secondarily, it uses the 

mode of sound,demonstrating that the aural mode is part of the video game's definition.  

 The primary modes permeate the player's experience during game play, indicating 

how a video game differs from other types of imagetext media. In Asteroids, sound is 

intermittent, whereas text, image, motion, and interactivity are persistent. Text is evident 

in the current player's score. Image involves all of the shapes on the screen: the player’s 

current number of ships, the player's ship, the asteroids, the UFOs, the laser bolts 
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emanating from the player's ship and the UFOs, and the explosions of the asteroids and 

the UFOs. It also includes the screen's visual composition. Motion appears in the 

animation of the player's ship, the asteroids, the UFOs, firing of the laser bolts, and the 

explosions. Interactivity is contained in the controls: rotating the ship left or right, firing, 

and jumping in hyperspace. Visually, the result of the interactivity is the player-induced 

motion on the screen. 

 The screen's visual composition is a determinant in the game's interface. Notably, 

the playing field is restricted to a single screen, but spatially, Asteroids includes off-

screen space (“Space,” Wolf 51). The player never sees the implied territory beyond the 

screen's frame, but the asteroids, the UFOs, and the player's ship can travel off-screen 

temporarily.  The screen is also oriented vertically: the scores and the iconic 

representation of the number of player ships are placed at the top of the screen. 

Emphasizing the top induces a sense of vertical orientation to the game. It suggests to the 

player that the asteroids will fall down the screen but occasionally shift horizontally. 

 Another interface determinant is the images. Each image is rendered as line art. 

The  line art abstraction suggests that visual realism is unimportant. The player's ship is a 

triangle; the laser bolts are dashes; and the player's opponents, the asteroids and UFOs, 

are geometrically shaped, not conforming to a specific, basic, geometric shape such as a 

circle or a square, with simple coloring—white and absent fill color, contrasting with the 

pure black of the background. The game's color scheme invokes the topos of outer space, 

implying that something else is central to the game. 
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 After playing the game, the player notices that motion and interactivity are 

directly connected to game success. Inactivity leads to the dire consequence of losing a 

ship.  Asteroids continually move, and the UFOs relentlessly reappear. With a high degree 

of motion on screen, it becomes apparent that player inactivity is not rewarded. Motion 

cues the player and the controls influence player's game world conception. In Asteroids, 

the controls are limited to five: rotating the ship clockwise and counterclockwise, 

thrusting, which generates a forward motion, firing, and jumping to hyperspace. The 

input controls intimate a flat, two-dimensional space. The z-axis is non-existent in 

Asteroids. This flat space traps the player into a survivor-warrior's ideology. The input 

controls and their visual results encourage the player to act, suggesting that action is the 

sole means of achieving success (gaining points and level).  

 Asteroids lacks a formal end. From that perspective, the game argues for nihilism. 

Nevertheless, each level contains a skeletal narrative: the arrival of the asteroids with the 

player's ship amidst the asteroid storm, the player's ship breaking each asteroid into 

progressively smaller asteroids until the smallest asteroids are destroyed at each level. 

The narrative is comic because it ends with the survival of the player's ship and the 

elimination of the threat for the levels that one wins. The game's argument and narrative 

function because of the combination of the modes: the conjoining of image, motion, and 

interactivity. The upside of the interactivity is the score, a use of the textual mode—the 

player selecting his or her initials for (temporary) posterity. 

 Asteroids demonstrates a few salient points about the video game. It is 
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multimodal,  evincing imagetext. It depends on both motion and interactivity. Motion and 

interactivity are interrelated. Through a narrative and an argument, the video game 

conveys ideology. Moreover, the description of the video game medium as “interactive, 

dynamic imagetext” seems accurate, if the adjective “dynamic” is understood to refer to 

motion as in animation. 

 Although helpful, the example of Asteroids barely addresses the full range of 

interface possibilities and rhetoric in video games not merely due to the comparatively 

primitive hardware that supported it but also because of the game’s simple gameplay. The 

2008 casual game Alice’s Magical Mahjong belies how inadequately Asteroids explains 

the diversity of interfaces and their rhetorical properties by virtue of its larger degree of 

use of text in the interface, its pastel rainbow color scheme, and its imposition of a map 

screen after the player’s completion of a level. This simple game in the current video 

game industry evinces greater complexity than the pioneering game of Asteroids. In the 

interim between 1979 for Asteroids and 2008 for Alice’s Magical Mahjong, creators of 

the video game developed and complicated the video game interface. To gain perspective 

and purchase on the range of video game interfaces, we turn to video game interface 

theory and, in a supporting role, software interface design theory because this body of 

work reveals the principles informing video game interface design as it is practiced 

within the industry and suggests the rhetoric lurking inside of video game interfaces. 

Video Game Theory Related to the Medium's Interface 

 The practice of creating interfaces for video games, as enunciated in the history of 
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the video game interface, suggests the presence of a theory and a rhetoric for the 

interface, but nevertheless, video game scholars and the medium's practitioner-theorists 

have made explicit the ideas informing the practice. To ferret out the rhetorical principles 

of the video game interface, the relevant parts of video game theory will be discussed: 

namely, space, immersion, GUI design, visual identity, and the peculiarities of game 

interface design deviating from the conventional GUI design. 

 Practitioner-theorists, such as Brent Fox and Kevin Saunders, recognize that the 

video game interfaces are rhetorical. Saunders and his co-author Jeannie Novak refer to 

the rhetorical aspect of the video game interface as “atmosphere.” Brent Fox calls it “the 

look and feel” of the interface. Nevertheless, both sets of terminology refer to the same 

concept: the interface itself conveys meaning. That understanding underpins much of the 

theory of the video game interface, including space and immersion. 

 Beyond GUI design, the interface that the player sees and experiences frequently 

is the sense of space embedded in the game world. Phenomenally, two-dimensional space 

imparts a different perception than three dimensional space. For that reason, Mark J. P. 

Wolf's schema of space in video games is pertinent. His schema identifies eleven 

categories of space in video games: “1. No visual space; all text-based” (“Space in the 

Video Game” 53), “2. One screen, contained” (55), “3. One screen, contained, with 

wraparound” (56), “4. Scrolling on one axis” (57), “5. Scrolling on two axes” (58), “6. 

Adjacent spaces displayed one at a time” (59), “7. Layers of independently moving 

planes (multiple scrolling backgrounds” (61), “8. Spaces allowing z-axis movement into 
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and out of the frame” (63), “9. Multiple, nonadjacent spaces displayed on-screen 

simultaneously” (64), “10. Interactive three-dimensional environment” (65), and “11. 

Represented or 'mapped' spaces” (67). One type of space that Wolf does not discuss is 

isometric space, which is common in real-time strategy games, such as Warcraft, and 

action role-playing games, such as Diablo. Basically, it slants the game world at a thirty 

degree angle. 

 From a theoretical perspective16

                                                 
16 Wolf's article is almost equal parts history and theory, but this section of the chapter is 

focused on theory; hence, the article's historical perspective is set aside. 

, Wolf's schema demonstrates the effect of space 

in video games. Wolf states, “The way in which space is used and seen in the video 

game's diegetic world becomes an important part of the experience of the game, and an 

understanding of how that space is constructed can be as crucial to gameplay in the same 

way as the understanding of space is often crucial in the following of narrative in film” 

(69-70). Space tempers the player's experience, delimiting the possible movements within 

the game world and the style of visual representation. In discussing each type in his 

schema, Wolf comments on where the player must look to succeed in the game. For 

example, he compares the experience of types 2 and 3: “However, the reactions to the 

two spaces differ somewhat; in type 2 the edges of the screen are walls, and thus it is safe 

to turn one's back to them; the focus then, becomes mainly the center of the screen, where 

threats are more likely to come from. In type 3, targets or attackers can disappear off one 

side of the screen and reappear on the far side, and so edges must be paid more attention, 
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since it is often harder to keep track of these off-and-on movements” (57).  His point is 

that the wraparound aspect of type 3 requires the player to be observant of the screen 

edges, creating the feeling that the player is being attacked from all sides. It is a different 

feeling from type 2 space, in which the player regards the edges as safe places. Wolf 

discerns these differences in feeling from the role that off-screen space plays in each type. 

He tacitly admits that each type of space puts its own demands on the player; thus, the 

player must work appropriately—learn the spatial topography, navigate it, and strategize 

accordingly—to succeed. 

 Second, each space type informs the player of the game's world view, setting 

limits of the game's interface. Wolf introduces his schema with this remark: “Technical as 

well as aesthetic factors influence the design and use of space in the video game, and the 

individual game's worldview also determines how the game's diegetic world is 

constructed and represented on screen, and what it means” (51). This opening remark 

acknowledges technological and aesthetic influences on a video game's interface but 

moreover, provides reason for understanding the interface as embodying a worldview or a 

localized ideology. In the way that my study defines interface, Wolf's descriptions of the 

types of space indicate the visual limits of the interface by referring to similar cinematic 

spaces. Describing type 5, Wolf states that screens that “can scroll both side to side and 

up and down [ . . . ] impl[y] a large plane of space, of which a small rectangle is seen at 

any given time” (58). He compares this kind of space to the “sideways tracking 

movement [ . . . ] found mainly in cel animation” (58). The consequence of this type of 
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space is that “players must often monitor the edges of the screen for incoming characters, 

but there is more uncertainty as to when and where these characters will appear” (“Space 

in the Video Game” 59). Thus, the visual limit in type 5 is that the player cannot view the 

whole topographical place and must explore it in order to learn it. The player's avatar is 

constantly vulnerable and unprepared for surprise movements (pleasant or nasty), unless 

the player has previously played the game and provided that the game's topographical 

places never change.  Each of Wolf's types has visual limits impacting the player. 

 Related to space are the topics of immersion and engagement, which Alison 

McMahan has studied. She does not espouse a total video game theory as James 

Newman,  but her contribution covers player involvement and the design elements that 

generate it. She clarifies the issue's key terms—immersion, engagement, and presence—

in light of related research on virtual reality environments (VREs). She defines 

immersion:   

Three conditions create a sense of immersion in a virtual reality or 3-D 
computer game: (1) the user's expectations of the game or environment 
must match the environment's conventions fairly closely; (2) the user's 
actions must have a non-trivial impact on the environment; and (3) the 
conventions of the world must be consistent, even if they don't match 
those of 'meatspace.' (McMahan 68-9) 

Conditions (1) and (3) can involve image making, whereas the second condition is 

geared toward interactivity. Engagement is “the nondiegetic level of involvement 

with a game” (79). Presence is a more complicated concept and provokes a schema 

of subsidiary concepts. Basing her notions on a study of presence in VREs by 

Lombardi and Ditton, McMahan lays out the characteristics of presence: 
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 [ . . . ] an increased sense of presence can result from the following 
factors: quality of social interaction, realism in the environment (graphics, 
sound, etc.), from the effect of 'transportation,' from the degree of 
immersiveness generated by the interface, from the user's ability to 
accomplish significant actions within the environment and the social 
impact of what occurs in the environment, and from users responding to 
the computer itself as an intelligent, social agent. (72-3) 

These characteristics rely on interactivity or image or cognition or a combination of the 

aforementioned. McMahan uses the term “interface” to refer to the hardware for user 

input and immersion in the game. Summing up these characteristics, she states that “what 

each dimension has in common [is] 'the perceptual illusion of nonmediation'” (73). In 

other words, presence happens for a player when the player ceases to recognize the 

artificiality of the environment or substitutes the artificial environment for reality. 

 McMahan's schema for presence results from her discussion. From the point of 

view of the video game medium's interface, the most germane parts of the discussion are 

“realism” (75) and “perceptual and psychological immersion” (77). Realism is the one 

characteristic of presence in which image dominates. Her description of realism evinces 

that notion: realism is “how accurately does the virtual environment represent objects, 

events and people” (75). Her language invokes the idea of  mimesis and concentrates on 

exterior appearances; furthermore, she elaborates on this theme: 

Realism is subdivided into social realism (the extent to which social 
interactions in the VRE matched interactions in the real world), and 
perceptual realism (how closely do the objects, environments, and events 
depicted match those that actually exist). (75) 

For the perceptual half of realism, depiction, which refers to the visual aspect, is the 
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primary criterion. One possible exception to equating depiction with image would be its 

metaphorical use in which the reproduction of sound and movement are conceived as 

visual mimesis. However, the term “objects” refers to things that a person sees, and the 

term “environments” holds strong association with the same notion, although it permits 

sound and movement into its semantics. In contrast, the word “events” lacks a definite 

association with image and carries an abstract meaning such as pure movement or the 

equivalent of a narrative's plot. From McMahan's description of realism, the visual aspect 

is favored as the discriminating criterion for determining the degree of mimesis in a 3D 

video game. McMahan's schema comes into play with this discussion of realism,  

subdividing perceptual realism into “Sureties, Shocks, and Surprises” (76).  

McMahan encapsulates her overall theory at one point: “immersion and the 

nondiegetic level of involvement with a game that I have labeled engagement are both 

aspects of what researchers in virtual reality have labeled presence” (79). It seems clear 

from her article that presence is the goal of 3D video games, so her theory explains the 

creation of presence and visual verisimilitude. This concept shows that the video game 

medium's interface matters because it serves to generate that “perceptual illusion of 

nonmediation” (73). It also verifies that image is one of the central modes of the video 

game medium. 

 McMahan's theory of immersion and engagement depends on the player's 

relationship to the interface's visual mode. Her theory addresses the game world as image 

and “manual interfaces” (Saunders and Novak) but not the onscreen controls that 
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manipulate the game world and its denizens (player avatars, NPCs, and movable objects). 

This area belongs to GUI design. Alan Cooper's About Face is the authoritative book. 

Conventional software interface design is still part of the video game interface, part of 

their semiotic lexicon. Video game interface designers venerate About Face so much that 

the medium's only books on video game interface design, Fox's Game Interface Design 

(2004) and Saunders and Novak's Game Development Essentials: Game Interface Design 

(2007), cite Cooper's book. This discussion is based on the widely circulated edition of 

the book, About Face 2.0 by Cooper and Robert Reimann. 

Applicable Ideas from Conventional Software Interface Design 

 Generally speaking, video game theorists rely on the existing terminology and 

concepts from the related field of software interface design, which focuses on 

productivity software such as word processors and spreadsheets. User interface design for 

video games is based on the principles developed for productivity software user 

interfaces, so it is worth sketching out some of the ideas and components that are shared 

in both types of software. Alan Cooper's book About Face stands as the foundational 

tome on user interface design in the software industry. The most relevant to theorizing the 

interface of the video game medium are “visual design principles” (225-62), “controls 

and their behaviors” (321-434), and “mice and manipulation” (263-320). Cooper and 

Robert Reimann provide axioms and advice on how to enact them in these areas. 

 The area connected to interface as defined in this study is visual design 
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principles.17

 Later in the chapter, they comment on the relationship between aesthetics and 

software interfaces. For productivity software, aesthetics should be minimal and 

unobtrusive. However, they admit an exception for other types of software: 

 The core of Cooper and Reimann's theory of visual interface design comes 

in two statements: 1) “Design of user interfaces does not entirely exclude aesthetic 

concerns, but rather places such concerns within the constraints of a functional 

framework” (Cooper and Reimann 225), and 2) “Visual interface design must take 

advantage of our innate visual processing capabilities to help programs communicate 

their behavior and function to users” (227). The first statement suggests that every 

interface blends aesthetics and function but favors function. In light of their supporting 

maxims, the second statement implies a bias toward image over text. 

That said, educational and entertainment applications, especially those 
designed for children, have room for a bit more stylistic experimentation. 
The visual experience of the interface and content are part of the 
enjoyment of these applications, and a greater argument can also be made 
for thematic relationships between controls and content. Even in these 
cases, however, basic affordances should be preserved so that users can, in 
fact, reach the content easily. (237) 

Despite making stylistic allowances for other types of software, Cooper and Reimann 

insist on function over appearance. Nevertheless, they acknowledge that for non-

productivity software, the style of the interface matters, and a relationship exists between 

the interface and the software's content. Although not discussed further in About Face 

                                                 
17 Some of this material is familiar to anyone who has encountered visual design 

principles in other fields such as book design, print advertising, and graphic design 
generally.  
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2.0, the relationship between a software's interface and content suggests that the interface 

has a rhetorical function in leading the software user into the content.   

 Regarding people's “visual processing capabilities,” they articulate the full  import 

of this core notion in their assertion that people's brains process images quicker than text. 

For that reason, they advocate textual minimalism in software interfaces: “Interfaces 

should try to minimize the amount of text that must be read in order to navigate the 

interface successfully” (241). Their discussion of text hinges on the hypothesis that 

reading text interferes with a software user's work flow.  They conceive of text as having 

a supporting role in interface design whereas images are positioned as the primary 

vehicle of communication (241). 

 For the most part, their sections on controls and manipulation describe standard 

practices for conventional (productivity) software interface design and the rationale for 

them. They provide a schema for understanding the components that are a part of 

conventional software interfaces. Namely, they define and describe the common onscreen 

controls, collectively named “widgets”. Widgets include windows, buttons, icons, 

toolbars, pull-down menus, radio buttons, check boxes, scroll bars, dialog boxes, and 

tooltips in addition to controls restricted to special categories of software, such as palettes 

and panels in graphics applications. Widgets in interface design should not be obscured, 

overused, or illegible.  

  Widgets appear in video games to varying degrees due to the technology involved 
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in the hardware platform and the characteristics of the platform.18

 The interface design theory of About Face 2.0 lays the foundation for video game 

interface design, but it does not address the peculiarities of interface design for video 

games. It mentions “visual identity” but does not dwell on it because conventional 

software interface design is applied to productivity software such as word processors and 

spreadsheets, where the primary design goal is to make the interface invisible.

 For instance, video 

game consoles such as the Nintendo GameCube rely on television sets as the display 

hardware, and past television sets were not equipped to display high resolution graphics. 

Hence, interface designers for console video games reduced the number of widgets and 

simplified their visual appearance for the sake of legibility. 

19

                                                 
18 In the fields of computer science and computer engineering, the term “platform” 

usually refers to the collection of hardware on which software runs. To clarify 
meaning, the phrase “hardware platform” is sometimes used. Despite the seeming 
redundancy of the phrase, its use has become necessary because some people in 
computer science have redefined the term “platform” to also mean a specific 
collection of interdependent software. 

 On that 

score, the books of Fox and co-authors Saunders and Novak have filled in the gaps. The 

peculiarities of interface design for video games revolve around maximizing functionality 

while integrating the interface into the game world. To clarify, integration differs from 

invisibility, assuming that the interface can never become truly invisible but can be 

rendered less disruptive to the player's gameplay experience. 

19 However, as Cynthia Selfe and Richard Selfe articulated in their article “The Politics 
of Interface,” even the interfaces of productivity software are influential despite their 
vaunted invisibility. 
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“Look and Feel” as the Master Trope for Video Game Interface Design Theory à la Fox 

 About Face 2.0 provides the groundwork for understanding video game software 

interface but says nothing about the peculiarities . Since the publication of the book, two  

new video game interface design books were published. The earliest—Brent Fox's Game 

Interface Design— emphasizes graphic design instead of software design. As a 

practitioner-theorist in video game interface design, Fox grasps the relationship between 

graphic design and software design in video games, providing a rationale for video game 

interface design, insight into the adaption of graphic design principles to video game 

interfaces, and principles for creating a heads-up display (HUD). 

  Fox's rationale for video game interface design is that interfaces are indispensable 

to players.  For him, Video games cannot exist without interfaces: “The interface is a vital 

component of a game and should not be treated as a component that is unrelated to the 

game or as an unimportant task” (Fox 2). His assertion characterizes interfaces as key to 

video games, revealing something about the relationship between the interface and the 

rest of the video game. In positive terms, the interface is related to the game, and its 

design is necessary. He implies that the game success depends in part on the interface. 

This implication becomes explicit as he promotes the concept of the interface's “look and 

feel” pervading the rest of the game: “The best interfaces have a very distinctive style. 

They capture the appropriate feel for the game. Great interfaces have a unique look and 

feel” (41). At this point, Fox presents the interface as presaging the “look and feel” for 

the entire game, revealing that video games embody a feeling beyond the interface itself,  
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viewing it as a topos or a trope. This passage also supports one of the chapter's opening 

statements: “The look of the design is what the end users will remember” (27). The whole 

chapter seems to flow out of this statement’s embedded concept of the design’s 

memorability.  The methods for making it memorable are various—color, style, icons, 

and so forth—but the overall lesson is that the player carries the impression generated by 

the interface into the rest of the game: basically, it colors the player's experience. 

 Within this framework, Fox advances two major concepts—the relationship 

between image and text and the heads-up display as the penultimate convergence of every 

video game interface design principle. Fox affirms that video game interfaces blend  text 

and image: “Text is a powerful tool that is often overlooked or at least underestimated by 

designers working on game interfaces. The style of text in an interface can set the mood 

of the game” (87). His conceptualization of text is typographic instead of linguistic. 

Words are another visual resource for conveying the game's “look and feel.” 

Simultaneously, he acknowledges the semantic quality of words when he restricts the 

length of text: “No one likes to read a lot of text when playing a video game; therefore, 

text should only be used when it [is] absolutely necessary” (ibid.).  This statement implies 

a balancing of image and text. He becomes explicit on this point when discussing icons: 

“Icons are an important method of communication in an interface. Displaying 

information graphically is always more interesting than displaying a lot of text” (139). 

Icons reduce  but do not eliminate  it, indicating that he envisions the interface as 

utilizing both image and text but image is dominant. 
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  The relationship between image and text coalesces in his description of the 

heads-up display. He assigns supreme importance to this part of the video game interface: 

“The acronym HUD stands for Heads-Up Display. HUD refers to the interface and 

display information that is onscreen while the game is in progress. This in-game interface 

is very important because it affects game-play” (Fox 145). The heads-up display is a 

resource for the player during gameplay (fig. 40).  The ratio between image and text 

becomes critical due to the fast pace of gameplay.  Other pieces of the video game 

interface are not time-constrained, creating a heads-up display covering three conceptual 

areas: minimalism, the image-text ratio, and “look and feel.” A heads-up display is 

informative yet unintrusive:  “One of the basic rules to follow when creating HUD is to 

take up as little screen space as possible” (145). He describes ways of reducing the screen 

real estate of the heads-up display, including removing unnecessary information, moving 

information into gameplay, pop-up menus, and “dynamic content,” in which the heads-up 

display changes according to gameplay context (146, 147, 148). In terms of the image-

text ratio, his main advice is to “[d]isplay as much information as you can graphically” 

(Fox 152). His contention is that players more readily absorb images than text during 

gameplay. Lastly, he posits the heads-up display as another piece in the game's overall 

“look and feel”: “Make sure the HUD fits the look and feel of the entire game” (151). 

This statement is another instance of Fox's insistence that the game's interface contributes 

to the overall design of the game and the player's experience of it. 

Atmosphere, Feedback, and Control as Major Tropes of Video Game Interface Design 
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Theory à la Saunders and Novak 

 Saunders and Novak's theory of video game interface design is more schematic 

than Fox's, illuminating aspects that Fox treats allusively: the range of goals involved in 

designing a video game interface, and the specific relations between aesthetics, 

atmosphere, and the interface's functions. Their theory depends on their definition of the 

video game: “Games are about interactivity—and these two elements, [ feedback and 

control,] are exactly what differentiate games from other forms of entertainment, such as 

movies” (65). Predicated on the concept of interactivity, they articulate the goals of the 

video game interface's design: feedback and control; immersion and “functionality, 

usability, aesthetics, and accessibility” (33). 

 Immersion has been covered in more detail by Alison McMahan, but Saunders 

and Novak introduce the concept of atmosphere. They state, “A less important but still 

interesting purpose of the interface is to contribute to the game's atmosphere. The nature 

of the interface is ideally consistent with the type of game being played” (Saunders and 

Novak 28). Atmosphere is the feeling(s) and ideas that permeate the game. The interface 

is part of the atmosphere, embodying and reinforcing those feelings and ideas. The 

game's software interface is not merely functional but contributes to the game's topoi. 

 Aesthetically, Saunders and Novak consider aesthetics to be an integral element in 

the game's interface: “In interface design, form should follow function, but the aesthetics 

of an interface should not be ignored.  [ . . . ]  Since the interface is always evident, it is 

especially important that it be attractive” (38). Nevertheless, the concept of aesthetics 
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does not rule out the sublime, or something that is eye-catching yet does not conform to a 

culture's conventional definition of beauty. Many role-playing and first-person shooter 

games have a game interface that can be described as “attractive” in the sublime sense, 

featuring dark colors, images of rough-hewn stones or metallic artifacts, or Gothic art. 

Saunders and Novak also clarify where aesthetics apply: “Aesthetics affect interface 

elements associated with feedback—but not control” (38). For them, aesthetics pertain to 

the visual representation of controls on-screen but not  functions.  Atmospherically, 

feedback is an entirely visual phenomenon in video game interface design,—its ideas, its 

values, and its tropes. Likewise, atmosphere emanates from the visual design of the 

game's interface (in addition to other elements of the game). The visual design for 

feedback contributes to the game's atmosphere. 

 The semantic potency of atmosphere could be viewed as the game's interface. 

Saunders and Novak ask their readers to “consider another possible definition of a game 

interface—which consists of everything that conveys information to the player (feedback) 

or allows the player to send commands to the game (control). By this definition, all of a 

game's graphics are part of the interface!” (65). Image and text in the game is part of the 

game's interface—which forwards the notion in this chapter that every video game has an 

interface, extending beyond the areas  of conventional software interface design because 

every piece of the game's visual rendering  filters the experience of the game world and 

gameplay of the player. 

 Besides interface design, Saunders and Novak provide a typology of interfaces in 
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video games: perspective, static versus dynamic, and active versus passive. The power 

gained from a typology is a way of comprehending them. They define perspective as “the 

camera and basic control scheme the game employs” (59). In video game design, the term 

“camera” refers to a simulation of a motion picture camera within digital space.20

 Rhetorically, it matters which perspective is used for the game and which 

interface elements are static, dynamic, active, or passive because each type of assignation 

affects gameplay, the player's view of the game world, and the player's overall 

experience. Each  perspective Saunders and Novak lists has a fixed camera, meaning that 

 The 

perspective axis includes two-dimensional, isometric, first-person point of view, and 

third-person point of view. Isometric perspective entails “[t]he camera  [ . . . ]  

[positioned] above the world, looking down at an angle” (61). The remaining axes 

contain two terms each. Regarding static versus dynamic types of interfaces, they state, 

“We will refer to the interface-only elements as the static game interface (SGI) and those 

incorporated into the game as the dynamic game interface (DGI)” (66). For the active 

versus passive types of interfaces, they provide these definitions: “An active interface is 

one with which the player can interact.  [ . . . ]  By contrast, a passive interface conveys 

information to the player but is not interactive and cannot be controlled by the player” 

(ibid.). Hence, a two-dimensional type of interface could have static, dynamic, active, and 

passive interface elements.  

                                                 
20 The reason is that computers can emulate three-dimensional space through 

mathematical modeling, and non-programmers can envision a metaphorical camera 
better than the mathematics behind its computational representation. 
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the camera angle is programmed neither to change automatically nor to let the player alter 

it.21

 The discussion of the extant video game interface theory illuminated the two key 

points of the entire surface of the video game being the interface and the presence of 

ideology embedded in the interface’s visual design and construction of space. Those 

points and their supporting sub-points raised the specter of rhetoric in that the theories 

suggested the concepts of implied author, attitude, and pathos. However, as the later 

discussion of the history of the development of the video game medium will demonstrate, 

the practice of the video game interface is infinitely more complicated than the extant 

video game interface theory indicates and is imbued with several more rhetorical 

concepts governed by articulatable rhetorical principles. The concepts include a variation 

on Booth’s implied author, ethos, pathos, logos, and the imbrication of ideology in the 

interface’s visual rhetoric and interactivity. 

 Such fixity of the camera angle supports their contention that the interface helps to 

form the game's atmosphere because the player's view of the game world is permanently 

shaped by the camera angle of the selected perspective—a worldview. 

Rhetorical Principles of the Video Game Interface 

 Based on the extant body of video game theory, the effect of the interface of the 

video game medium on players is clear, even if the theorists and practitioner-theorists 

have not expressed the concept in those terms. Chris Crawford, another practitioner-
                                                 
21 Although Saunders and Novak mention “hybrid perspective,” they do not give it 

much credence because games with hybrid perspectives are uncommon. 
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theorist of video game design, grouses that young video game designers pay too much 

attention to the graphics of the interface and not enough time on the gameplay and the 

functionality of the interface (107-8). Although graphics (as in computer-rendered 

images) are not the totality of the video game interface, Crawford's remark reflects the 

fact that video game designers consider the images, technology, and real-time 

reproduction during gameplay. The core idea of interface-related video game theory is 

that every design decision regarding image, text, and interactivity communicates a 

message to the player,  indicating that rhetorical principles are at work in the interfaces of 

video games. 

 The overview of the history of supporting technology and developing aesthetics of 

the video game and the interface-related video game theory intimated some of the 

rhetorical principles. With the context in place, the principles can be articulated explicitly. 

They are the following in no particular order:  

1. The ethos of a video game's interface stems from the characteristics of the 

supporting technology, the aesthetics, the ratio of text to image, the types of 

controls, and the perspective. 

2. The interface is designed to embody the pathos of the video game's content. 

3. The design of an interface utilizes visual tropes. 

4. The interface possesses the logic of information architecture, geometrical 

spatiality, and sequence. 

5. Efficacious interfaces acclimate the player to the game (its gameplay and game 
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world). 

6. Interactivity in the interface transforms the player into a participant observer. 

Principle #1: Interface Ethos 

 The  ethos of a video game interface is similar to a novel's implied author. The 

interface contains its own “character,” which is  harmonious with the rest of the game. 

The character is a collection of values and ideas embedded in the  details of the finished 

design of a video game's interface, which encompasses the game's entire surface and not 

merely the front menu, the heads-up display, and conventional software user interface 

widgets.22  The interface's character stems from visual, textual, and interactive elements. 

Its ethos underlies the argument that the game is designed to express, operating as the 

argument's spine. Each element contributes a value or an idea that supports and frames 

the game's argument. The value or idea is conveyed through the choice of element and, at 

other times, through the element's visual design (color, shape, typography, etc.). These 

decisions form a cluster of related values and ideas23

                                                 
22 Widget is a technical term in user interface design that refers to the standard graphical 

controls that allow the user to manipulate the software. Examples of widgets are 
scrollbars, modal dialogue boxes, buttons, and pull-down menus. (See About Face 2.0 
for descriptions of user interface widgets.) 

 that evoke an outline of an 

argument—that is, they lay the foundation for an articulated argument. They counteract 

the semantic superfluity, which is Eco's “encyclopedia” (Semiotics and the Philosophy of 

Language), latent in each element, reducing it to a unitary message. 

23 See Barthes' essay “Rhetoric of the Image.” 
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  Because its basic content is familiar, the video game American McGee's Alice can 

aid in the distinction between content and interface so that the analysis does not drift 

from the interface itself. Generally speaking, the interface of American McGee's Alice 

includes its color scheme, its typography, its visual style, its character designs, its front 

menu system, its heads-up display, its selection of user controls and information display 

mechanisms, its perspective, its type of space, its use of cut-scenes, its employment of 

imagetext, and its range of interactive elements. 

 Collectively, the interface elements convey a gloomy outlook for the game: 

cynical, pessimistic, or even nihilistic. Regardless of the precise interpretation, the 

interface elements contribute and form the interface's ethos, which itself is tragic yet 

searches for  the happy ending, groping for control over a world gone mad. Several 

elements construct the interface's ethos such as: color scheme, perspective, user controls, 

cut-scenes, and the use of imagetext.  

 First, the interface's color scheme embodies the value of life, resisting the doom. 

The doom comes from the scheme's dark colors (black, charcoal gray, dark browns, dingy 

white, muted tan, bronze, dark red, light gray, dark blue). These colors share the qualities 

of being lacklustre and shadowy, exuding oppression or  suppression of vivacity, 

portending a bad ending. In contrast, the scheme includes luminescence derived from the 

colors of  yellow, bright blue, bright green, and bright red as well as stark white. These 

colors share the quality of light—vitality. Bright red values life and vitality, opposing 

dark red's idea of loss ( spilled blood) and its value of the primacy of death. The 
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luminescent colors hold a secondary position in the color scheme; the scheme embodies a 

chiaroscuro battle between light and dark. In other words, it represents the values of life 

and death vying for dominance, suggesting that death's worldview prevails. 

 Second, the interface's perspective has restricted control—first person, except in  

third person cut-scenes. The first-person mode features a full, 360-degree, camera view,  

containing the values of individualism and self-reliance. Third person has the idea of the 

individual—in other words, the world is larger than a person, insignificance of humanity.  

First person is augmented by the virtual camera system, freedom and control over one's 

destiny. The values of the two perspectives conflict. Third person tempers first person, 

wresting control away from the player—forced passivity.  

 Third, user controls communicate certain ideas originating from user interface 

design for productivity software and the need for manipulating such software, giving the 

user freedom. In American McGee's Alice, the user controls are  buttons, check boxes, 

scrollbars, slide bars, and image map hot spots—imagetext. Image map hot spots function 

like simple hypertext links, providing a discrete range of options to the user: the binary 

controls eliminate freedom; the discrete controls restrict freedom; and continuum control 

convey unrestricted freedom (not anarchy).  Collectively these user controls limit 

choice—a feudal ideology. 

 Fourth, the cut-scenes pull the player from an interactive mode and invoke 

imagetext, valuing competency in multimodal communication. The developers of 

American McGee's Alice used three-dimensional animation and a captioning system . 
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Text arises in the cut-scenes via captions and recorded speech, addressing a larger 

audience: sensory-enabled players, and deaf and blind players accommodated through 

overcoding (see Eco). However, the multimodality implies an expectation of 

multimodally competency.24

 Fifth, the use of imagetext in the entire interface embeds specific values into the 

game's ethos.  Cut-scenes competency in understanding imagetext is one value. Imagetext 

itself possesses three values: 1) information should be accessible to everybody; 2) nobody 

should be punished for being weak in one mode of communication over another; and 3) 

complexity is a virtue, suggesting a democratic ideology, which espouses that people 

cannot participate in government and society at large if they are denied free access to 

information (see Dahl).

 In other words, imagetext competency is a value of this 

game's interface ethos. 

25

 Subsequently, based on these five elements in the game's interface, American 

 The fact that American McGee's Alice  uses imagetext reveals 

that the game's designers wanted to offer a different, perceptual perspective on the world 

consonant with its topsy-turvy content, the Alice books, overturning the status quo 

(perceptually and logically). 

                                                 
24 In an effort to avoid the murky, metaphorical use of the term “literacy,” I substitute 

the concept of competency as the genus of the species “literacy” since competency is 
the core concept in the terms “literacy,” “numeracy,” and “graphicacy” (Stafford 5). 
After all, images are not literally the same as text, and traditionally, literacy has 
referred to linguistic (or textual) competency. 

25 Unfortunately, the English language is insufficient on this point: in this case, “free” is 
meant in the sense of freedom, not price. 
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McGee's Alice features a complex interface ethos. It extends and constrains the hand of 

the player. The catalog of ideas and values are death's dominance over life, the 

insignificance of humanity, limited choice, free accessibility of information, and 

perceptual shock. They resonate a gloomy attitude toward life, and nonprejudicial flow of 

information. The interface's ethos informs the player that the game is one of impossible 

odds, requiring detective work and cunning. 

Principle #2: Interface Pathos 

 The interface pathos stems from its creator's application of visual design 

principles, interactivity, and animation. The emotions and their values foster an empiricist 

argument about the game world and gameplay. The player experiences the game thru 

colors, patterns, shapes, and type of space and perspective. As noted in the theory section, 

video game interface designers, who restrict themselves to the front menus, the heads-up 

display, in-game feedback mechanisms, know that the onscreen controls and animation 

contribute to the interface's experience through emotion, Fox’s phrase “look and feel”, 

and gameplay experience. The pathos of interface, as Fox and Saunders and Novak 

define it, extends to the medium's interface as defined in my study. The front menu 

engenders the audience expectations. The heads-up display operates as a persistant frame 

on the game world, and it imbues the game world with the emotions embedded within 

it.26

                                                 
26 One key difference between a painting's frame and the heads-up display as 
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 American McGee's Alice exemplifies this relationship because its interface is 

designed to be a piece of the game, pathos-laden. Its front menu prepares the player for 

the game's emotional ride: It feels Victorian and Gothic, scientific and antiquarian, and 

filled with foreboding dread of death or destruction. (fig. 41) The front menu's color 

scheme is dark, but its bright patches are pallid, with Victorian style, images and 

backgrounds.  It  features Alice clutching a rabbit, cloth doll and sitting upright on an old-

fashioned, hospital cot. Her facial expression seems horrified because of her wide-open 

eyes and agape mouth. (fig. 42) The main front menu is creepy and ominous while 

inspiring curiosity about Alice's situation. The settings and load/save menus invoke the 

antiquarian, the scientific, and the deathly, using a map of the human mind for accessing 

its submenus. (fig. 43) The parchment map of the mind suggests the scientific, whereas 

the aged writing surface with its brown ink implies the antiquarian impulse to preserve 

the old in the face of modern science, expressing a detachment from life, and an affinity 

for death. The settings menu contains one contrasting visual element: on the right side, in 

a brass picture frame (or perhaps, within a mirror's frame, given the use of a mirror in 

Carroll's Looking Glass), Alice rocks back and forth. She is dressed in a black-and-white 

pinnafore featuring a skull clasp for its cloth ties. Alice lacks facial expression. The 

animation of Alice brings liveliness to the screen, yet the skull clasp is symbolic of death. 

                                                                                                                                                 
frame,besides one being material and the other virtual, is that a painting's frame may 
not be selected by its creator, whereas the heads-up display is deliberately a part of 
the video game itself. Thus, the semiotic import of the heads-up display is greater 
than a painting's frame. 
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Her lack of facial expression is emblematic of a vivacious person in a death-filled world. 

 These feelings continue into the game proper and beyond. The opening cut scene 

is filled with images of destruction (flames burning objects in Alice's home), life (the fire 

in the fireplace giving life-sustaining warmth to the house's occupants; Alice's cat 

roaming around the family room, where the fireplace is; Alice awakening in the hospital 

bed after the house burned down), darkness (Alice's cat is black; the fire happens at night; 

the hospital room is dim), and fear (Alice's screams during the house burning; Alice 

clutching tightly a rabbit, cloth doll in her hospital room; the White Rabbit urging Alice 

to save Wonderland). The hospital room in the cut scene is enclosed; thus, the transition 

of falling down a chimney-like hole reinforces the feeling of imprisonment.  

 The game's pathos extends from the signage and labels in the game world: a map 

of Wonderland, the labeled miner's town as “The Village of the Damned”, indicates a dire 

circumstance, and the  Alice/Chesire Cat conversation affirms this prolepsis. In the 

miner's town and the mine are ominous signs such as “Danger,” “Buzzsaw Mill,” and 

“Yur Mine,” convincing the player of the need for the quest, killing the Queen of Hearts, 

and spurring the player to forward action. Emotion permeates a video game's interface 

and  guides the player's strategy and actions in the game.  

Principle #3: Tropes in Design 

 Pathos in design dovetails into the tropes of a video game interface. Tropes are 

primarily based in image, but textual tropes do occur. In art history, a visual trope is 

usually called a motif, a cultural image that recurs in art, such as the cross or the figure of 
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Death. They are not the subject of the artwork, but they contribute to its message by 

complicating and reinforcing its meaning. In the above analysis, American McGee's 

Alice, visual tropes were intimated because of references to certain images and their 

symbolism. Visual tropes delimit the number of  messages, guiding their audience away 

from some ideas and towards others. For instance, the skull clasp on Alice's pinafore 

suggests that Alice is not a happy-go-lucky child. The skull is a visual trope that contains 

more than emotional leverage but also cultural meanings of death, evil, anatomy, sorcery 

(necromancy), and destruction. They are a collection of thoughts about the world 

(“attitudes”, Kenneth Burke). The visual trope of the skull is reinforced by other visual 

tropes such as darkness. Whereas Lewis Carroll's Alice books seem like a daydream to its 

audience. The interface of American McGee's Alice is  designed to condition its audience 

to perceive the game as a waking nightmare. 

  Preparing the player for gameplay, and  embracing  the game's objectives, visual 

tropes immerse the player into the game world. They describe the basic gameplay, sketch 

the game world, and give the player reason to pursue the game. In American McGee's 

Alice, the visual tropes communicate the objective of banishing the darkness and the pall 

of death from Wonderland.  

 Textual tropes in the video game's interface add to the game's “atmosphere” ( 

Saunders and Novak) and suggest gameplay strategies . Textual tropes in video games  

are surrounded by visual tropes. Because they are embedded in a graphically rendered 

world, their meanings are laden with the meanings of the surrounding images. For 
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instance, the sign “Buzzsaw Mill” in the miner's town in American McGee's Alice seems 

ominous and suggests death because it is placed among visual tropes of death and decay. 

Outside of that context, the words seem curious for a mill, particularly a lumber mill, 

because it sounds redundant: lumber mills have buzz saws, so it is odd to name a mill 

after one of its tools. Textual signs proliferate throughout the game, but each one is based 

on redundancy, hyperbole, and punning— the uncanny. Their connotations are the 

same—danger in the form of potential death. The signs build the game’s atmosphere, 

insinuating a need for caution on the part of the player and implying that moving forward 

in the game will not be easy. In one part of the mine, a sign reading “DANGER” warns 

the player and implies a vigilantly watchful eye as a gameplay strategy. 

Principle #4: Interface Logos 

 As discussed with comics, logos can be as simple as a sequence or a linear 

narrative. The interface of the video game uses logos or the absence of logos as part of its 

design. Nevertheless, a video game and its interface cannot escape logos because a goal is 

involved, and the movement towards that goal is always forward, even if the game world 

circles back on itself. In first-person perspective, this forward movement is made literal 

in that the camera only allows the player to see in front of him or herself. Looking behind 

requires the player to move the avatar around to view the space that was in back of the 

avatar's body. In this sense, sight in first-person perspective video games is ahead but  

never behind, encouraging forward movement. American McGee's Alice is designed for 

advancement: small goals lead to bigger goals, progressing toward the game's ultimate 
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goal. Areas in the game world tend to be claustrophobic. Exploration is limited. 

 Logos also surfaces in the design of the front menus, heads-up displays, and other 

software interfaces that organize and present information to the player. Layout tends to be 

rectilinear and hierarchical. They are more saturated with text than the rest of the 

interface. For example, Neverwinter Nights has tables.  American McGee's Alice has a 

hierarchical front menu: the settings menu sits above the control, audio, video, and game 

menus. Each menu conforms to conventional, Western, top-to-bottom, left-to-right grid 

layout. 

Principle #5: Player Acclimation 

 As the previous principles have implied, one purpose of the video game's interface  

is to acclimate the player to the game—its world, its rules, and its attitude towards life. 

That attitude can be as simple as “kill or be killed”. For example, as a genre, role-playing 

games have quest narratives: saving the world because life or civilization is precious, or  

preservation of the status quo is better than chaos and perpetual misery. Acclimating the 

player extends beyond visual tropes, interface pathos, and interface logos. Player 

acclimation is wrapped up in Saunders and Novak's concept of atmosphere or Fox's “look 

and feel”. Atmosphere depends on the qualities that make a video game immersive: a 

flawlessly rendered game world, text that collaborates with the images, on-screen 

controls, and a perspective and type of space that incites audience participation. The 

predominant factors in player acclimation are: perspective, type of space, and control  

selection. For strategy games, the isometric perspective is prevalent. A video game, such 
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as Zoo Tycoon 2, offers other perspectives to the player (zookeeper, map, and photo 

safari), but the initial game world impression is isometric. One quality of a real-time 

strategy game or a business simulation is building and manipulating resources on a macro 

level, distancing the player from the game world's minutiae. The game world becomes a 

Cartesian grid transformed into a logic problem rather than a drama. In contrast, 

American McGee's Alice inaugurates the player with a first-person perspective, 

suggesting a model of exploration and caution. It is arguably more immersive than the 

isometric perspective, but are designed to foster different gameplays. Type of space 

signals how the game world works: three-dimensional graphics yield real life objects, 

whereas two-dimensional graphics bespeak a planar geometry. As Wolf explained, types 

of spaces exceed the contrast between two- and three-dimensional figures. A two-

dimensional racing game may limit movement to the vertical dimension. A different 

video game may prevent vertical movement but enable multi-screen, horizontal 

movement (for instance, Pitfall [Atari 1980]). Each type of space informs the player of 

gameplay rules. In Pitfall, the player can jump his or her avatar over obstacles but cannot 

escape hazards by running along the tops of the trees, reflecting a notion of forward 

movement without any positive escape. Escaping Pitfall's game world requires exiting 

the game or becoming overwhelmed by the obstacles: holes, crocodiles, natives, snakes, 

and boulders. 

 Equally instrumental in learning the game world is controls selection. Borrowing 

from conventional software interface design and cinema, the video game medium has a 
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raft of on-screen controls. Each video game chooses options in order to craft the 

interactive part of the interface. One game may offer the player optimum freedom,  

(American McGee's Alice). Another may restrict the controls ( Asteroids, Fate, or Alice's 

Magical Mahjong). Control selection tends to be in concert with perspective and type of 

space. American McGee's Alice has a three-dimensional space and a first-person 

perspective. It can feature controls over the game's virtual camera, ceding to the player 

control over a 360 degree sphere of camera angles. 

Principle #6: Designed Player Subjectivity 

 The extension of player acclimation is player subjectivity.  Subject position is 

rooted in perspective and type of space. Perspective is the main factor because it works 

like a camera (photographic or cinematic). Type of space is secondary because it 

reinforces perspective. One of the few differences between one video game and another is 

perspective, not space. Both Dark Forces and Warcraft III are three-dimensional video 

games. Their perspectives are not similar: Dark Forces features a forward-looking, first-

person perspective, whereas Warcraft III has an isometric perspective. The virtual camera 

system of Dark Forces includes the function to look up and down and side-to-side, but 

Warcraft III's camera system is rigid. The perspective implies a relationship to the world. 

The forward-looking, first-person perspective suggests one is in charge of one's actions 

yet a potential victim. The player is placed on an equal footing with the world's denizens,  

giving the player the feeling of being there. In contrast, isometric perspective distances 

the player from the details of the game world. The type of space may enable both  
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perspectives, but it does not determine the perspective; therefore, perspective is a design 

choice and a rhetorical strategy. 

  Other factors in player subjectivity are color scheme, artistic style, literary style, 

typography, shape, the ratio of image and text, types of on-screen controls, and types of 

feedback mechanisms. The primary effect of color scheme, artistic style, literary style, 

typography, and shape is pathos, providing the emotive theme for the game. The ratio of 

image and text in a video game's interface determines the player’s thinking. Decoding 

causes the player to slow down. A decrease in speed implies contemplation; thus, text 

encourages abstract, logical, and methodical thinking. In contrast, images allow snap 

decisions.  As Fox points out, a front menu and heads-up display can be pure text, 

requiring a degree of literacy.  Since the 1990’s, pure text is rare. Text requires 

knowledge that image does not, and vice versa. The type of thinking required is indicated 

by the ratio of image and text. Rapid thinking requires more images than text, cartoon 

pictures. If the ratio of text to image is high, the interface, assumes an intellectual subject 

position by the player. If the opposite is true, the player acts the role of a 

phenomenological subject position—based on action, instinct, and sensation. There are 

other possibilities. 

 Similarly, on-screen control choices affect player thinking. Graphical controls ( 

zero text input) place the player in a role populated with text-oriented controls. Image-

based controls access visual intelligence and visual culture, whereas text-based controls 

depend on abstract thinking and a linguistic culture. The ratio of the modes within the 
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mix hints at the interface mentality expected. The types within each category: image-

based controls encompass buttons, icons, and sliders; text-based controls include text 

input boxes and keyboard commands. Check boxes, radio buttons, and selection boxes do 

not favor a specific mode. An icon draws on the player's knowledge of visual culture, 

whereas a button obtains its exact meaning from the text. An icon is oriented toward 

reading signs  (tracks, broken branches, leaves changing color, and so on). A button is 

oriented toward the culture of industrial manufacture—an artifice. The use of an icon or a 

button signals certain expectations of the player. 

Summary Remarks 

 These principles suggest ways of rhetorically analyzing video game interface. 

Using Aristotle's theory of rhetoric and neo-Aristotlian theories (such as Booth's) as a 

categorical matrix, they encapsulate the major ideas. Ethos is listed as the first principle 

because it underlies the rhetoric of  game interface. The character of the medium as 

influenced by its technologies, its modes, and its aesthetic history fosters indirect 

communication.  Interactivity altered the way in which the interface's message 

contributed to the game's overall argument. The challenge of analyzing this medium's 

interface is that one must view multiple dimensions and the video game's interface has 

depth (semiotically, structurally, ideologically, and attitudinally). 

 The video game medium, besides its dependency on fundamental computing 

technology such as the microprocessor, the ROM, the monitor, and the joystick, could not 

have existed and developed without the invention of image-oriented graphics 
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technologies. To a degree, the video games hardware ( the gamepad and the lightgun) is 

of secondary importance because without graphics support, controllers would be 

pointless. The character of the medium is partly derived from screen display because the 

medium's interactivity is only meaningful when the player receives visual feedback from 

the game. Graphics technology's provide maximum flexibility to creators: animation, 

static images, text, simulated cinematography, simulated photography, and video clips. 

This flexibility is manifest in the history of the video game's interface development. The 

medium accrued several types of space and artistic styles, and developed means of visual 

feedback, information display, onscreen controls, and multimodality (balancing image, 

text, sound, animation, narrative, and interactivity). This history shows that imagetext 

was the basis for the video game's interface, (embodying comics,literal movement, sound, 

and closure.) The relevant game theory reflects diversity in the video game's interface, 

moving from space to immersion to perspective to atmosphere or “look and feel” to the 

organization of onscreen controls and information to the ratio of text to image. The theory 

highlighted what was embedded in the medium throughout its development and inherent 

in the supporting technology.  In essence, the theory made explicit the concept that the 

interface of any video game is designed to shape player views of the game world and his 

or her approach to playing the game. The purpose of the principles was to abstract the 

ideas that inform the creation of a video game's interface into rhetorical concepts and to 

reveal the terms that video game scholars and practitioner-theorists may use in describing 

and analyzing video games and their interfaces. The principles state a central notion for 
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video game interfaces: the conjoining of imagetext with interactivity generates a rhetoric 

in which the audience actively recreates the meanings, values, and ideology embedded in 

the interface and its game. Thus, the medium of the video game surfaced in Anglophone 

culture in the 1970s, and gave rise to an interactive, dynamic kind of imagetext. Its 

interface depends on the combination of interactivity with imagetext, emphasizing 

audience participation, to create its rhetoric. 

The rhetorical principles of the video game interface have their sources in the 

history of the medium’s development.  In a sense, they coalesce from two other 

rhetorics—the rhetoric of the supporting technologies and the rhetorical possibilities 

emanating from the medium’s aesthetics, or guiding rules about what is acceptable in the 

medium. Like the media of illustrated book and comics, the video game’s supporting 

technology  was invented prior to its aesthetics, and that technology infused the medium 

with some its rhetoric, particularly the rhetorical resources that gave life to the video 

game interface. Of all of the media discussed in my study, the video game is the most 

dependent on technology for its existence. As mentioned in the first chapter, as human 

creations, every technology carries within itself the values and at least pieces of the 

ideologies, world views, or attitudes of its inventor(s).  The video game’s reliance on 

graphics technology, the graphical user interface, the microprocessor, and the input 

device (for example, the computer mouse or the gamepad) shaped not only the rhetoric of 

the medium and its interface but also influenced the video game interface’s semiotic 

resources and interactivity—which, in turn, eventually altered the interface’s rhetoric. 
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The intricacies of that turn will be addressed in a brief overview of the aesthetic history 

of the video game interface’s development, but for the moment, the focus is on the 

technological underpinnings of the video game interface and the rhetorical ramifications 

of that technology.  

The Underlying Technological Rhetoric of the Video Game Medium 

The popularity of Atari’s PONG in the 1970s attested to the public’s desire for 

imagetext-- numbers for score, lines for the paddles and and a dot  for the ball, similar to 

a comics panel. (The Ultimate History of Video Games, Kent 42). During the 1970’s and 

early eighties, imagetextual computer graphics, were research prototypes—Xerox 

PARC’s Alto in 1973—and expensive, commercial products—Xerox’s Star and Apple’s 

Lisa (Ceruzzi 261-2; Johnson 48-9).27

                                                 
27 As Steven Johnson explains, PARC was “Xerox's high-end computer science lab in 

Palo Alto[, California]” (46). Ceruzzi and Johnson disagree on how the research at 
Xerox PARC was transferred to Apple, Inc. Ceruzzi writes that Jef Raskin saw the 
demonstration of the Smalltalk operating system, which featured a graphical user 
interface, at PARC (273), whereas Johnson states that Steven Jobs witnessed the 
demonstration (49). Regardless of the exact details, the research at PARC concerned, 
in part, developing the graphical user interface, and Apple, Inc. borrowed the idea of a 
graphical user interface from PARC and used it in their Lisa computer. 

  The game also resulted from certain technological 

developments: bitmapping, the graphical user interface, and new types of input devices—

and a vision to combine art, gaming, and computing.  
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Its Sources 

Invented in 1963 by Ivan Sutherland for his program Sketchpad (Johnson 13), 

bitmapping to the video game was the same as wood engraving to the illustrated book.28

Each pixel on the computer screen was assigned to a small chunk of the 
computer’s memory  [ . . . ]  The computer, in other words, imagined the 
screen as a grid of pixels, a two-dimensional space. Data, for the first time, 
would have a physical location—or rather, a physical location and a 
virtual location: the electrons shuttling through the processor, and their 
mirrored image on the screen. (20) 

 

It transformed a previous medium, moving from pure calculation and information 

processing to artistic potential. Steven Johnson views bitmapping as the source of this 

computer transformation because the video game arcade machines and consoles 

contained microprocessors. For example, Atari’s VCS console had the same 

microprocessor as the Apple II computer (“Super Mario Nation,” Kent 43). In this sense, 

even the specialized machines for video games were computers. Johnson describes 

bitmapping:  

Essentially, a computer’s screen was subdivided into tiny dots that turned on and off in 

order to render shapes (letters or pictures). Bitmapping established the potential for 

computers to generate imagetext and provide entertainment. 

While bitmapping formed the basis for imagetextual graphics, the development of 

                                                 
28 The source of the date for Sketchpad is the Wikipedia article on the program 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sketchpad). Johnson leaves out this detail, which aids 
understanding of the sequence of events that led to the creation of the video game 
medium. 
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the  input device spawned interactivity. The term “input device” refers to hardware that 

the user manipulates to put data into a computer.29

Although bitmapping and the input device were key, the technology most crucial 

to interfaces on computers was the graphical user interface. The genesis of the graphical 

user interface was Engelbart’s NLS. Demonstrated in 1968, NLS featured the core of the 

current model for computer interfaces: bitmapped graphics, direct manipulation, 

windows, icons, and the mouse (Johnson 20-22). The Anglophone founders of the video 

game medium had experience with the mouse and mechanical and electro-mechanical 

arcade machines. For example, Nolan Bushnell, co-founder of Atari, worked in the arcade 

industry before turning his attention to video games (Kent 29). The key immediate 

invention from NLS was direct manipulation, coordinating use of the input device with 

 Sutherland invented the light pen for 

Sketchpad, and subsequent development in or application of graphics technology was 

often  accompanied by a new input device. For example, Douglas Engelbart invented the 

mouse for his oN Line System (NLS) in 1968 (Johnson 21), and Al Acorn, the designer of 

PONG, incorporated knobs, a different kind of input device, into the game’s arcade 

machine in 1972. Interactivity was not conceptually constrained. Each input device came 

with its own set of affordances: the light pen was designed for drawing; the mouse 

supported direct manipulation; and the knobs approximated moving to hit a ball on a 

ping-pong table, instantiating unidirectional movement. 

                                                 
29 In computer science, the term “data” has a generic meaning that is not tied to a 

specific type of communication; hence, numbers, letters, pictures, and sound are all 
instances of data. 
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the on screen graphics as part of the graphical user interface that was incorporated into 

the video game medium from the beginning, as PONG represents. Johnson describes 

direct manipulation: 

There was a strangely paradoxical quality to direct manipulation: in 
reality, the graphic interface has added another layer separating the user 
from his or her information. But the tactile immediacy of the illusion made 
it seem as though the information was now closer at hand, rather than 
farther away. You felt as though you were doing something directly with 
your data, rather than telling the computer to do it for you. (21) 

In short, direct manipulation was tying images on the screen to the movements of the 

input device, activating for the user the perception of “enter[ing] that world,” which 

Johnson names “the information-space” and the “informationscape” (22). The idea that 

Johnson promotes is that direct manipulation transformed the shapes on a computer 

monitor into an inhabitable space for people. 

The Sources' Rhetorical Traits 

Collectively, bitmapping, the input device, and the graphical user interface, 

especially direct manipulation were technologies that enabled a flexible means of using a 

computer. Johnson’s discussion of them hints at their rhetoricality: bitmapping to a grid , 

direct manipulation, being transported to a world, characterization of the mouse (the input 

device), as the means for “enter[ing] that world” (22).  In this comparison, Johnson 

expresses indirectly the notion of interface as articulated in this study but not in a 

computer science sense. His talk of the graphical user interface as a world unto itself 

suggests the level of filtering that the present study uncovers and analyzes. Interfaces 
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stand between the user or audience and the content: in the case of a graphical user 

interface, the content is the data and its manipulation via computer programming 

algorithms, functions, subroutines, and other mathematical, logical operations. 

The rhetoric of the three technologies—bitmapping, the input device, and the 

graphical user interface—can be summarized in the trope of flexibility and the 

phenomenology of perception. Besides being a cartographical figure, bitmapping invokes 

an aesthetics of hybrid arts (multimodality, specifically imagetext), a trope of radical 

transformation (akin to the dynamism of animation), and an extension of the senses. The 

input device serves as an extension of the body into virtual space; the trope of a 

prosthesis while Johnson explains, replacing it with the tropes of “feedback and control”, 

Sanders and Novak. The graphical user interface is a clear evocation of the trope of 

alternative worlds, containing a science fiction aura. It instantiates the Blakean aesthetics 

of imagetext and imparts control to the user. Engelbart’s own trope of augmenting human 

intellect seems to collectively describe the combined rhetorics of these three 

technologies. This rhetoric is important because it governs the interface rhetoric of the 

video game medium as the description and explanation of the rhetorical principles of the 

video game’s interface will show. 

A brief history of video game interfaces 

 The history of the video game’s underlying technology has already revealed some 

of the sources for the rhetorical principles of the video game interface. Nevertheless, 
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regardless of the importance of that technology in terms of the video game medium’s 

existence and its basic rhetorical properties, the larger source of rhetorical possibilities 

was the medium’s aesthetics, which were visibly articulated in the interface. Aesthetics 

are often married to values, attitudes, world views, or ideologies. As the history of 

illustrated book demonstrated, the relationship between image and text is ideological 

because it conveys a perspective on how the world should be perceived (both 

perceptually and intellectually). At the very least, it enunciates an evaluation of what 

constitutes viable communication. The video game interface’s aesthetics assert the 

primacy of imagetext modified by both dynamism (or animation) and interactivity.  Of 

the set, interactivity is integral to the video game and inseparable from imagetext, 

whereas dynamism is an optional yet frequently used component of the video game 

interface. Inherently, the interface is designed to encourage audience participation, 

shirking the comparative physical passivity of past media such as comics, animation, and 

television. Imagetext gains the new traits of informing the player of potential interactivity 

and immersing the player in the “look and feel” (Fox) or atmosphere (Saunders and 

Novak) of the game world. In a sense, the video game interface became the electronic 

equivalent of the staging, sets, backdrops, and costumes of Richard Wagner’s 

Gesamtkunstwerk in the era of the 1970s to present. Throughout that era, video game 

developers tinkered with the medium’s interface, adding to its semiotic resources and 

expanding its rhetorical possibilities. In order to understand the complexity of the current 

video game interface, enabling comprehensive analysis, a review of the history of the 
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video game interface’s aesthetic development is necessary. In the process of that review, 

the rhetorical possibilities latent in each innovation will be revealed. 

 Like all media and art histories, a medium begins simply and accrues increasing 

complexity and variety. The early, popular, Anglophone video games such as Asteroids 

and Tempest were simple. A review of every change in the video game interface is not as 

helpful as a schematic view that focuses on the major changes because the volume of 

details interferes with comprehending the historical trends. As in the analysis of 

Asteroids, space is a component of the video game interface. With video games, space is 

an issue because the medium supports two-dimensional and three-dimensional graphics. 

Three dimensional graphics invokes depth, perceptual experience. Video game interface 

history can be tracked in parallel with the development of space in video games, moving 

from simple two dimensional space to complex three dimensional space. 

 The simplest kind of interface correlated to the simplest type of two-dimensional 

space. Asteroids and video games from that generation demonstrated this kind of 

interface and space, (late seventies and early eighties of the twentieth century). 

Everything happened within the confines of the screen and included text for score, points, 

and number of lives. At this point, on-screen typography was crude, determined by the 

size and number of pixels supported by the video game machine's video subsystem. The 

legibility of textual characters usurped typographic finesse. The interface aspect of 

images was limited to motion, color, and contour: for example, not every spaceship 

looked exactly the same or moved in the same way. 
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 The next type of interface was multi-screen, two-dimensional space. In the mid-

eighties, video games that utilized this interface were, for example, the King's Quest 

titles. Besides the spatial difference, this interface featured a fuller engagement with text 

and a move toward more realistic representation of figures and objects. Text assumed 

complete sentences below or above the images. Functionally, the text was akin to the 

narrator's boxes of comics, providing information absent from the displayed images. 

Shapes were more realistic. Images' motion became more fluid and expanded the number 

of directions over the previous generation. Diagonal movement was available. Grid-like 

movement, featuring vertical and horizontal action, was common. Consequently, images  

were more meaningful and articulately expressive than their pioneering predecessors. 

 The next step in two-dimensional space eliminated the visibility of the discrete 

screens that composed a video game. Whereas King's Quest maintained the rigid 

divisions of screens of graphics, some video games dissolved those divisions to create the 

illusion of a boundless screen that scrolled to off-screen territory. The prime Anglophone 

example of this new spatiality in video games was Gauntlet, a different type of interface. 

The features of the interface, were a small amount of  text as synthesized speech, text as 

writing,  representational images, moving elements, blended, scrolling screens, and the 

standard uses of text in video games such as Asteroids. 

 In the late eighties, 2.5 dimensional space came into vogue, altering what the 

player perceived visually, generating a temporary imbalance between text and image. The 

image and text imbalance was corrected in the early nineties with Microprose's Sid 
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Meier's Civilization II and Blizzard North's Diablo. Eventually, 2.5 dimensional space, or 

isometric space, morphed into role-playing, turn-based strategy, and real-time strategy 

video games, action video games, to which ilk Joust, Pole Position, and Rampage 

belonged. These mature isometric games employed one fundamental interface -– text. 

Text assisted the narrative, provided dialogue, and tracked statistics (for example, 

experience points, life points, and quantities of units and resources). Simultaneously, the 

graphics gained a higher degree of detail; figures  closely resembled their intended shape; 

the number of colors expanded; and objects looked like their physical counterparts. At 

this point, on-screen typography enacted the equivalent of comics lettering in their 

interfaces, and the GUI, as implemented in Windows 95 and Mac OS, influenced video 

games' software interface, including menus, pop-up windows, and sometimes toolbars. To 

clarify, the software interface is part of the video game's overall interface. Thus, isometric 

video games obtained new areas in which their interfaces fused image, text, and 

interactivity. Whereas, menus were restricted to operating as a vestibule to the game play, 

they became part of the game play mode of non-three-dimensional video games. 

Individual games deviated from the basic interface. Sid Meier's Civilization II added 

video and a zoom function to its interface. Neverwinter Nights included a virtual camera. 

Nevertheless, both games had the same, fundamental type of interface. 

 Three-dimensional space ran parallel to two-dimensional space's development. 

The earliest video games with three-dimensional space used line art graphics, Atari's Star 

Wars arcade game. Released in 1980, it lacked the solidity and shading to which 21st 
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century players are accustomed, but it possessed three-dimensional space and its 

associated interface. Before Gauntlet existed, the illusion of depth and synthesized 

speech was created.  Star Wars, a textual game, featured sound bytes from the movie in 

addition to having a scrolling prologue and the conventional game play statistics (points, 

lives, and so on) ubiquitous in the early arcade video games.Because of vector graphics, 

the creators of the Star Wars arcade game created distinctive lettering for the video game, 

setting it apart from other arcade video games that had the same, bitmapped, pixellated 

lettering. Its lettering was angular but evoked futurism. The arcade Star Wars integrated a 

narrative with the game play, offered three-dimensional images, and modeled the 

software interface after the movie's X-wing fighter, inferring that the player needed to put 

on the ethos of an X-wing fighter pilot to succeed in the game, similar to Battlezone and 

The Empire Strikes Back. 

  Three-dimensional graphics arrived with the pioneering, first-person shooter 

(FPS) games from id Software. The company's most popular title, DOOM, brought an 

integration of three-dimensional images and text to its interface. Its interface became the 

foundational interface for the entire genre of FPS video games. Examples of modified 

FPS games include Hexen, Dark Forces, Half-Life, Unreal, Halo, and American McGee's 

Alice. The DOOM interface consisted of a menu, a heads-up display (HUD), a map, a 

limited virtual camera, and post-level, statistical summaries. The unique feature of the 

interface was the HUD, (Wolfenstein 3D). The map also was not new as Sid Meier's 

Civilization series had a map mode. The menu evolved in terms of appearance, lettering 
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and images. The post-level, statistical summaries continued the appearance established in 

the menu to generate an end-to-end game world. This collection of interface elements 

cohered in DOOM. 

 The DOOM interface replicated across the genre of FPS games, but DOOM's 

successors innovated further: versatility of the virtual camera, moving 360 degrees on the 

horizontal plane,and an avatar moved side to side and a 180 degrees. This worked for 

DOOM because its creators evoked claustrophobia in the game experience; however, it 

does not mimic real-world vision. DOOM's successors overcame that restriction. One of 

the earliest successors, Dark Forces, added vertical angles to its virtual camera, allowing 

players to mimic their daily experience with vision inside of the game world, increasing 

the cinematic quality of video games. Descent used a spherical, virtual camera, 

presenting players the challenge of a flight simulator embedded in a FPS game. The 

increased realism generated by the complicated, virtual cameras of Dark Forces and 

Descent made the games eerier than DOOM with its restricted, virtual camera. The other 

category of interface innovation tinkered with the HUD.  Hexen and Descent added new 

types of statistical information to the HUD. Hexen added mana, the resource for casting 

spells. Descent enhanced weapon selection and inventory. A third category of interface 

innovation included animated cut-scenes. For many of the players, Dark Forces was 

probably their first FPS game that included animated cut-scenes. The Tomb Raider series 

was another example. The cut-scenes changed the rhythm of the FPS game, bolstering its 

narrative quality and creating rest spots between intense action. Moreover, the cut-scenes 
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featured three-dimensional graphics, evoking a visual consistency previously absent from 

three-dimensional video games employing cut-scenes. 

 Three-dimensional space and its related interfaces did not remain restricted to FPS 

games. In fact, a parallel development to the FPS game, the three-dimensional adventure 

game, was born in MYST and its sequels. For a video game, MYST was comparatively 

static but augmented the number of known possibilities in constructing interfaces.  It 

based its interface on the principles of the GUI and hypertext, including “hot spots,” 

actionable areas, within the game world and a persistent menu system that lay on the top 

periphery of the screen (not a HUD). The hot spots acted like hyperlinks, and the menu 

system was carried over from the GUI model of software interfaces. The MYST interface 

became foundational for adventure and role-playing games, particularly those genres 

adopting three-dimensional graphics. MYST played with imagetext. Books contextualize 

the game world as primarily pictorial. Hot spots include visual puzzles featuring numbers 

and words, struggling with balancing image and text—a problem that later adventure and 

role-playing games, such as Diablo and Neverwinter Nights, succeed in overcoming. 

Nevertheless, the game provided an alternative to the DOOM interface for three-

dimensional video games. 

 After DOOM and MYST, three-dimensional video game developers began to 

develop new interfaces, merging the foundational interfaces with new innovations 

exemplified by : American McGee's Alice, Fate, Zoo Tycoon 2, Rollercoaster Tycoon 3, 

Star Wars Empire at War, Everquest, Warcraft III, Titan Quest, and Castle Strike. Of the 
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set, Zoo Tycoon 2 and American McGee's Alice significantly departed from the 

foundational interfaces. Zoo Tycoon 2, like Rollercoaster Tycoon 3, was part of the 

expanding genre of the simulation game, specifically the subgenre of the tycoon game, 

combining the foundational interfaces and complicated them into a multi-level system: 

the map, the overhead, construction view, the guest/zookeeper view, and the photo safari 

view, which consists of an explicit, camera view and a subsidiary, photo album view. Its 

main features included a HUD, a side panel, and a horizontal, top area filled with game 

controls and a message box. The game has a menu system and an extensive, help system. 

The game's interface focuses on  interactive imagetext through on-screen typography, 

iconic symbols, tooltips, menus, buttons, child windows, and textual messages activated 

by game events and movement through the graphical game world. Thus, Zoo Tycoon 2's 

interface represents a third category of foundational interface, especially since 

Rollercoaster Tycoon 3 shares many of the same features in its interface. 

 American McGee's Alice is equipped with a less radical interface than Zoo Tycoon 

2; however, advancing over its direct parent, the DOOM interface. Alice's designer, 

American McGee, worked on one of id Software's Quake titles. In a dark version of the 

Alice material, the designer merged the Myst interface with the DOOM one but added 

animated cut-scenes, explicit captions, and on-screen typography for the conversations 

between the game's characters. It retained the HUD but re-arranged the HUD elements on 

the screen, including an elaborate, menu system that preceded entrance to the game 

world. Instead of a horizontal bar at the screen's bottom, the HUD elements were placed 
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on either side of the screen: life and weapon choice on the left side and mana on the right 

side. The game's virtual camera supported a fully spherical view of the game world, 

except for Descent's ability to see the game world upside down because the player's 

avatar in Alice was a teenage Alice, not a spaceship as in Descent. 

Conclusion 

 The video game medium, besides its dependency on fundamental computing 

technology such as the microprocessor, the ROM, the monitor, and the joystick, could not 

have existed and developed without the invention of image-oriented, graphics 

technologies, especially bitmapping and graphics chips that rendered images and text. To 

a degree, the hardware for controlling video games (the gamepad and the lightgun) is of 

secondary importance because without the graphics support, the controllers would be 

pointless. The character of the medium is derived from screen display because the 

medium's interactivity is only meaningful with visual feedback. The expansiveness of the 

graphics technology's capabilities provides maximum flexibility to creators: animation, 

static images, text, simulated cinematography, simulated photography, and video clips.  

Not only did the medium accrue several types of space and artistic styles, but developed  

visual feedback, information display, onscreen controls, and multimodality (image, text, 

sound, animation, narrative, and interactivity). This history shows that imagetext was the 

basis for the video game's interface, (extending the ideas embodied in comics, making 

literal movement, sound, and closure). Video game theory reflects this diversity in the 

game's interface, moving from space to immersion to perspective to atmosphere or” look 
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and feel” to  onscreen controls organization and information to the ratio of text to image. 

The theory highlighted what was embedded in the medium throughout its development 

and supporting technology that enabled the medium in the first place. In essence,  the 

interface of any video game is designed to shape the player’s view of the game world and 

his or her approach to gameplay. The purpose of the principles was to abstract the ideas 

that inform the creation of a video game's interface into rhetorical concepts and to reveal 

the terms that video game scholars and practitioner-theorists may use in describing and 

analyzing video games and their interfaces. The principles state a central notion for video 

game interfaces: the conjoining of imagetext with interactivity generates a rhetoric in 

which the audience actively recreates the meanings, values, and ideology embedded in 

the interface and its game. Thus,the video game medium was enabled by the technologies 

of bitmapping and graphics chips, surfaced in Anglophone culture in the 1970s, and gave 

rise to an interactive, dynamic kind of imagetext. To create its rhetoric, the game interface 

depends on the combination of imagetext interactivity while emphasizing audience 

participation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A GENERAL THEORY OF INTERFACE RHETORIC 

Introduction: Broadening the Scope beyond Specific Media 

 The nature of communication and public rhetorical practice has changed during 

the past, two centuries. It began with the audacious notion that pure text as had been 

practiced, theorized, and advocated throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

was inadequate for expressing the ideas of the (then) present. How does one explain or 

describe that which has not been seen by others? One tactic for overcoming this problem 

was ekphrasis, but as Mitchell so clearly delineates, ekphrasis is an attempt by writers to 

be like painters (“Ekphrasis and the Other” 156). This literary and rhetorical practice was 

a bandage for the inadequacy of language but not a genuine, permanent solution because 

the fundamental problem still persisted. Thomas Bewick and, more importantly, William 

Blake understood this inherent weakness in ekphrasis. On the other hand, pure image had 

its own drawbacks. As Roland Barthes puts it, a pure image is filled with a surplus of 

meaning. How does the beholder of the image know what is meant? The answer may be 

the aesthetic argument that paintings, sculptures, and other images are not created to 

mean anything specific but to provoke in the beholder a new way of thinking. This 

argument holds up if only an aesthetic experience is intended, but what if the creator 

wanted to educate or inform the audience of something—as is the case, for example, with 

Bewick's bestiary of birds? The aesthetic experience argument falls apart in that 

circumstance because specific information must be conveyed. As Barthes asserts, the 
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meaning of the image must be anchored—in other words, the image's polysemy needs to 

be constricted (“Rhetoric of the Image” 39). Pegg even makes this case through his 

analysis of the history of technical writing, which tended to pair together image and text, 

positioning images as “explanatory” (169-70). This history indicates that labeled images 

aid technical communication.  

 The adumbration of signs may seem to only expand the multivalency of the 

composite artwork, not restrict it, but such an understanding contrasts with current 

psychology, semiotic theory, critical theory of art, and visual rhetoric. Psychologist Barry 

Schwartz demonstrated that humans dislike a plethora of choices because they find them 

overwhelming (2-5). In the area of the psychology of art, Rudolf Arnheim posited the 

theory of artistic simplicity, in which the viewer perceives the simplest shape first and 

foremost (Visual Thinking 27), and Ernst Gombrich delineated how images and words 

restrict one another's meanings (“The Visual Image” 142). In semiotics, Umberto Eco 

decried the notion of infinitely polysemous signs. Critical theory of art à la W. J. T. 

Mitchell clarifies that besides being imbricated in each other, words and images form 

composites that mean something other than what they mean separately; hence, he adopted 

the term “imagetext” for this kind of multimodal fusion (“Beyond Comparison” 89). Art 

theorist Michael Shapiro noticed that the existence of scrolls and other representations of 

text in paintings permitted the paintings to enunciate a particular, extant narrative from a 

point of view, which may not have existed in the original narrative. In visual rhetoric, 

Maureen Goggin explicated the way in which text was related to image in needlepoint 
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artifacts. She concludes that in early samplers of the 16th and 17th centuries, the 

conjoining of image and text in these artifacts granted the women who created them to 

invent semiotic resources (92). All of these disparate fields arrived at the same basic 

conclusion: the simultaneous presence of image and text does not create infinite 

polysemy but a more specific meaning—both narrower and significantly different from 

the semantics of the signs as individual entities. Furthermore, the history of the 

development of imagetext in media revealed a mutual interdependency between image 

and text when the two modes are not fused (the illustrated book is the exemplum par 

excellence) but especially so when they are (e.g., comics and video games in this study). 

 This study contended that the history of imagetext throughout the nineteenth 

century to the present demonstrated that public rhetorical practice embraced imagetext as 

its preferred type of communication. The media discussed are not the only media that 

teach this historical lesson. Just as easily, animation, live-action film, hypertext, 

hypermedia, and software user interfaces (independent of video games), could have been 

used as the case studies in this argument. The particular media in this study, however, 

enabled certain concepts to be highlighted: imagetext can suggest motion as easily as it 

can be in motion, and it works equally effectively in non-interactive and interactive 

media. 

 The study also pointed out that each medium had its own set of characteristics due 

to its supporting technologies and the kinds of aesthetics that have accrued in the medium 

over time. Technology is indirectly related to interface but is a contributing factor to both 
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the medium and the interface. It is not simply that a technology opens up possibilities that 

a creator could use but that each technology contains its own rhetoric—most notably in 

the form of an ethos, which can be described in ideological terms. Phenomenologically, 

taking any technology (hardware or process) in hand transforms it into an extension of 

one’s own body. Essentially, that is the Heideggerian thesis that Don Ihde has modified to 

account for the ways in which the technology modifies one’s perception of the world and 

of one’s own bodily existence. Thus, the selection of a technology matters because the 

values embedded in the technology leak into the creator’s techniques and ultimately, the 

rhetoric of the final version of the artifact. The technologies also made possible certain 

kinds of interfaces and interface components. For example, without the invention of 

digitized video, the cut scene probably would not have become such a prominent element 

in video games. Video game designers employed the cut scene for forwarding a video 

game’s narrative, but it also functions as a means for influencing the gameplay and the 

player’s perception of the game world. In American McGee’s Alice, the player comes to 

know Alice and the other characters through the cut scenes. This narratological operation 

simultaneously guides the player into seeing the game world in a certain way that 

gradually “colors” the player’s gameplay. 

 A medium’s characteristics also stem from the aesthetics that its creators believe 

and enact in their artifacts. The three media of the illustrated book, comics, and the video 

game clearly have their own aesthetics, especially in their attitudes toward imagetext. The 

illustrated book constructs its aesthetic along the lines of W. J. T. Mitchell’s term “image-
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text,” in which the hyphen stands for a relationship between image and text but not a 

fusion of them. Its aesthetic lurches towards imagetext without fully achieving it. Comics 

are predicated on imagetext, Mitchell’s term for the fusion of image and text. The video 

game imbues imagetext with the motion of animation and, more importantly, adds the 

participatory mode of interactivity. The descriptions are the essence of the aesthetics of 

these media. Consequently, each medium has a different character, or ethos, and this 

ethos influences the rhetoric of the interfaces of artifacts in their respective media. 

 Moreover, these explorations of history, technology, and aesthetics were executed 

in order to illuminate the presence and effect of a medium's interface generally and in 

specific artifacts. In fact, this whole study centers on the interface and the rhetoric 

embedded in it. The history, technology, and aesthetics were merely ways into 

discovering the principles of the interface rhetoric. The presence of the interface becomes 

manifest when one notices the technology enabling certain interface elements or types of 

interfaces. Such awareness causes the seemingly invisible to become visible. Paying 

attention to the aesthetics yields a similar result. In the case of comics, although the 

medium consisted of mixing image and text into the same space at its most rudimentary 

level, different creators used various proportions of image and text in their artifacts. As 

noted in the history of the medium, some comics creators had a stronger affinity for 

fusing image and text than others. The proportion of the two modes reveals an attitude 

about the world; thus, an aesthetic choice operating as a rhetorical stratagem. However, 

recognizing the presence of an interface is only the first step for rhetoricians. The next 
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step is analyzing the effect of an interface (at least, as designed) in any artifact. To this 

end, ten architectonic rhetorical principles of interface are now presented. 

Overview of the Architectonic Principles 

 Throughout the previous discussion of imagetext media, similarities between their 

rhetorical principles for their interfaces ran as an undercurrent, but now, they can be made 

explicit. Regardless of the medium, imagetext itself automatically invokes a set of 

rhetorical principles. For instance, any imagetext requires the audience to negotiate the 

verbal-visual blend that Robert C. Harvey discussed in relation to comics, and the 

proportion of image and text always implies a worldview, as W. J. T. Mitchell delineated 

in Iconology, and demands a specific kind of subjectivity. Some of the principles relate to 

the interface itself, regardless of the mode of communication employed. Those ones are 

particularly salient to this study because they cast a light on a rhetorical structure that 

exists in every artifact, the very structure that escorts the audience into the artifact, which 

was labeled “interface.” 

 These similarities suggest that architectonic principles may lie in the interfaces of 

other artifacts and media not discussed in this study. A rhetorical principle that binds the 

interfaces of the illustrated book, comics, and the video game may operate in, for 

example, the interface of animation. Lewis Carroll-inspired artifacts exist in animation 

such as Walt Disney’s Alice in Wonderland and could aid in the discernment of the 

interface of animation and the rhetorical principles operative there. This example is less 

important than the methodology that it indicates: there are rhetorical principles of 
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interface that apply to an artifact in any medium. The architectonic rhetorical principles 

of interface are the following: 

1. Ethos, pathos, and logos interact with each other in an interface. 

2. Ethos is the context within which the other rhetorical principles operate in an 

interface. 

3. Interfaces are not strictly built on pathos. 

4. Logos frequently appears in interfaces. 

5. In interfaces, ethos, logos, and pathos reinforce each other to generate a coherent, 

composite message. 

6. Interfaces are the products of their creators. They contain “implied authors” 

whose values seep out through the interface to the audience. 

7. Interfaces make their own arguments. 

8. Tropes function as a superstructure for interfaces. 

9. Interfaces generally rely on the modes of image and text. This reliance means that 

they must be analyzed in terms of both visual and textual rhetorics. 

10. Interfaces affect the audience’s perception, understanding, and judgment of their 

artifacts. 

Principle #1: Ethos, Pathos, and Logos Fuse in Interfaces 

 Ethical, logical, and pathetic appeals operate together within interfaces. They 

combine and merge with each other in various structural, tropic, narratological, semiotic, 

and multimodal ways. This principle is in recognition of the interdependence of ethos, 
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logos, and pathos within an interface of any given artifact. As seen in the media discussed 

in the middle chapters, tropes, narratives, signs, and relations between the modes of 

image and text aid the constitution of an artifact’s interface. 

 The relations between the rhetorical appeals in interfaces are sometimes 

nonobvious because they do not always have a correlation to a visual element in an 

imagetext interface. Logos is instantiated by visual composition elements: for example, 

spatial arrangement, hierarchies such as lists, adherence to cultural reading conventions, 

intensity or saturation of color, tables, diagrams, the size of visual elements, directional 

shapes, and syntax. Pathos is instantiated by visual elements not associated with 

composition: for instance, typography, color scheme (hue instead of intensity or 

saturation), non-directional shapes, visual emphasis, use of cultural symbols 

(iconography), diction, and tropes (visual and lexical). In contrast to logos and pathos, 

ethos lacks a direct connection with visual elements and composition but emanates from 

the collectivity of these visual components because the components embody values and 

resonate with ideology. Ethos is submerged underneath the visual components in a sense 

yet still a part of them. It may be more accurate to conceive of it as the rhetorical 

infrastructure of the interface. 

 Regardless of whether an appeal has a visual immanence, each one coordinates 

with the others and holds a certain spatial position within the interface, metaphorically 

speaking. Logical and pathetic appeals are the most apparent because they reside closest 

to the interface’s surface—in other words, nearest to the audience. The proximity is 
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perceptual because the most immediate percepts—what the audience sees at a glance—

dominate the audience’s initial thoughts.30

 None of these appeals are “the skin,” to extend the corporeal metaphor. The skin 

is what the audience sees on a first glance at the interface—its first impression. It is the 

material shapes, colors, typography, and composition (or layout in graphic design’s 

terminology). These material entities contain the appeals but are only signs of them. 

 Ethical appeals require a hermeneutics to 

discover because they reside deep within the interface. They are structural in quality 

rather than, metaphorically speaking, “the meat on the bones.” Ethos provides a 

framework for logos and pathos in an interface. 

Principle #2: Ethos as Rhetorical Framework in Interface 

 Ethos as context means that it acts as a framework for the other rhetorical 

principles. In the context of an interface, ethos should be thought of as equivalent to a set 

of values, an ideology, or a worldview. The creator injects ethos into the interface as he or 

she develops it. Those values or perspectives on the world inform the interface creator’s 

selection of logical and emotional appeals. In this way, the intended ethos becomes the 

determining factor in the construction of the interface’s rhetoric. 

 Of course, ethos is never represented by visual elements. It exists underneath the 

visible signs. From the audience’s perspective, it can only access the ethos by working 

through the visual elements of the interface. For the interface’s creator, ethos is the vague 
                                                 
30 My use of the term “glance” corresponds to James Elkins’ discussion of it in his book 

The Object Stares Back. 
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concept that binds the parts of the interface together. In literary theory, the ethos might be 

labeled as the theme. Saunders and Novak used the term “atmosphere” in their handbook 

on video game interface design to refer to the concept that informs the interface’s design. 

Regardless of the term employed for the notion, every interface has a character in the 

rhetorical and narratological senses. A scholar can interrogate an interface in a similar 

way to analyzing a literary character or an oration. However, unlike the literary character 

or the ethos of an oration, the ethos of an interface will not have a discrete and specific 

list of individual values but a cluster of related values that declare themselves more often 

as a holistic construct, which is often named an ideology in current critical parlance. 

There is no limit to the sort of ideology that an interface can convey: it could be political, 

socioeconomic, religious, gender-based, race-based, or based on any other conceivable 

bias and prejudice. As W. J. T. Mitchell, John Trimbur, Barbara Maria Stafford, and 

Mieke Bal have observed, prejudice about communicative modes persists. Mitchell 

speaks of “[t]he subaltern model of the picture” (What Do Pictures Want? 34), in which 

historically, Westerners assigned the image a subordinate position in communication. 

Stafford notes the favoritism towards text in the academy (5). Trimbur describes a 

historical narrative that venerates text as the supreme mode of communication (261-2). 

An artificially induced war between the modes of image and text has been on-going for 

centuries. Recall that Edmund Burke wanted to keep these modes separate in the 

eighteenth century. In recent years, several public academics have inveighed against the 
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encroachment of the image, eagerly defending the sanctity of text.31

Principle #3: Interfaces Are Not Just Emotional 

 The ranking of 

modes of communication is an ideology as any other more familiar ideology such as 

liberalism and patriarchy. Any interface’s ethos can be based on or entirely consist of a 

communicative ideology. In other words, the ideology can be transformed into implicit 

rules for succeeding in relating to the artifact beyond its interface (especially its medium, 

its genre, and its content). 

 The interface encompasses more than pathos. Artifacts’ interfaces do not rely 

solely on pathos. It is inaccurate to characterize images as emotional but neither logical 

nor ethical. Images have their own logic and individual or collective ethic. Graphic 

design scholarship recognized the logic of images in that it identified visual hierarchies 

and sequences as providing a sort of visual logic. Psychology of art via Ernst Gombrich 

and Rudolf Arnheim also posited an inherent logic in images. Moreover, Roland Barthes 

and Gunther Kress have identified in their respective scholarship the presence of ideology 

in images. Barthes’ essay “Rhetoric of the Image” serves as the basis for the ideological 

analysis of images, and Kress and Van Leeuwen’s book Reading Images is a more recent 

touchstone of that methodology. 

 Because interfaces include images, it becomes tempting to consider them simply 

as welters of emotion. The emotional component of images is undeniable. Images elicit 
                                                 
31  See Mitchell Stephens’ The Rise of the Image, the Fall of the Word for a discussion of 

these recent anti-visual arguments. 
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emotional responses from their beholders, and sometimes, those responses are strong. As 

Cynthia Freeland discusses in her book on art theory But Is It Art?, one artist’s unusual 

portrait of Christ drew considerable disgust from gallery and art museum visitors (17). 

Barthes points out that emotional responses are designed into images. In “Rhetoric of the 

Image,” he analyzes an advertisement, noting that it includes the national colors of Italy, 

which are meant to provoke a feeling of “Italianicity” as Barthes calls it or, more 

abstractly, the resonances of Italian culture (34). Among the artifacts that were examined 

in the present study, the interface of the video game American McGee’s Alice evinced 

overwhelming fear as its primary emotion. The fear had a visual form via iconography 

such as skulls and shadows.  

 On the other hand, the arts assert their own logic in images. Compositionally, 

images are ordered. In Reading Images, Kress and Van Leeuwen describe the significance 

of an element’s placement within an artifact’s visual composition: high and low, top and 

bottom, left and right, middle,  and center. Returning to the example of the interface of 

American McGee’s Alice, it encouraged analytical thinking and problem solving through 

its arrangement of its visual elements into grids and the meticulous textual labeling that 

“anchored,” as Barthes would say, the meanings of the images (“Rhetoric of the Image” 

39). The logical, hierarchical, and sometimes, sequential ordering of the interface’s visual 

elements mitigates the fear generated by the images in the interface. Skulls look less 

frightening in a context of quasi-Cartesian order because the order suggests that the 

fearful circumstances can be overcome. Nothing in American McGee’s Alice is exactly 
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Cartesian because like its source of inspiration, Carroll’s Alice books, it turns the logical, 

rational world upside down. 

 Equally true is that images have their own ethic without the assistance of text. 

Images’ ethos may be best described as the enunciation of a worldview or an ideology. 

Barthes adopts the ideological approach to images’ ethos. Speaking on “the systems of 

connotation,” he observes, “This common domain of the signifieds of connotation is that 

of ideology, which cannot but be single for a given society and history, no matter what 

signifiers of connotation it may use” (“Rhetoric of the Image” 49). Ideology is that which 

collects and informs a group of connotations. Significantly, it operates regardless of the 

mode of communication used. The “signifiers” appear to be the material surface that 

represents the connotations because later, Barthes explicitly mentions, “Rhetorics 

inevitably vary by their substance (here articulated sound, there image, gesture, or 

whatever) but not necessarily by their form” (ibid.). For him, a rhetoric is “a set of 

connotators,” which are “signifiers of connotation” (ibid.). In the context of these 

definitions, the term “substance” conveys the idea that a signifier is the matter which 

points to the meaning(s). The parenthesis following this term explains that signifiers are 

not tied to a specific material form, making Barthes’ “substance” similar to Gunther 

Kress’ “mode.” Because ideology functions in spite of the mode, it infuses the signifier 

with a specific character, a group of traits, which rhetorically is identified as an ethos. 

Likewise, Kress and Van Leeuwen follow after Barthes in their approach to images, and it 

is clear from their analyses of images that ideology functions as ethos from a rhetorical 
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perspective. In all of these scholarly works, the discussion of ideology focuses on the 

images without reference to any of the surrounding text. This fact indicates that ideology 

is not bound to language for its transmission to an audience. Because the term “ideology” 

is the one that semioticians favor as a label for rhetoric’s concept of ethos, the presence of 

ideology in images implies that every image possesses an ethos and contains an ethical 

appeal. 

 This overview of the qualities of images was necessary because interfaces often 

include images, and the narrow focus on the presence of images in interfaces is the source 

of the fallacy that interfaces only utilize the pathetic appeal. As demonstrated in the 

history of the development of interfaces in modern artifacts, image has been in a 

continual partnership with text. In spite of a partnership that has often emphasized the 

fusion of the modes of image and text (the interfaces of the media of comics and video 

games being major examples of imagetext), images are often  overemphasized in the 

discussion of interfaces. Brent Fox in his book on video game interfaces, Game Interface 

Design, expends substantially more effort on the visual aspects of interfaces than the 

textual ones. Arguably, the visual aspects are trickier and less familiar than the textual 

aspects. Nevertheless, the emphasis leads to an impression that the basis of an interface is 

the image, and that all of the other interfacial components do not exist. In reality, as seen 

throughout the history presented in this study, interfaces are an amalgam of, at least, both 

image and text. Sometimes, artifactual creators incorporate other modes into the interface 

such as interactivity. Being blind to one mode is tantamount to not actually perceiving the 
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interface. Text itself invokes logos because writing and speech involves a predetermined 

structure, syntax, that at the very least issues the communication in a deliberate sequence. 

As Walter Ong pointed out in The Technology of the Word, writing possesses a hypotactic 

structure, which fosters hierarchies, making it even more inherently logical than speech, 

whose structure is paratactic, thus, incapable of the subordination of ideas—a type of 

hierarchy. The fourth principle continues this discussion. Also, the history of rhetorical 

theory posits the existence of ethical appeals in oratory and writing; thus, text also carries 

ethos into interfaces. Moreover, the second principle already explained how ethos 

pervades the entire interface. 

Principle #4: Logos Appears in Interfaces 

 Similar to the third principle, the fourth principle emphasizes the inclusivity of the 

rhetoric of interfaces. It is a correlative of the third principle but focusing on logos 

instead of pathos. Due to the visual quality of imagetext interfaces, it is easy to ignore the 

logos present in interfaces. As briefly discussed in the explanation of the third principle, 

images themselves have logical appeals, and text is inherently logical. However, logos 

also operates in interfaces on a macro level, the level of composition. 

 In interfaces, logos appears visually. It comes in several forms, including lists, 

diagrams, directional shapes, tables, charts, and other, subtler manifestations. Each of 

these forms is an element within a complete composition; thus, some of its indirect 

manifestations are the spatial arrangements of these elements. Horizontal arrangements 

suggest either sequence or comparison, whereas vertical arrangements imply hierarchy. 
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Any grid-like composition indicates the assertion of order. These kinds of spatial 

arrangements constitute the subtler manifestations of logos in visual space. Directional 

shapes are those which guide the audience’s eye through the composition, including 

explicit arrowheads on lines and implicit visual flow, wherein the shapes imply a 

movement in a direction. Lists are inherently hierarchical because of their vertical 

positioning in typography, regardless of the sign placed in front of the list item (bullet, 

alphabetical letter, or number). Diagrams, tables, and charts represent visually an 

analysis, which is a technique of logic. 

 Logos operates primarily on the rules of visual composition and sequential art. 

Visual composition is largely geometric. The elements are placed on a “grid” in graphic 

design parlance. Art history has long acknowledged the presence of geometric, spatial 

arrangements in art, but graphic design transformed these compositional techniques into 

something deliberately Cartesian. Both pre-Cartesian geometrical and Cartesian spaces 

adhered to mathematical precision, a form of logic. Arranging elements into quadrants 

transforms the elements from their “untamed” state to an ordered state. It establishes 

linear and quadrilinear spatial relationships that imply hierarchy, cause and effect, 

sequence, and division. At the same time, for several media, sequence is a vital part of 

their logic, especially in the interface; thus, the principles of sequential art, which Will 

Eisner articulated, govern the ordering of the interface. As comics demonstrate, 

particularly those in the format of the graphic novel, sequence does not necessitate a 

horizontal spatial position. In the visual composition and rhetoric, the only factor that 
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matters is that the spatial arrangement of the components suggests a progression. Hence, 

the visual representation of a sequence can be vertical, horizontal, or diagonal. 

Progression itself is a logical category and lends itself to generating a cause-and-effect 

relationship, which is a technique of logic. Creators can structure sequential art to enact 

an enthymeme because of sequential art’s ability to suture gaps in a visual series through 

eliciting the audience’s participation in connecting two parts next to each other. Close 

visual proximity of the parts encourages the audience to join them. In this sense, 

sequential art’s logic relies on the enthymeme, which is part of rhetoric’s logical appeal, 

according to Aristotle’s Rhetoric. 

 The dominance of visual logos does not diminish the influence of textual logos, 

but it indicates that textual logos must be carefully honed in order to not appear 

superfluous in an interface. The caveat to that conclusion about logos’ role in an interface 

is that it depends on the medium: whereas succinct text may be highly desired and 

rhetorically more effective in a video game’s interface, it becomes undesirable in an 

illustrated book, a medium at the opposite end of the spectrum, because such a textual 

style undercuts the medium’s purpose. Regardless of the specific medium’s requirements, 

the reduction of text in interfaces of most modern media—from comics to animation to 

the video game—suggests that in terms of imagetext in interfaces, a poetic approach to 

text is fitting in order to ensure rhetorical efficacy. Poetic text is precise and concise, 

disallowing verbal excesses unless they will serve a rhetorical purpose. Text in interfaces 

follows the same pattern. More so than in oratorical logos, creators of interfaces practice 
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restraint in applying textual logos to maintain a suitable balance between the modes of 

text and image. The restraint in and of itself reveals something about the sort of 

worldview that the interface is designed to promote. In short, it constructs a particular 

“terministic screen” in Kenneth Burke’s terminology. 

Principle #5: Ethos, Logos, and Pathos Merge into One Message in Interfaces 

 Having analyzed the appeals separately, we can now discern how they construct a 

single coherent message in the interface. The division of the rhetorical appeals leaves the 

impression of three separate competing messages, perhaps clashing with each other, but 

actually, the appeals combine to produce one message to send to the audience. The 

combination happens, in part, because each appeal has a different role in the interface. 

Simply put, logos orders the interface; pathos entices the audience into the interface and 

conditions it to receive the interface’s worldview; and ethos connects the other appeals 

together via providing a worldview that makes sense of the individual traits that logos 

and pathos supply to the interface. 

 The individual messages of the rhetorical appeals do not oppose each other; thus, 

no conflict arises from their cohabitation of the same interface. Each appeal has a 

different function in rhetoric, and the rhetorical handbooks of the past discuss the appeals 

as if they contribute to a complete whole. Moreover, the objective of an interface is to 

present a consistent, whole entity to the audience, so creators coordinate the appeals to 

produce one, coherent message instead of a scattered one. 

 The creators of interfaces work hard to align the appeals with each other. The 
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evidence of that work is the fact that successful interfaces are not confusing to the 

audience. The breach of alignment among the appeals is easy to discern because the 

interface will interfere with one’s ability to get at the artifact’s content. By definition, an 

interface is transparent (yet not invisible) in that it filters the content without impeding 

the audience’s access to the content. If the interface holds dour pronouncements via text 

and the emotional appeal of the images, but the spatial arrangement connotes an upward 

momentum, an optimistic aspect, then already the appeals conflict, rendering a chaotic 

message to the audience. The interface’s ethos will be hidden from the audience, who will 

never be subjected to the intended worldview of the artifact. This rhetorical anarchy 

causes the interface to become an opaque filter of the artifact’s content, possibly leaving 

the audience bewildered as to the artifact’s meaning or, more fundamentally, the 

definition of the artifact itself. 

Principle #6: Every Interface Has an Implied Creator 

 As strange as it may sound, even visual artifacts have a character akin to Wayne 

C. Booth’s concept of the implied author from The Rhetoric of Fiction. It is not 

inconsistent to consider concepts from The Rhetoric of Fiction as being applicable to 

imagetext and multimodal, artifactual interfaces. In his books Modern Dogma and the 

Rhetoric of Assent and The Rhetoric of Rhetoric, Booth discussed nontextual, monomodal 

artifacts, incorporating them into his theory of rhetoric. Collectively, Booth’s books 

suggest that one could apply his concepts to nontextual and imagetext artifacts. The 

potential for applying the concept of the implied author to artifacts other than textual 
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narratives suggests that the concept needs a general label, say, implied creator. 

 Moreover, Booth’s definition and discussion of the concept of the implied author 

is expressed in language that does not limit itself to only textual artifacts, although it 

favors narrative artworks. The implied author is larger than the details of the artifact. 

Booth frames his definition of the implied author in nonliterary terms: 

Our sense of the implied author not only includes not only the extractable 
meanings but also the moral and emotional content of each bit of action 
and suffering of all of the characters. It includes, in short, the intuitive 
apprehension of a completed artistic whole; the chief value to which this 
implied author is committed, regardless of what party his creator belongs 
to in real life, is that which is expressed by the total form. (73-4) 

The only term in this passage that can possibly be associated with literary output is 

“characters,” and that association is quashed because of the numerous narrative, 

imagetextual media that proliferate contemporary life: comics, cinema, television, video 

games, and animation to name a few. Characters have been long associated with 

narratological, rhetorical, and aesthetic analyses of film. For example, Seymour 

Chatman’s book Coming to Terms provides a narratology of film, and David Blakesley in 

his essay “Defining Film Rhetoric: The Case of Hitchcock’s Vertigo” mentions characters 

in his analysis of Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo, which he uses to enunciate his definition of 

a rhetoric of film. Even video game scholarship has identified the presence of characters 

and analyzed their roles in video games such as Bob Rehak’s “Playing at Being,” 

Miroslaw Filiciak’s “Hyperidentities,” and Mark J. P. Wolf’s “Narrative in the Video 

Game.” In this light, the seemingly literary term “characters” possesses a broader 

semantic range that includes “actors” (in the rhetorical, semiotic sense) in imagetextual 
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artifacts.32

 Booth’s emphasis on values as the defining trait for the implied author recurs 

throughout his discussion of the concept. Earlier in The Rhetoric of Fiction, he 

encapsulates his definition of the implied author as “[ . . . ] the reader's need to know 

where, in the world of values, he stands—that is, to know where the author wants him to 

stand” (73). The word “values” appears, and an implication of values as taking on a 

stance reinforces his contention that an implied author promotes a position to the 

audience. Booth refers to a reader because he is analyzing literary fiction, mostly novels, 

but a reader is a type of audience, and it is easy to generalize from a reader to an audience 

in light of the history laid out in this study. After all, the development of mass produced 

and distributed imagetext emanated from a modification of the novel and moved to 

comics, which featured an equal measure of image and text, and onto animation via 

comics creator Winsor McCay, live-action film, and other media with which the concept 

of audience is traditionally applied in media scholarship. 

 This understanding leads to an acknowledgement that Booth’s implied author 

is not really tied to a singular mode, medium, or genre. The critical component to 

defining the concept of the implied author is “the chief value” that “the total form” 

espouses. Values do not depend on a particular manifestation—mode of communication, 

style of expression, type of representation—but exist independent of their embodiments. 

For that reason, an implied author can exist in an artifact that is not literary.  

                                                 
32 See Kenneth Burke’s Grammar of Motives for a structural, rhetorical definition of the 

term “actor” and Umberto Eco’s A Theory of Semiotics for the semiotic definition of 
an actor. 
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 Later, when discussing narrators, Booth posits the implied author as a dispenser of 

values: 

[ . . . ] some interesting narrators perform a kind of function in their works 
that nothing else could perform. They are not simply appropriate to the 
context, though that is essential. They originally succeeded and still 
succeed by persuading the reader to accept them as living oracles. They 
are reliable guides not only to the world of the novels in which they appear 
but also to the moral truths of the world outside the book. The 
commentator who fails in this mode is the one who claims omniscience 
and reveals stupidity and prejudice. (220-1) 

The literary references are due to the focus of The Rhetoric of Fiction, but more 

important is Booth’s description of implied authors as “guides” to the “world” of the 

artifact and “to the moral truths of the world outside” the artifact. Given the discussion of 

the illustrated book, it should be clear that books and novels are artifacts as much as 

paintings, comic books, and video games, so the general concept of artifact can be 

substituted in order to comprehend the applicability of Booth’s implied author to 

imagetextual artifacts. Also, he states, “It may be extreme to call this relationship one of 

identification, [ . . . ], but there are times when we do completely surrender ourselves to 

the great authors and allow our judgments to merge completely with theirs” (213). 

Judgments imply values; thus, this statement is another place where Booth emphasizes 

values as defining qualities of implied authors. Simultaneously, both passages promote 

the notion that implied authors provide moral guidance to their audience. Their power 

over audiences is made explicit in the comment that “[n]o amount of quotation, no 

amount of plot summary, can possibly show how fully the implied author’s character 

dominates our reactions to the whole” (215). The key term is the verb “dominates.” 
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Booth views the implied author as subtly moving, even coercing, the audience toward a 

specific perspective on the world that may not coincide with the audience’s personal 

beliefs, values, and ideologies. 

 The implied author functions similarly in imagetextual artifacts and their 

interfaces. It resides in the complete work and directs the audience to values, ideologies, 

and worldviews. It exists as a character (both rhetorically and narratologically) in the 

artifact. Similar to a textual narrative’s implied author, an artifact’s implied creator exists 

as the intelligence behind the details of its composition. 

Principle #7: Interfaces Argue 

 Having established the presence of rhetorical appeals in interfaces and how they 

collaborate with each other, the ability of interfaces to argue can be approached. The 

ability exists at the level of composition of the interface. Interfaces make arguments 

because their creators align ethos, logos, and pathos with each other to narrow a general 

ideology or worldview down to a specific way of perceiving the world. As discussed 

previously, the visible signs of the rhetorical appeals restrict the semantics of the specific 

appeal. Creators focalize pathos via the selection of signs so that the emotions that the 

interface is designed to stir up in the audience are not a general category of emotions, 

such as love or nostalgia, but a particular emotion or group of emotions within a general 

category, such as romantic love or nostalgia for the 1950s. Similarly, creators focalize 

logos via the chosen signs so that logos invokes a specific way of ordering such as 

verticality, sequence, or nested hierarchy and labeling such as numerical or alphabetical. 
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The only appeal that can be less particularized is ethos, but even for that appeal, 

rhetorically successful interface creators choose a band within the broad field of possible 

values, ideologies, and worldviews. When the creators align these appeals through visual 

and textual techniques, they effect a coalescence of them. That coalescence represents a 

claim about the world that is already supported through the evidence provided by the 

signs and their visual composition in the interface.  

Principle #8: Tropes Structure Interfaces 

 Part of the reason that interfaces can argue is that they involve tropes, and those 

tropes point the audience to the interaction of the rhetorical appeals. They are less buried 

in an interface than the appeals. In fact, they are nearly transparent because they 

frequently rely on culturally determined iconography. Personal tropes are possible but 

less effective because they eschew building any commonality with the audience, and they 

are rare. Troping also does not require a particular material form. Although tropes in 

rhetoric are commonly thought of as textual entities, art history itself already provides an 

inventory of visual tropes, which that discipline calls “iconography.” Further, the 

conventional images of iconography tend to be employed rhetorically in art. Art history’s 

catalog is based on painting, sculpture, and architecture, the media that it traditionally 

studied (and continues to scrutinize despite the rise of newer media such as prints, 

photography, and computer art). Despite that fact, these icons—not in the semiotic 
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sense—reappear in other media that include the visual mode.33

 Tropes structure in the sense of providing a framework for the rest of the 

compositional  elements. The framework is a set of limits for the semantics, iconography, 

and spatial arrangement in the interface. The trope delineates the possibilities of what can 

be part of the interface. It also delimits the range of messages that the interface can 

convey. As figures, tropes only possess a certain set of meanings (denotations and 

connotations); thus, the selection of tropes in an interface determines as much what is 

included as what is excluded. Interfaces may have one or more tropes governing their 

compositions and messages. 

 

Principle #9: Interfaces Require Imagetextual Competency 

 Regardless of the exact rhetorical strategies used in interfaces, their history clearly 

depicts their dependency on the modes of image and text, especially the fusion of these 

modes. Since the 1830s, creators have placed images alongside text (as in illustrated 

books, advertisements, illustrated periodicals, and picturebooks) or fused images with 

text (as in comics, animation, live-action film, computer software user interfaces, and 

video games) in mass produced artifacts. The use of imagetext in interfaces has become 

so engrained with the public that the majority of artifacts’ interfaces incorporate some 

                                                 
33 The term “icon” has acquired multiple meanings over time. Art historians use the 

term to refer to a conventionalized image that runs through multiple artifacts (usually 
within the same culture, if not the same historical period), whereas semioticians, after 
Peirce, employ the term to refer to a sign of maximal resemblance to something in the 
real world. 
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amount of image and text. There is even some evidence of the public desiring 

imagetextual interfaces due to the high sales of video games, the continued popularity of 

comic books, the growth of the graphic novel market, the persistent financial success of 

the film industry, and the re-emergence of illustrated novels for an adult audience. 

Examples of the latter phenomenon are the novels in Stephen King’s Dark Tower series, 

the publication of an edition of Adventures of Huckleberry Finn with all of its original 

illustrations (University of California Press 2001), an illustrated edition of Dan Brown’s 

The DaVinci Code (Doubleday 2003; Bantam 2004), Umberto Eco’s The Mysterious 

Flame of Queen Loana (Harcourt 2004), and Susanna Clark’s Jonathan Strange & Mr. 

Norrell. Although Eco is not an Anglophone author, the fact that an Anglophone 

publisher was willing to translate the novel and print it with its illustrations intact 

suggests that publishers recognize a market for illustrated, adult fiction. This increase in 

illustrated, adult novels is only remarkable because illustrated books used to be the 

exclusive purview of children’s literature until about the late 1990s. 

 This reliance means that interfaces must be analyzed in terms of both visual and 

textual rhetorics. In other words, the audience needs to be competent at deciphering 

communication in both modes. Although competency in comprehending images is often 

called “visual literacy,” the persistent employment of the literacy metaphor interferes 

with what is actually entailed. Instead, art historian Barbara Stafford calls it “graphicacy,” 

which emphasizes the key difference between competency in images versus competency 

in text. The terminological perspective embedded in “graphicacy” is that images have 
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unique properties which can only be related to language figurally. In other words, images 

and text are incomensurate. The only point of suture between them is the visual aspect of 

writing. Knowing how to parse the grammar of a linguistic sentence does not 

automatically mean that a person can dissect an image into its components and explain 

the interrelations between and the functions of the components. The reverse is also true: a 

person with a high-level of graphicacy may not also have a high-level of literacy because 

both literacy and graphicacy require substantial training of a person prior to that person 

having a solid understanding of either text and/or image. Rudolf Arnheim spent a 

considerable part of his career advocating for and developing art education precisely 

because he discovered in his research into the psychology of art that people do not 

automatically know how to make or comprehend images. In Art and Visual Perception, 

Arnheim wrote a chapter titled “Growth” that explains the process of how humans gain 

competency in images. In short, very young children are only capable of drawing 

meandering lines because their mental faculties have not developed sufficiently yet; 

however, with guidance and continual practice, the same child will acquire increasingly 

greater facility with images (their making and comprehension). With persistent art 

education, the child may never achieve the sophistication of a J. M. W. Turner, an Ansel 

Adams, a Norman Rockwell, or even a contemporary artist such as Alex Ross, but he or 

she would not need to rely on a book such as Kress and Van Leeuwen’s Reading Images 

to know how images work. That book also indicates the necessity for educating people 

about the construction of images because its purpose is to explain the major aspects of 
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images to its readers. Literacy education is far less endangered than graphicacy 

education, and the need for training in the construction and comprehension of text is an 

indisputable given in the discipline of rhetoric and composition. Hence, a defense of 

literacy and its education is hardly required. On the other hand, J. Hillis Miller’s 

impassioned defense of “reading” both the text and the illustrations in Victorian novels 

brings to the fore the importance of paying attention to both modes in illustrated novels. 

Reading the text of a Dickens novel without either taking into account the illustrations or 

even seeing them means that one has effectively read half of the novel as Dickens created 

it—which is tantamount to not reading the novel at all. Comics scholars also have written 

extensively about how the images and the text in comics collaborate to generate a 

message. Even Charles Hatfield, who disagrees with other comics scholars’ consensus on 

the relationship between image and text, implies from his discussion of irony in comics 

that the audience of comics should observe both the text and the images in comics to 

extract the full meaning of a comic. Lastly, W. J. T. Mitchell’s own research into 

imagetext indicates what can be missed by ignoring one of the modes in an imagetext. 

His interpretations of imagetexts feature him considering the visual and textual aspects of 

an artifact in order to draw his conclusions about it. Thus, there already exists some 

scholarly consensus that both image and text should be considered when attempting to 

comprehend an imagetext. This consideration becomes more important in the case of 

interfaces because they stand between the audience and the rest of the artifact (medium, 

genre, and content). If the audience fails to perceive the presence of both modes, then it 
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has misunderstood the interface and is approaching the artifact’s content through an 

obscured filter. Simply put, the audience misses out on key pieces of information that 

guides it through the content; hence, it perceives the content inaccurately, missing the 

artifact’s message entirely. Additionally, such ignorance of a mode in an interface would 

have to be willful because the interface presents itself unabashedly to the audience. It 

involves not seeing what is evidently visible due to its close proximity to the audience. 

 The presence of imagetext in an interface invokes the expectation of a specific 

kind of subjectivity in the audience. The interface makes a demand of the audience to 

adopt that subjectivity in order for it to successfully engage with the artifact. The idea of 

artifacts demanding something from the audience is explored in W. J. T. Mitchell’s What 

Do Pictures Want?: The Lives and Loves of Images. Mitchell construes the word “want” 

in terms of “demand” and “desire.” Following an analysis of recruitment and movie 

posters, he states, “The picture as subaltern makes an appeal or issues a demand whose 

precise effect and power emerges in an intersubjective encounter compounded of signs of 

positive desire and traces of lack or impotence” (39). He views the image as occupying a 

second-class status and, metaphorically speaking, reaching out to the audience, asking it 

to consider something in a new way. Most of all, images seem to want equality: “Pictures 

want equal rights with language, not to be turned into language. They want neither to be 

leveled into a ‘history of images’ nor elevated into a ‘history of art,’ but to be seen as 

complex individuals occupying multiple subject positions and identities” (47). His 

comments mainly address autonomous images as artifacts rather than the use of images in 
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interfaces, yet his central point of images wanting to be noticed is still valid for 

interfaces. At the very least, this desire for equality is the fundamental demand of every 

image in an imagetextual interface. The complexity of images is also what shapes the 

specific demands of an interface. Images work with text to produce a nuanced message 

for the audience. They have their own “encyclopedias” as Eco terms it that only cover a 

selection of everything in the known universe. Eco’s concept of the encyclopedia is that 

every sign only covers a specific semantic range.34

                                                 
34 For instance, the image of a skull has a different encyclopedia from the image of a 

heart. Even then, the particularities of a given image of a heart do not have the same 
semantic range as another image of a heart: for example, one may have a distressed 
appearance while another may have an abstract appearance. By virtue of their 
respective styles, the two heart images close down a different set of semantic 
possibilities; thus, their encyclopedias differ. 

 The merger of image and text further 

lock down the semantic possibilities, generating a specific message to the audience. At 

the same time, the proportion of image and text in an interface informs the audience of 

the sort of subjectivity that it needs to adopt in order to access the content. The illustrated 

book favors text over image, so its ratio of image to text indicates that the interface 

demands of the audience a high-degree of sophisticated literacy and a modicum of 

graphicacy in order to relate the illustrations and the text to each other. The comics 

interface generally gives equal space to text and image and, at times, flattens text and 

image into each other (notably with lettering and sound effects). This ratio imposes a 

demand that the audience needs to be equally adept in the modes of image and text and 

conceive of a blurred boundary between the two modes. Without discussing the interfaces 
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of other media, it emerges from the analysis of the above interfaces that each image to 

text ratio requires a different kind of thinking and requisite base of knowledge in its 

audience. In other words, each one demands a different sort of subjectivity, to which the 

type of communicative competency, way of thinking, and field of knowledge contributes. 

Principle #10: Interfaces Mold the Audience’s Reception of The Artifacts 

 Implied in the previous principles, this principle explicitly addresses the 

audience’s relationship to the interface and the way that the interface influences the 

audience’s thoughts, if only temporarily. The relationship is cognitive and perceptual 

rather than physical and kinetic. The influence on the audience comes mainly from the 

interface’s visual aspects, which include both image and text. The exception is any 

medium whose fundamental character depends on interactivity. In this study, the medium 

of the video game was discussed as an interactive medium popular with the public. Other 

interactive media include (among many others) hypertext, hypermedia, multimedia CD-

ROM, interactive movie, and, technically, the board game.  

 Generally, the relationship is either of recipient or peer, underling or participant, 

although the basic relationship can be modified. One element in establishing the 

relationship is the presence or absence of interactivity, which gives the audience a sense 

of self-determination, even if it is slightly illusory. Another element is the proportion of 

the modes of image and text that determines the degree of accessibility to the interface 

for the audience. A balanced mix of image and text increases the interface’s accessibility 

for a greater number of people, thus, treating the audience more as a peer than as an 
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underling. Deviations from that balance always place somebody at the interface’s mercy, 

so to speak. For a textually oriented person, a complete wall of image undermines the 

person’s analytical skills, compelling the person to accept unquestioningly, and vice versa 

for an image-oriented person. In that kind of circumstance, the audience is at a 

deliberately imposed disadvantage; the interface’s creator keeps the dominant position in 

the conversation between the interface—thus, the whole artifact—and the audience. It 

must be observed that while creators can create awe-inspiring interfaces designed to cow 

the audience, a large percentage of creators choose not to design that sort of interface: for 

example, comics artist Will Eisner’s comic books and graphic novels strive to include the 

audience by encouraging it to, so to speak, walk along side Will Eisner or in the shoes of 

the characters in the narrative. American McGee, in creating such a complete, three-

dimensional, interactive interface for his video game American McGee’s Alice, was 

clearly trying to maximize the player’s feeling of immersion in the game but also to 

engender in the audience the sense that it was determining Alice’s fate, not being forced 

to take a prescribed ride. 

 The relationship can be made more particular in light of the interface’s ethos and 

treatment of image and text. The values, ideology, or worldview posited and argued for in 

the interface modify the audience’s relationship to the interface so that the intended 

subject position for the audience becomes more nuanced. In other words, the interface 

may be designed to not merely place the audience in a subaltern subject position but a 

specific type of subaltern subject position such as a feudal vassal. As noted above, this 
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subject position is constructed via the tropes, the details of the rhetorical appeals, the 

argument, the visual design, and the proportion of the modes of image and text embedded 

in the interface. 

 The relationship, by itself, lacks sufficient persuasive effect to modulate the 

audience’s thinking, yet the interface as a whole performs that action. It only expresses a 

wish such as its desire for the audience to adopt a passive, receiving subject position or 

an active, participating subject position. Beyond the relationship, there is a method for 

influencing the audience’s perception, understanding, and judgment. Controlling the 

perception means the ability to guide understanding and judgment. 

 Control over perception originates from limiting the perceptual field. According to 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, a perceptual field is not simply what can be seen by the eyes, 

which are affected by “blindness” in James Elkins’ estimation, but incorporates the area 

accessible to every sense of the body. Elkins points out that people use selective vision, 

not noticing everything within the range of their eyesight, and that selectivity is what he 

calls “blindness.” At the same time, a perceptual field is delimited by the environment in 

which a person’s body currently  resides. In life, people enter dimly lit areas, darkened 

rooms, quiet spots, obscured or framed places, and other settings in which one or more 

bodily senses are hampered by some part of the environment. These settings reduce what 

a person can experience. Interfaces operate in a similar fashion. Their components cut off 

pieces of the whole picture, reduce the amount of detail, and/or frame the world in a 

specific way. Because of these traits, an interface delimits the audience’s perceptual field 
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as much as the audience’s own sensory perception. Depending on the medium, the 

audience’s selective perception—to expand Elkins’ “blindness” to all of the bodily 

senses—may drastically hinder its success in understanding the artifact: video games are 

a prime example, for not being observant during gameplay often leads to failure. 

However, the audience’s perception can not be designed by the artifact’s creator, but the 

limitations that the interface imposes on the perceptual field can. The limits built into an 

interface compel the audience to consider the artifact’s content in that way. The nature of 

the interface’s color scheme, visual style, spatial arrangement, typography (or related way 

of presenting text), framing, and proportion of image and text intermediates between the 

content and the audience, suggesting the way in which the audience should comprehend 

the content. 

 Further, the type of comprehension guides the audience’s judgment. A schema of 

comprehension types is impossible because there exists an infinite number of 

permutations, but such a schema is unnecessary as long as one realizes that the interface 

of every artifact produces a guide for comprehension. The components of an interface 

collectively function like a narrative’s ending. Both the interfacial components and the 

narrative ending shape how the audience knows the artifact or the narrative. They are like 

tinted glass: depending on the tint of the glass, the world appears differently, and each 

version of the world that each tint produces is irreconcilable with any other.  

 This “tinted” view of the artifact’s content leaves an impression on the audience 

about how it should assess the content. The assessment is not an evaluation (aesthetic, 
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rhetorical, or otherwise). Instead, it is the result of the audience understanding and 

accepting the perspective of content’s world. As mentioned in the discussion of comics, 

Daniel Clowes colors his graphic novel Ghost World with a light blue wash, suggesting a 

world of ennui—complete boredom—or light depression, and he does so because the 

perspective of the narrative’s focal characters is that their world is boring/depressing.35

Final Thoughts: Applying the Principles to the Discipline’s Work 

 

By coloring the pages with blue, Clowes induces the audience to become sympathetic, if 

not empathetic, with his heroines’ viewpoint. In other words, he seems to want his 

audience to perceive the narrative’s world in the same way as his focal characters do. The 

consistency with which Clowes applies the color scheme makes the understanding of the 

world as boring/depressing inevitable. Certainly, it is designed to convince the audience 

to accept that notion. Whether or not the audience actually does is not critical to learning 

the rhetoric of the interface. Instead, the interface’s rhetoric indicates that the artifact is 

designed to have the audience deem that at the very least, the narrative’s world is, in fact, 

boring/depressing. 

 These ten, architectonic, rhetorical principles of the interface provide needed 
                                                 
35 The characters may be depressed because their world is boring or bored because their 

world is depressing or some other configuration of those feelings; however, only the 
content can clarify that point, not the interface. For that reason, I resorted to using the 
slash between the words “boring” and “depressing.” The color blue, in isolation, 
resonates with several meanings including boredom, sadness, depression, and loyalty. 
The precise shade of blue discourages the connotation of loyalty because it is not a 
strong, saturated color, and the lack of strength contradicts one of the characteristics 
of loyalty—strength (of conviction). It still leaves the other possibilities. 
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leverage in rhetorically analyzing artifacts, particularly those which emanate from so 

called “popular culture.” The discipline of rhetoric and composition but also the rest of 

the disciplines in English studies and, more generally, the humanities are perfectly adroit 

and adept at interrogating, interpreting, and dissecting the content of artifacts, especially 

when their mode is textual. The difficulty for these disciplines, except for art history, is 

that many artifacts from the past, two centuries were not monomodal and did not rely on 

text as their primary or only mode of communication. Art history avoided this problem 

because throughout the history of art, there has always been a substantial percentage of 

artworks that included some text in their dominantly image-oriented aesthetic. For 

instance, Meyer Shapiro discusses the presence of textual scrolls in paintings. Sculptures 

and architecture frequently have inscriptions. Photographers of urban settings have taken 

pictures of buildings and roads with signs. Artistic prints, such as the works of William 

Hogarth and William Blake, sometimes have text in them. All of these artworks have 

made their way into galleries and art museums, which tend to be art history’s sources for 

the artifacts that it studies. Because of this fact, art history has been forced to deal with 

text in images. Admittedly, literature, history, and philosophy might have a valid reason 

for not addressing the presence of images (in the form of illustrations) in works that were 

published with them. These disciplines define themselves by their focus on words 

because most of the artifacts that they study are only composed in the mode of text. Their 

bias is understandable. However, as the rise of the fields of visual rhetoric and rhetoric of 

technology have demonstrated, rhetoric itself is not limited to words, even if the mode of 
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text has been the focus of rhetorical and composition handbooks for centuries. 

 In short, the interface makes it difficult to maintain the status quo in the discipline 

of rhetoric and composition. The presence of the interface and its possible influence on 

the audience directly—and in guiding its understanding of the content—negates the 

option of only analyzing the content. The rhetorical canon of display must be re-instated 

into contemporary, Anglophone rhetorical theory, and multimodality, especially 

imagetext, and semiotics need to become the basis for that theory. The ten, architectonic, 

rhetorical principles of interfaces are a place to start for formulating such a rhetorical 

theory. Without these adjustments, rhetorical theory will not be able to help today’s 

public to communicate effectively, remaining quagmired in the purely textual aesthetic 

and rhetorical theories of the pre-imagetext age. 
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 APPENDIX A: FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: Plate 1 of William Blake's The Marriage 
of Heaven and Hell (reduced from original size) 
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Figure 2: Plate 5 of William Blake's The Marriage of Heaven and Hell 
(reduced from source) 
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Figure 3: First page of "Santa in Wonderland" (Dell 1943) 
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Figure 4: Mock Turtle's crying, an exception to the rule for 
sound effects 
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Figure 5: (above) A sample of McCay's title panel and lettering (the top of a 
Little Nemo strip); (below) A sample of McCay's narrator's box and 
manipulation of panels in terms of size, shape, and location (the bottom half 
of a Little Nemo strip) 
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Figure 6: Early strips from Terry and the Pirates, showing Caniff's style 
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Figure 7: Another Terry and the Pirates strip, showing Caniff's 
chiaroscuro technique 
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Figure 8: A sample of Superman from Action Comics #1, featuring 
narrator's boxes as separate panels 
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Figure 9: A sample from Superman #1, featuring the splash panel 
and some variation in lettering 
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Figure 10: A sample of Batman from Detective Comics #37, having 
a similar interface to Superman 
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Figure 11: A sample from Batman #1, again looking similar to 
Superman 
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Figure 12: A sample of Eisner's 
borderless panel from The 
Spirit 
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Figure 13: An example of Eisner's readable documents in The Spirit 
(top of a Spirit page) 

Figure 14: An example of Kirby's 
type of splash page (from 
Uncanny X-Men #2, reduced 
from original size) 
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Figure 15: A sample of McFarlane's 
poster-like style (from Spawn #5, 
reduced from original size) 
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Figure 16: (left and right) Examples of Miller's televisual style from The Dark Knight 
Returns, reduced from original size 
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Figure 17: A sample of document representation in 
Watchmen 
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Figure 18: An example of the representation of the 
interview in Maus (from Maus, Part I) 
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Figure 19: A sample of Smith's cutesy, rounded cartoonal 
style 
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Figure 20: A sample of Ross' "hyperrealist" style from 
Marvels, reduced from original size 
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Figure 21: Another sample of Ross' "hyperrealism" 
(from Kingdom Come) but with unconventional panels, 
reduced from original size 
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Figure 22: A page of architecturally framed panels from Eisner's 
A Contract with God 
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Figure 23: An environmentally framed panel 
from Eisner's A Life Force (top of page, 
reduced from original size) 

Figure 24: A vehicularly framed 
panel from Eisner's To the Heart of 
the Storm, reduced from original 
size 
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Figure 25: An example of Eisner's columnar layout for readable 
representations of documents in The Plot 
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Figure 26: First instance of the smiley face visual 
motif in Watchmen, reduced from original size 
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Figure 27: Second instance of 
the smiley face visual motif 
in Watchmen (a single panel 
from the original page) 

Figure 28: Another instance of the smiley 
face visual motif in Watchmen (top two-
thirds of the original page, reduced from 
original size) 

Figure 29: Last instance of the smiley face 
visual motif in Watchmen (bottom two-
thirds of the original page, reduced from 
original size) 
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Figure 30: McKean's use of gouache painting in 
Black Orchid (Vertigo/DC Comics 1991), reduced 
from original size 
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Figure 31: Will Eisner's early use of mixed media in The 
Spirit story "The Story of Gerhardt Schnobble": in this panel, 
Eisner mixes photography with cartooning for a thought-
provoking effect—the contrast between extraordinariness of 
the titular character's flying and the mundaneness of the 
urban sprawl. (reduced from original size) 
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Figure 32: McKean's use of (artistic) mixed media in Mr. Punch, reduced 
from original size 
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Figure 33: (top) An example of sideways panels in 
Ware's Jimmy Corrigan, reduced from original size; 
(bottom) narrative voice conflated with sound effect in 
Ware's Jimmy Corrigan, reduced from original size 
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Figure 34: A sample of Talbot's use of a shifting surface of the 
interface of Sunderland and extending the content to every 
inch of the page, reduced from original size 
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Figure 35: A sample of the interface of O'Barr's 
The Crow: jagged line, dark chiaroscuro, and the 
death head's smile (reduced from original size) 
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Figure 36: Another instance of the visual motif of the death head's 
smile in O'Barr's The Crow, featuring the ironic levity of grim 
death (top half of original page) 
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Figure 37: Talbot using typeface for a section in Alice in Sunderland 
(first row of panels, reduced from original size) 

Figure 38: Talbot using block capitals for the lettering of another 
section in Alice in Sunderland (top half, reduced from original 
size) 
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Figure 39: Talbot using blackletter gothic for the lettering of "The 
Legend of the Lambton Worm" section in Alice in Sunderland 
(reduced from original size) 
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Figure 40: Example of a Heads Up Display (HUD) from 
DOOM—this one sits on the bottom of the screen. 

Figure 41: The front menu of American McGee's Alice with the "New Game" 
option selected 
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Figure 42: Inset of Alice in the front menu of American 
McGee's Alice—she sits looking horrified and clutching a 
tattered rabbit doll. 
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Figure 43: The Load-Save menu from American McGee's Alice, appearing Victorian 
and antiquarian (reduced size from original) 
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